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east with my four paws, and when I can swim no 
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or shot over the edge of the world in some vast 
cataract, I shall sink with my nose to the 
sunrise....
—  Reepicheep
This project is dedicated to Jutta, who spent so many nights and 
weekends as a single mother in order to see me finish.
And to Dante, who made it so much more difficult.
And to my father, whose pleasure in my progress lightened the load.
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ABSTRACT
From the debates of the Christian councils to the homilies of 
the local priests, from the opaque scripting of the Byzantine 
epistle to the clarities of stasis theory, from the entertaining 
fictions of declamation to the promulgation of Byzantine cannon law, 
the citizens of Byzantium were never far from the rhetorical, and 
they themselves knew it. But the development of rhetorical theory 
in the Greek West has gained little attention, and what has been 
given to it has generally concentrated on questions of style. This 
dissertation examines some of the most basic qualities of that 
theory of rhetorical invention which Byzantium inherited and made 
its own, and which served as the foundation of its theoretical 
approach for a thousand years.
The present study attempts to provide a basic in-road to 
Byzantine rhetoric by comparing and contrasting the technical 
vocabulary of rhetorical invention (such as epicheireme 
[eiriXê P'niJOt], enthymeme [evSujiima], development [epyaaia], artistic 
proof [evTEXvoq irvoTiq], inartistic proof [aTexvoq irtOTiq], etc.) as it 
is employed, first, in the treatise of Anonymous Seguerianus and 
then in the inventional corpus of Hermogenes of Tarsus (whose works 
became the standard textbooks of Byzantine rhetoric).
By examining alterations in the vocabulary of rhetorical 
invention surrounding Hermogenes' reconstitution of the subject, one 
accomplishes two important tasks. First, such an examination lays 
out in a detailed and specific manner some of the changes in 
rhetorical theory which are represented in the Hermogenic
xiii
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inventional (as opposed to the stylistic)"works, thus contributing 
to a more complete view on the history and development of rhetoric. 
Second, such an examination, once completed, provides the rhetorical 
theorist with an absolutely essential foundation upon which to build 
an understanding of rhetoric in Byzantium. This understanding of 
the Byzantine alterations in technical vocabulary provides a tool 
with which the rhetorician may investigate and interrogate Byzantine 
texts with respect to their critical outlook, their development, and 
their deviation from the Hermogenic norm.
xiv
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CHAPTER ONEi 
THE NATURE AND CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTION
Section x . The Nature o£ tha Question
A. Presentation of the Question
The shortcomings of our description would probably disappear 
if for the psychological terms 
we could substitute physiological or chemical ones.
— Freud1
The divine ray is unable, in any way, to bring light to us 
unless it is hidden, covered with the covering 
of various sacred veils....
— Pseudo-Dionysius2
If the tension between the laboratory and the monastery, 
between absolute explication and unspeakable encounter, does not 
occupy a major chapter in any history of the contemporary era, then 
that history is poorly written. The Renaissance1s (and the next 
generations') simultaneous exploration of science and magic is so 
well documented as to be clichd. Witness, for example, Newton's 
alchemy period, or recall William Gilbert's peculiar vocabulary about 
the earth's magnetic field.3 But science and magic parted company
*The Pleasure Principle. GBWW translation, p. 662.
2kcu yap ou5e Suvotov ETeptuq fyiv EirtXapvat ttiv fleapxtKTiv ax-riva, pti Tfi
TTouaXia tSv lepwv irapaireTaapaTuv avayoyixS; nepiKexaXuppevnv  Celestial
Hierarchies I.ii; PG 3.121. Unless otherwise indicated, translations 
are my own.
3 After insisting that his conclusions are based in a "great 
multitude of experiments", Gilbert goes on to explain that the earth 
is animate, has a soul (and a will), and chooses "with her astral 
magnetic mind" to spin around her axis. Perhaps Gilbert's 
contemporaries saw in his essay, De Magnete, a workable synthesis 
between the Copemican machine and the Ptolemaic Intelligences 
commanding the spheres (he was the first Englishman to back 
Copernicus), but the modern reader is apt to be struck by the 
emergence of his rather idiosyncratic conclusions —  mingled with 
other acceptably scientific ones —  from a process of "much 
experimentation"; unless, in some deconstruetional sense, Gilbert is
1
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early. Trendy syntheses between the now estranged worlds of science 
and transcendence emerge periodically,4 but most often in the 
contemporary world the relationship is neutral at best, and 
occasionally antagonistic, with the empiricists insisting that what 
they can't explain is simply brute knowledge awaiting better 
methodology and the mystics insisting that they know what cannot be 
explained, and most of what can be explained isn't much worth 
knowing. Both seem to view the synthesizers with suspicion: the 
empiricists smelling fraud, the mystics sensing Simony. Rhetoricians 
have long walked in this treacherous middle ground, offering none of 
the parties endorsements, selling arms equally to all sides, and 
attempting in their own way to deal with the tension between 
verifiable public certainty and individual interior certainty by 
examining the way we talk about what we know, don't know, feel, hope 
for, want, and want to avoid.5 No easy task, this.
It is for that reason —  the difficulty of the rhetorical task 
—  that the neglect of the Byzantine perspective on rhetorical theory 
is so egregious. The loss is ours, particularly at this time. The 
Byzantines might have much worthwhile to teach a world where the
portrayed as an ardent environmentalist or, perhaps, a Neo-Druid. See 
especially Book V.12. I have used the translation in GBWW.
4Chariots of the Gods, The Dancing Wu-Li Masters, The God Particle,
The Holy Grail: A Beginner's Guide, to name just a few of the more 
recent titles from within the contemporary New Age attempt at 
synthesizing science and mysticism.
SA good rhetorician might note, e.g., that I have just juxtaposed 
“verifiable" and "individual" in the above configuration, and wonder 
what this says about a culture which speaks of such a juxtaposition 
without so much as a pause for thought, while simultaneously touting 
individualism as one of the crown jewels of its political credo.
2
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tensions between the local and the global (the provincial and 
imperial, the educated Byzantine might have said) are given £requent 
and extensive attention. Or, they might have insights to offer about 
the nature of negotiated meanings maintained in the midst of 
transcendent belief founded in words about a —  about the —  Word. 
Such a tension came close to defining them, and it is not without its 
obvious echoes in our own practical and hermeneutical debates on the 
place of community, authority, morality, faith and compromise in 
discovering (creating?) meaning in human interaction. But the 
development of rhetorical theory in the Greek West has gained little 
attention, and what has been given to it has generally concentrated 
on questions of style.6 Little has been done with the more 
substantive aspects of composition, especially invention.
Despite this absence of attention Byzantium has received in 
contemporary rhetorical scholarship, rhetoric was a pervasive aspect 
of the Byzantine world. Kustas notes:
Modern editors of Byzantine texts often in their 
commentaries venture to describe the rhetorical 
habits of the authors they treat, in acknowledgment 
of the fact that the strong hand of rhetoric directs 
the great bulk of medieval Greek literature.7
From the debates of the Christian councils to the homilies of the
local priests, from the opaque scripting of the Byzantine epistle to
the clarities of stasis theory as a foundation of a theoretical
education in philosophy and a practical one in politics, from the
6See, e.g., MAAS (1912), or ORTH (1928, and 1929). We shall take up 
this issue in more detail shortly.
7KUSTAS (1967), p. 1.
3
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entertaining fictions of declamation to the promulgation of Byzantine 
cannon law, the citizens of Byzantium were never far from the 
rhetorical, and they themselves knew it. The Byzantines produced, for 
example, a series of polemics which demonstrate a clear and probably 
conscious development of audience analysis.8 Their religious debates 
were real and about issues which would as much —  no, more so —  
affect their daily lives as our debates about education and taxes 
affect our own.9 Eloquence was respected —  as was orthodoxy —  and 
preachers who spoke the truth well were admired. And yet, as we 
shall see, little beyond the Byzantine considerations of style has 
been forwarded by contemporary rhetorical scholars. Much work remains 
to be done in this field.
No single study, of course, can remedy the dearth of
scholarship which rhetoricians —  with a few notable exceptions —
have bestowed upon Constantinople. Nor can any one voice argue
convincingly for the general inclusion of Byzantium in our ongoing
debates about argumentation and debate. Certainly, it is to be hoped
that the present study might encourage a broader, deeper, and more
complete consideration of the history of rhetoric and, perhaps,
inspire contemporary rhetoricians to include the Greek West more
fully in their reflections on and commentaries about our traditions
8See, e.g., SAHAS, Daniel (1990) and KOLBABA, Tia (1995).
9DICKIE's (1995) discussion on the pervasiveness of the Evil Eye —  a 
concept still very much alive today in the Arab communities of the 
Middle East, both Moslem and Christian —  provides a fine perspective 
on contextualizing the intertwined nature of the spiritual and the 
secular in Byzantium. Or for a somewhat different approach to the 
same topic, see FOGEN's (1995) discussion of magic in Roman secular 
law and Byzantine canon law.
4
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and present discussions. It is, however, symptomatic of our lack of 
acquaintance with Byzantine rhetoric that, prior to consulting the 
Byzantine texts directly, a significant amount of more basic work 
needs to be done. If we are hoping to bring Byzantium more fully 
into the view of contemporary rhetoricians, it is first necessary to 
step back, and give a good deal of attention to the theory of 
rhetoric as it was received in the Greek West. Kennedy observes that 
before one can grasp the concept of argument "in the later Greek and 
Byzantine periods, one must consciously reject what is found not only 
in Aristotle but also in Boethius and the Latin tradition".10 The 
statement may be a slight exaggeration —  Byzantine rhetoric is an 
organic growth springing from its Aristotelian roots, not a new 
species of plant —  but his point is not to be taken lightly: the 
walls of Constantinople do not fall to the poorly equipped or the 
ill-informed.
This study will examine some qualities of that theory of 
rhetorical invention which Byzantium inherited and made its own, and 
which served as the foundation of its theoretical approach for a 
thousand years. This will be done by noting how this theory of 
invention, which served as the foundation of Byzantine rhetoric, 
differed from earlier, Hellenistic, theoretical perspectives; the 
study will focus on the technical vocabulary of invention, and 
concern itself largely with Book 3 of Hermogenes'11 Repi eupeoewg (On
10KENNEDY (1983), p. 90.
^Questions of authorship will be discussed more fully, below.
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Invention). This Hermogenic work remains untranslated,12 leaving it 
inaccessible to most modem rhetoricians, even though it was one of 
the five central texts of the Byzantine rhetorical corpus.13 The 
view of argument which is outlined in this text, and in Hermogenes' 
nepl otooeuv (On Stasis), will be compared with earlier theoretical 
perspectives on invention.
This contrast is important in itself, if one wishes to 
understand Byzantine rhetoric; once established, however, this 
contrast also serves as a tool to assist one who might wish to 
examine and explore Byzantine texts themselves, with an eye toward 
reviewing their sources and theoretical perspectives more carefully 
and more accurately. As an example, we shall, once these 
distinctions are established, give some very brief attention to the 
Bibliotheca of Patriarch Photios of Constantinople, remarking on its 
critical outlook, and posing questions raised about that outlook in 
light of our studies.
The texts with which this dissertation largely concerns itself 
reflect schools of thought which were influential in rhetorical 
theory in the second century, and later in the sixth.14 To better 
understand them and their connection, it is first necessary to 
consider some general information, previous studies, and background 
to the elements involved in the question.
12In English. There is a French version by Michel PATILLON (1997).
13 Cf. KENNEDY (1983), chapt. 2.
14A11 dates given are A.D. (C.E.) unless otherwise indicated.
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B . Background of 6ha Question
1. Tha Raraoganic Transition
The works of Hermogenes of Tarsus (bom c.160) are a watershed 
moment in the development of rhetorical theory. So much so, that one 
may reasonably talk about pre-Hermogenic and post-Hermogenic (or 
simply "Hermogenic") perspectives, though cautiously: the watershed 
does not occur within Hermogenes' life.
Our sole source of biographical information about Hermogenes is 
found in Philostratus' Lives of the Sophists (2.7). If Philostratus 
is to be believed, and there is little reason to doubt him,
Hermogenes was something of a prodigy. Marcus Aurelius, touring the 
provinces, made a special effort to hear him speak when the orator 
was only fifteen. For reasons unspecified, Hermogenes lost the 
ability to speak publicly —  the implication is a failure either of 
nerves or of inspiration. He died at a goodly age. It is presumably 
after the decline in his performance prowess that Hermogenes turned 
to a more mundane life of scholarship. Traditionally, five treatises 
on rhetorical theory have been received which bear his name.15 
Authors from the 14th century, without citing their sources, suggest 
that his works were composed early in his life, but after the visit 
of the emperor.16
15These include: lTpoyupvdoijaTa, TTEpi OTaOEwv, TTEpi eupEOEiix;, TTepl l5eGv, 
TTEpi pEfloSou Seivottitoc;.
16KENNEDY (1983), pp. 79-80.
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Hermogenes' works appear not to have immediately gained command 
of the field, but slowly emerged as the dominant theory.17 By the 
sixth century, however, he is clearly the central figure in 
rhetorical theory. Patterson notes that his works were, by that 
time, organized and ordered into the sections with which we are 
generally familiar today.18 Kustas observes that, "After the end of 
the fifth century there is hardly any Byzantine intellectual who is 
not touched by [Hermogenes]".19 Kennedy speaks of his work On Stasis 
as "the fundamental rhetorical textbook from the Fifth to the 
Fifteenth Century"20 in the Greek West. These points summarize the 
general perspective on Hermogenes* role as the cornerstone of 
Byzantine rhetoric.21
To speak, then, of a Hermogenic perspective in Greek rhetoric, 
is to speak of the period from sometime near the end of the fifth 
century forward: a period that begins some two centuries after 
Hermogenes' life. It is the perspective generally considered to have 
served as the basis of all Byzantine rhetorical theory.
It is not my intention in this dissertation to provide a 
general perspective on Hermogenic rhetorical theory, of course. That 
ambitious task has been partially undertaken by others, and with some
17KUSTAS (1973), pp. 6ff.
18PATTERSON (1970), p. 7.
19KUSTAS (1973), p. 5.
20KENNEDY (1983), p. 74.
21For an overview, JENKINS (1963).
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success.22 Rather, the present project has as its goal the far more 
modest work of examining and establishing the alterations in the 
vocabulary of rhetorical invention which accompanied the Hermogenic 
transition.
Pre-Hermogenic rhetorical theory23 differed in a number of 
subtle but significant ways from the outlook which followed that 
transition. The most profitable way to study the alterations 
established by the Hermogenic corpus is probably through examination 
of the specific technical vocabulary employed to discuss rhetoric. 
Patillon speaks of his long held conviction "that there is no serious 
theory of discourse without continual reference to the linguistic";24 
by linguistic, he means, among many other things, the development of 
vocabulary. Patillon correctly identifies Hermogenes' perspective on 
style as central to the orator's overall theory and the most
22PATILLON. See bibliography.
23This, of course, was not itself a monolithic system, and a more 
precise definition of the period relevant to this study will be taken 
up at the proper time. Here, it is sufficient to note that the 
primary text employed in this dissertation as a representative of the 
Pre-Hermogenic point of view is a compendium of competing theoretical 
outlooks. For the definitive secondary text on Hellenic and 
Hellenistic rhetoric, see KENNEDY (1963) . For a perspective on 
Hellenistic rhetoric with an emphasis upon the Latin West, see 
KENNEDY (1972), and CLARK (1963).
24"...qu'il n'est pas de theorie du discours sdrieuse sans une 
constante reference a la linguistique". PATILLON (1988), p. 7.
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original2S of his contributions. He, therefore, concentrates most of 
his own research on matters of style and presentation.26
There were, however, changes going on in other of the canons of 
rhetoric27 as well. After style, Hermogenes most dramatically 
affected the canon of invention, though only limited attention has 
been given to this heuristic alteration, as we shall see. While the 
same vocabulary was often employed by Hermogenes and the pre- 
Hermogenic authors, subtle differences in meaning sometimes 
accompanied that identical vocabulary. On the other hand, 
terminology was also abandoned, and at the same time, of course, the 
restructuring of the subject by Hermogenes introduced new vocabulary. 
The nature of the distinctions between Hermogenic and Pre-Hermogenic 
rhetoric is the focus of this study, and will be considered in some 
depth in the following chapters. What is important to note, at 
present, however, is simply that the Hermogenic transition took
25For a different perspective on style than the one Patillon offers, 
see HAGEDORN (1964) who argues that Hermogenes' theory of style is 
largely derivative of earlier sources, most notably, Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus.
2®PATILLON, 1988. Patillon also notes, in an earlier work (1985),
that Hermogenes1 On Invention is concerned in part with issues of
style, especially the canon of Ta|iq. As he summarizes in his later
work: "J'ai avancd l'id6e, dans ma th&se, que le texte transmis dans
le corpus hermogdnien sous le nom de TTepi eupeoeuq provient d'un
ensemble defini par les tdches de l'orateur et qu'il nous propose, 
d'une part, un ddveloppement sur 1'invention, d'autre part, un 
developpement sur 1'Elocution". (1988, p.10.)
27The standard Canons of Classical Rhetoric, outlining the rhetorical
task, are: Eupeotq (invention, discovery, classification), Tafciq 
(arrangement of the material), XEfciq (style), uiroKpiaiq (delivery), pvT̂ n) 
(memory). The contents of the Canons and their relative importance 
differed from one period to the next, and between various schools 
within any given period in the history of rhetoric.
10
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place, and that it altered in some way the technical vocabulary 
previously employed to discuss rhetorical invention, and that 
rhetorical theory after this transition is considered the foundation 
of Byzantine rhetorical thought and education.
2. Vocabulary of invention in the Transition
Both Kennedy and Kustas examine some aspects of the general 
conceptual shift which took place under the influence of Hermogenes' 
works,28 and while they disagree on some points,29 both make passing 
reference to certain alterations in the Hermogenic use of particular 
words. Neither gives organized, detailed attention to the precise 
Hermogenic changes to the vocabulary employed in rhetorical theory, 
though Kennedy's discussion is more helpful on this front,30 
especially in his considerations of the Hermogenic text On 
Invention. More detailed discussion of some vocabulary, especially 
that of Stasis, may be found in Heath's excellent translation, notes 
and commentaries,31 although Heath also discusses the relationship
28KENNEDY (1983), ch. 2; KUSTAS (1973), passim (esp. pp. 5-11, for an 
overview).
29g .g., KUSTAS argues for Hermogenes as a competing school of 
theoretical vision, overwhelming the rival Minucianus. KENNEDY holds 
a more conservative perspective, noting that while Hermogenes opposed 
the views of Minucianus, there were no "great philosophical 
differences about the nature and functions of rhetoric" between the 
two, but only disagreements about rather less significant matters (p. 
76). HAGEDORN (1964) is even more conservative, arguing that 
Hermogenes is in fact precisely in line with the tradition which 
immediately preceded him (passim, but see esp., e.g., pp. 23, 39-41, 
77f) . N.B., however, that Hagedom's article, the only one actually 
devoted to exploring Hermogenes' relationship to the previous 
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of the Hermogenic vocabulary to past perspectives of the tradition 
only tangentially.
Less ambitious studies outside of the idea of style have been 
done, though these, too, are usually devoted to examining stasis 
theory,32 either its general development or some ambiguous aspect of 
its character. Conventional wisdom held stasis theory to be a 
contribution of the Stoics, but as early as 1950 0. A. L. Dieter 
clearly demonstrated the Aristotelian roots of the theory in his 
etymological analysis of the term OTaotq and its attendant 
vocabulary.33 Dieter is perhaps to be faulted for forwarding, in 
places, what amounts to an argument that the vocabulary of 
Aristotle's theories of physical motion (taken from his Physics, his 
Parts of Animals, and his Generation of Animals) was consciously 
adopted by rhetoricians to serve as theory-based metaphors for the 
motion of the will. Dieter's discussion of this particular angle of 
his theory constitutes something of an argumentum ad ignoratum. 
Nevertheless, his more general premise, that stasis predates the
32Stasis theory is, today, usually discussed as a part of the canon 
of invention. Hermogenes states in his introduction to irepi OTaoewv 
(1.9), "e o n  5e oxeSov o auToq t$ nept eupeoeuq, ttXtiv ooov ou iravTa exet. to  
irepi eupeoediq" [This subject {stasis} is almost identical with the 
theory of invention, except that it does not include all the elements 
of invention]. Translation: Malcolm HEATH (1995) . For an overview 
of stasis theory, KENNEDY (1983), 73-86; RUSSELL (1983), ch. 3.
33DIETER, (1950). Unfortunately, Dieter, though he never mentions 
him by name, views Hermogenes as a corrupter of the Platonic Ideal of 
Aristotelian stasis, so to speak. See esp. p. 369, fn. 37. His 
arguments for the Aristotelian roots of stasis are not, however, 
weakened by his lack of appreciation for Hermogenes, though careful 
readers of his article will, ironically, find comprehension of 
Dieter's points greatly enhanced if they bring a previous knowledge 
of Hermogenes with them to Dieter's analysis.
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Stoics, was well received and followed by more scholarship, 
reinforcing the Aristotelian roots of stasis.34 Enos notes, in 
passing, the presence of at least the general idea of stasis in 
Plato's Gorgias,35 e.g., and Kennedy, in his translation and 
exhaustive commentary on the Rhetoric devotes a number of pages to 
the Aristotelian roots of stasis.36 With the exception of Dieter, 
however, none of these studies gives serious attention to the 
technical vocabulary involved in the theory of stasis. Even Dieter 
concentrates on the etymological aspects of the terms, and their 
relation to one another in Aristotle's works. No discussion about 
the terminological alterations between Hermogenes and earlier 
perspectives on stasis is presented.
Some studies have undertaken such a comparison, either broadly 
or more narrowly focused. Nadeau37 discusses the broader development 
of stasis theory, starting with Hermagoras of Temnos (f1., first 
century B.C.), the first rhetorician whose systematic presentation of 
stasis we can reasonably reconstruct. Nadeau proceeds from 
Hermagoras on to Hermogenes, providing a summary consideration of the 
various theorists associated with the development of stasis theory.
34NADEAU, (1964), in the introduction to his translation of 
Hermogenes' Stasis also cites Aristotle as the original source of 
stasis theory. See also THOMPSON (1972), who seeks to ground an 
Aristotelian view of stasis more firmly in Aristotle's rhetorical 
works. Thompson provides, however, no discussion of the technical 
vocabulary involved, working primarily with the conceptual frameworks 
of stasis.
35ENOS (1993), p.96.
36KENNEDY (1991). See e.g., p. 104f, n.237, esp.; p. 265ff.
37NADEAU (1959).
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With respect to vocabulary, Nadeau provides a general, helpful, but 
introductory sketch of the primary terms of stasis. He correctly 
points out that the alterations made by Hermogenes were most dramatic 
in the area of organization and subordination of the discovery 
process; that is, in regard to ordering the votioei as a logical 
progression of contrary possibilities which will derive OTaoiq ek tou 
KpivopEvou.38 Hermogenes did not introduce a new theory of stasis, 
but he did reconstitute a received theory, and it is the Hermogenic 
re-ordering which became the standard textbook in Byzantium.
More narrowly focused, one of Heath's articles39 provides a 
more detailed consideration of the differing ideas behind four 
specific terms within stasis theory, concentrating on shifting 
meanings of, and the relationships between, aiTtov (cause, reason, 
responsibility or blame), ouvexov (from ouvexu, to occupy, engage, 
constrain, bring about), KptvopEvov (the thing considered, the matter 
to be judged), and tT|TTi|ja (the question raised) . He examines these 
terms with an eye toward illuminating the varying perspectives on the 
cause, or source or location, of the OTaoiq as that cause was 
perceived —  often inconsistently —  in differing schools of thought.
38Noriatq is an analysis or sifting and implies, to some degree, 
conceptual ordering, an intuition of relation: of what leads to what. 
Such analysis arrives at the O T a o tq ,  the central point on which the 
argument hangs. Kpxvopevov is a slightly more problematic word, with 
much debate among the rhetoricians being given to its place and 
meaning. Briefly, it is the matter to be adjudicated, the kernel of 
circumstance which, if properly interrogated, reveals the stasis.
See Malcolm HEATH (1994) for more detailed discussion of KptvopEvov,  
its various shades of meaning, and its location within stasis theory.
39Malcolm HEATH (1994).
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He is especially interested in discovering the various views of TO 
Kptvcpcvov, the source from which the stasis appears.
P. H. Richter40 establishes the text and provides a (German) 
translation, and notes on one of Hermogenes1 Byzantine commentators. 
His work, too, offers some passing commentary on the relationship of 
Kpxvopevov and CTjT'nija, but he is quick to note that his own text is an 
incomplete summary of a detailed original, and its fragmented nature 
allows for few definite conclusions.41
Patillon, in his writings, provides a more comprehensive review 
of Hermogenic stasis theory,42 including a brief section devoted to 
its context in the over-all Hermogenic perspective,43 and a helpful 
discussion of Hermogenes' general place in the tradition,44 though 
the latter concentrates primarily on Hermogenic reorganization of the 
Hermagorean analytical aspects (V0T|Otc) of the approach toward to
40RICHTER (1926).
41Man sieht...der Bearbeiter von Ph (his text) habe aus den, z.T. 
gewiss sehr eingehenden und aus ftihr lichen, Scholien seiner Vorlage 
nur einzelne Merksdtze herausgehoben, die sich jetzt nur noch schwer 
gedanklich soweit in Verbindung bringen lassen, dass ihr 
ursprUnglicher Zusammenhang und damit der Sinn und die Zugehdrigkeit 
der von ihnen gegebenen ErklSrungen deutlich werde. [One sees that 
the editor of Ph has exerpted only single sentences from scholia 
which were, in part at least, certainly profound and detailed. The 
sentences we have can now, only with great difficulty, be connected 
to one another so that their original context and therefore their 
meaning and relationship to one another is clarified.] RICHTER 
(1926), p. 160.
42M. HEATH (1995) pp. 69-79, and KENNEDY (1983), pp. 82-85, both 
provide a fine, quick overview of the Hermogenic system of stasis, to 
complement PATILLON's 1988 presentation on pp. 43ff, but esp. pp. 48- 
55; also PATILLON (1997), pp. 56-77.
43PATILLON (1988), pp. 47-48.
44PATILLON (1988), pp. 56-78.
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Kpivqievov. Nevertheless, there is helpful discussion in Patillon45 
of the vocabulary of Hermagoras, and Hermogenes' adaptation of that 
technical vocabulary in his own theory of stasis.
The most in-depth work is that of Malcom Heath, mentioned 
above, who provides an introduction, commentary, exemplary texts, and 
a very fine glossary in his English translation of Hermogenes' On 
Stasis. The work is extremely helpful, and serves equally well as an 
introduction to Stasis, or a deeper consideration of the technical 
vocabulary within the text.
It will be noted that, when the issue is one of invention (as 
opposed to style), the Hermogenic perspective on rhetorical theory is 
quickly truncated in the literature, with stasis theory dominating 
the discussion. The Hermogenic corpus justifies, to some extent, 
concentrating upon stasis theory as central to Hermogenes' view of 
rhetorical invention. As Patillon correctly points out, Hermogenes 
insisted that command of stasis theory was a preliminary task of the 
orator.46 An equation of Hermogenic stasis theory with a Hermogenic 
inventional theory must be avoided, however: "This subject [of 
stasis] is almost identical with the theory of invention, except that 
it does not include all the elements of invention",47 Hermogenes 
observes in the opening of his On Stasis. Invention is larger them 
stasis alone.
45PATILLON (1997) pp. 67ff.
46PATILLON (1988), p. 47.
47ST 1.11-12. The translation is Heath's.
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Clearly, the literature has room for a more focused and 
deliberate examination of specific adaptations, alterations, and 
creations, relative to earlier rhetorical theory, which can be found 
in the technical vocabulary of Hermogenes' ffpaipuv EUpETiKwv.
Section IX. Consideration of the Question
A. Justification: Why the Question Matters
By examining alterations in the vocabulary of rhetorical 
invention surrounding Hermogenes' reconstitution of the subject, one 
accomplishes two important tasks. First, such an examination lays 
out in a detailed and specific manner some of the alterations in 
rhetorical theory which are represented in the Hermogenic inventional 
works, thus contributing to a more complete view on the history and 
development of rhetoric. Second, such an examination, once 
completed, provides the rhetorical theorist with an absolutely 
essential foundation upon which to build an understanding of rhetoric 
in Byzantium —  an area which has been neglected at best, and often 
ignored, by contemporary rhetoricians.
B. Method: Answering the Questiea
The question will be addressed in two distinct stages, first 
examining certain aspects of the Greek conceptual development of 
rhetorical invention in the era just before and after the founding of 
Constantinople, then contrasting this with the era which began 
immediately afterwards. These two periods, one in the denouement of 
the united Roman Empire, one in the opening scenes of Byzantium's 
thousand-year reign, represent the two dominant schools of thought —
17
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the latter inherited by the Byzantines —  regarding the nature of 
rhetorical invention.
More specifically, the first stage of the study will examine 
the technical vocabulary present in debates and discussions on 
invention which were prominent in the rhetorical schools in the era 
just prior to the Hermogenic transition. The specific texts involved 
in this examination will be discussed below.
The second stage will focus on a consideration of the technical 
vocabulary of invention which was employed in the Hermogenic texts.
I am not, of course, attempting to prove that Hermogenes made a 
difference in the overall perspective of rhetorical theory. That is 
both well known and well documented, as we have seen. Rather, the 
major contribution of this study is to offer a detailed and 
deliberately narrow focus on the specifics of how that change was 
reflected in some of the technical vocabulary surrounding rhetorical 
invention.
This dissertation, thus, follows a standard methodology of 
developmental criticism based on philiological considerations, chief 
among them, vocabulary comparison. The basic method of vocabulary 
comparison is an ancient one; Patriarch Photios of Constantinople, in 
fact, opens his famous ninth-century Bibliotheca with a review of one 
work which employed the methodology —  at least in part —  to great 
success,48 and it has continued to play an effective role in a broad 
range of scholarship to this day. Numerous studies might be cited
48BB 1.la-2a.
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where the method is employed to assist with questions of 
authorship,49 dating of texts,50 the accuracy and variations of 
texts,51 and textual histories.52 Language grows, develops, adapts 
and changes. When such matters are considered, it serves as little 
surprise that by simply comparing the vocabulary —  both the words 
and the means in which they are used —  or any other aspect of 
language, an enormous amount of information about two texts might be 
ascertained.
In order to consider in more detail the application of the 
method to the rhetorical artifacts in the present study, it is, of 
course, first necessary to discuss the texts themselves.
1. Texts Examined
The heuristic technical vocabulary of three of the fundamental 
works of rhetorical theory in the periods under review were chosen 
for consideration. Two of the texts are by (or attributed to53)
49SIDERAS (1987), e.g.
50E.g., RUIJGH (1998); or GRISHIN (1981).
51E.g., TZIATZI-PAPAGIANNI (1997); or THIEL (1977), or REINER and 
KOVACS (1993).
52E.g., SERIKOFF (1987); or SCHISSEL (1926); or ORTH (1929). See 
also, KENNEDY (1983), pp. 89-90 for passing reference to vocabulary 
development as an argument against Hermogenes’ direct authorship of 
Invention.
53Questions of actual authorship, while important in themselves, are 
of less concern to the present study. Far more significant is the 
fact that the Hermogenic texts, especially, were widely used and 
respected, and were, throughout the Byzantine era, viewed as 
Hermogenes' work. Also important is the fact that the two sets of 
texts (Anonymous Seguerianus’ and the Hermogenic corpus) represent 
the standard views for the schools of thought with which they are 
associated. pre-Hermogenic and Hermogenic.
For the record, the author of Anonymous Seguerianus is, as the 
designation indicates, unknown. Furthermore, there is serious debate
19
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Hermogenes while the remaining work is an anonymous treatise which
summarizes a series of discussions and debates on rhetorical
invention prior to the Hermogenic transition. The Hermogenic works
represent the standard texts which altered the inventional landscape
of rhetorical theory.
The authors and works to be considered are:
Work 1: The Anonymous Seguerianus, texvh tou iroXtTiKOU Xoyou [The art 
of political speech], frequently abbreviated AnSg54;
Work 2: Hermogenes, irepl TtUv OTaoEwv [On stasis or On issues], 
frequently referred to simply as Stasis or St;55
as to the authorship of the Hermogenic text On Invention, with 
scholarly opinion today generally accepting the claim that the author 
of the work was not Hermogenes. Suggestion is made, based in part 
upon vocabulary analysis, that the text belongs to the third century. 
PATILLON (1990) argues that the author wrote after Apsines' On 
Figured Problems, and identifies him as the sophist Aspasius, 
mentioned in Philostratus’ Lives of the Sophists (III.33), but all 
identifications are speculative. For more, see also the discussion 
in PATILLON (1988), lOf.
The author of Xnvention, whoever he (or she) may be, presents a 
work generally consistent with Hermogenes' outlook as presented in 
Stasis, though we shall, in the course of this study, note exceptions 
to that rule. In this dissertation, I will —  perilously —  assume 
the author of Invention to be masculine, and refer to him 
interchangeably as "the Hermogenic author" (emphasizing his general 
consistency with Hermogenes) or "[Pseudo]-Hermogenes", emphasizing 
the generally accepted, but by no means conclusive, view of 
authorship which holds the field today. I will speak of "Hermogenes" 
primarily in relation to Stasis, where his authorship remains 
unques t i oned.
54 The abbreviation "AnSg" stands in for both the work and the 
unknown author. The date is c. 190. Regarding AnSg: I have mostly 
used the critical text in DILTS and KENNEDY, which is accompanied by 
a somewhat uneven translation into English (the first ever into any 
modem language). References cited in this dissertation are to 
paragraph numbers from the more readily available edition of C.
Hammer (post L. Spengel), Rhetores Graeci, vol. i Leipzig: Teubner, 
1894, pp. 352-398. These paragraph numbers are conveniently 
displayed in the DILTS and KENNEDY text as well.
55 Stasis: dated c. 200; I have used the critical text of Rabe 
(1913) . Citations are by section and line number. Malcolm HEATH 
(1995) provides an English translation and extensive, superb, 
commentary. There is an earlier translation by Nadeau, 1964.
20
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Work 3: [Pseudo]-Hermogenes, Trepi eupeoeuc; [On invention], frequently 
referred to simply as Invention or Inv.56
AnSg summarizes the teachings of several schools of thought popular
in his time, contrasting their perspectives and discussing their
similarities. The author identifies his sources with regularity and
consistency, and seems to provide no original commentary. The text
does not appear to be a series of lecture notes, as is the case
with, for example, the Rhetoric of Aristotle or Apsines. AnSg is
ideal for the present purposes, providing, as it does, a tight
summary and outline of rhetorical invention in the exact period in
question. Dilts and Kennedy remark that the AnSg text, along with
Apsines' TEXV71 pT|TopiKTi, "are probably the best surviving
representatives of how rhetoric was taught in most Greek schools in
the second and third centuries after Christ".57 They consider AnSg
"the best source we have in Greek for the debates among rhetoricians
about rhetorical invention in the early empire",58 and specifically
remark on the text's independence from the Hermogenic tradition.59
56 Invention: dated some time, probably, in the third century; I have 
again used Rabe (1913). Citations are by book, section, line. 
Patillon has a French translation. I am unaware of any translation 
in English or German.
57DILTS and KENNEDY [hereafter, DK] (1997), p. ix. Apsines' work is 
far more a practical handbook of examples, and is virtually 
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AnSg specifically identifies ten different authors as his 
sources:60 "Alexander, son of Numenius", Apollodorus of Pergamum, 
Theodorus of Gadara, Neocles, Harpocration, Zeno (of Athens?), 
Aristotle, Plato, Dionysius of Halicarnassus and Chrysippus. Of the 
253 sections in the work, 55 are specifically attributed to one (or 
more) of the above authors, with 20 citations of Alexander,61 four of 
Apollodorus,62 three of Theodorus,63 twelve of Neocles,64 four of 
Harpocration,65 two of Zeno,66 two of Aristotle,67 and one, each, of 
Plato,68 Chrysippus,69 and Dionysius.70 In addition, there are 12
60Which is not to say that he directly consulted all ten authors. 
Several seem to be taken second-hand from what others say; the 
Apollodoreans, e.g., seem to have their theoretical position 
presented from Alexander's point of view. Alexander, Neocles, 
Harpocration, and Zeno seem to be AnSg's main (and primary) sources.
61Not 19, as DK mistakenly indicate in their introduction. It is 
worth observing that the introduction, notes and, especially, the 
glossaries and indices of the DK text are beset with numerous errors 
and should be approached with caution. Alexander is specifically 
cited in paragraphs 3, 30, 49, 50, 51, 62, 116, 121, 125, 129, 133, 
135, 136, 144, 146, 155, 169, 200, 221, 222.
62AnSg generally refers to "the Apollodoreans" as a school rather 
than quoting Apollodorus directly. See 26, 50, 113, 124.
63As with the Apollodoreans, AnSg refers to "the Theodoreans" as a 
school. The citations are in 49, 103, 134.
6446, 116, 125, 147, 149, 154, I5T, 160, 170, 198, 214, 223.





70253. Dionysius is actually quoted by Harpocration, appearing 
within a section AnSg clearly identifies as coming from Harpocration.
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citations of "They" or "Some" (as in, "Some say... but Alexander 
replies...") as a source.71 Some of these citations are easily 
identifiable as the views of the Apollodoreans or Theodoreans,72 but 
the antecedent of others remains unclear.73
AnSg seems to employ Alexander as his baseline text, often 
noting whether his other sources are in agreement or disagreement 
with Alexander,74 though Neocles plays an almost equal role, as we 
shall see. While he specifically and frequently identifies his 
sources, a large part of AnSg's summary is not directly attributed to 
any of the above authors.
Dilts and Kennedy, analyzing the vocabulary and stylistic 
considerations of the text, forward what they consider to be a 
reasonable —  though admittedly speculative —  assignation of sources 
for the ambiguous paragraphs within AnSg. The scheme DK employ 
involves the verb tenses; there are, however, some serious 
difficulties with the underlying rationale and the application of 
their perspective. They note in their introduction75 that passages 
specifically attributed to Alexander regularly employ the first- 
person plural. They then note that there are occasional but abrupt 
shifts to the second-person singular within the text. In one such
713, 37, 52, 61, 79, 101, 112, 132. 134, 143, 158, 199.
72See, e.g., 3, or 134.
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shift,76 Neocles is the identified author. They conclude, therefore, 
that those passages in which the second-person singular occurs 
generally involve Neocles as the source. Though speculative, the 
reasoning is, to this point, sound. The difficulty comes with the 
reversal of their premise and evidence within their application,
i.e., within their notes, they almost exclusively apply their 
perspective by assigning any first person-plural passages to 
Alexander —  a conclusion clearly not supported by their argument.
Nor indeed is this approach supported by the text; DK seem to take no 
notice of the fact that Neocles himself clearly uses the first-person 
plural on several occasions (cf., e.g., 210ff). We may, therefore, 
cautiously endorse DK's conclusions when they assign a passage to 
Neocles based upon the presence of a second-person singular verb. We 
should be more reserved in embracing their (more numerous) 
assignations of an Alexandrian genesis of a passage based solely upon 
the presence of a first-person plural verb. We shall give more 
direct consideration to the DK attributions as the need arises in our 
textual inquiries.
With the obvious exceptions of Aristotle, Plato, and Dionysius 
-- none of which serve directly as major sources for AnSg —  none of 
the authors cited by AnSg have complete texts which have survived, 
though Alexander authored an important work on figures of speech 
which is largely intact. There are a few other fragments of his
76AnSg 41-47.
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writing, according to Spengel.77 None of the works which served as 
the basis of AnSg's compendium seem extant. Apollodorus and 
Theodorus are both well known, though their ideas are familiar to us 
mostly through their students, as well as through some later 
discussions of their points. Bach of the authors headed a competing 
school of thought, centered largely on the theory of what constituted 
an ideal form of argument. The discussion was concerned with the 
structure of the parts of the speech.78 The Apollodoreans insisted 
upon a formal consistency which grouped the parts together into a 
pure and chronological presentation, while the Theodoreans viewed an 
inter-mingling of the structures as a desirable thing in most 
circumstances.
Three79 of the remaining authors mentioned by AnSg —  Neocles, 
Harpocration, and Zeno —  are all tentatively identified by Dilts and
77See s.v. Alexander (author #0594), Thesaurus Linguae Graecae Canon 
of Greek Authors and Works.
78The four general "parts of a speech" —  irpootjnov (proem, 843), 
StTiynotq (narration, 285), irtOTtq (proof, 787), and eiuXogoq (epilogue, 
445) —  must not be viewed as one would, today, see the introduction, 
body, and conclusion of a speech. In order to understand the debate 
between the Apollodoreans and Theodoreans, it is necessary to 
recognize that the "parts of the speech* are tasks, or goals to be 
accomplished within the oration.
79DK do not mention Chrysippus at the one point in the AnSg text 
where he is named, and the author is overlooked in their introduction 
to and comments on AnSg's sources and citations; they do mention him 
in one other footnote, in reference to Neocles' definition of pathos 
(AnSg 223, DK fn. 219 in the translation). They also footnote his 
one definite appearance in the text (AnSg 207) with a reference to 
the Arnim Fragments, though this same note (DK fn. 208) includes a 
somewhat puzzling cross-reference to a Quintilian passage which seems 
at best tangentially related to the statement footnoted.
Nevertheless, given their Arnim reference, it is to be assumed that 
DK equated the Chrysippus named in AnSg with the philosopher 
Chrysippus of the first century before Christ. Cf. Thesaurus Linguae 
Graecae Canon of Greek Authors and Works, author #1264.
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Kennedy80 as belonging to the second century, and on this basis, 
coupled with the theoretical issues with which the anonymous author 
is concerned, they suggest a date of composition sometime around the 
end of the second century, or early in the third.81
Hermogenes, on the other hand, is of course most famous for his 
irepi tSewv Xoyou (On the classifications [or ideas] of style, commonly 
referred to simply as On Style or On Ideas). The Hermogenic works 
considered in the present study, however, represent the fundamental 
aspects of the heuristic, rather than the stylistic, restructuring 
which the Hermogenic corpus introduced. Stasis is well known, while 
On Invention, a much longer work, is much less well known. Within 
Invention are several original sections, and while we shall index the 
whole work in our vocabulary analysis, we will find our own interests 
focused primarily on Book 3, which deals directly with argumentative 
strategies and structures.
The works under consideration —  the AnSg text and the two 
Hermogenic texts —  represent two different perspectives on the 
heuristic aspects of rhetorical theory: before and after the 
Hermogenic transition. By comparing the technical vocabulary of each 
work, one may grasp some of the fundamental shifts in theory which 
took place after the founding of Constantinople, and which were
80Neocles is somewhat problematic; the other two are more easily 
identified. See the discussion in DK's introduction, pp. x - xv.
81DK, p. xii.
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taught in Byzantium, from the Hermogenic corpus, during her imperial 
reign.
2. Procedure Employed
A schematic flow chart of the research procedure is presented 
in Figure 1.1. The process begins by examining the three works 
(highlighted in the gray boxes near the center of the chart) of the 
authors under consideration. By a close reading of these works and 
an examination of translations, glossaries, and commentaries (where 
these were available) the heuristic technical vocabulary of each of 
these authors was noted, as the figure indicates with arrows flowing 
to the right of each work.
Each term isolated in this fashion was then lemmatized (reduced 
to its root form) and its attendant conceptual vocabulary (when it 
existed) was added to a single list. For example, in 85.5 AnSg uses 
the term dvaOKEuaaai [will overcome, refute] . The lemma (or root) of 
this term is, of course, dvaOKEirdtu [I overcome, refute] ; from this 
term, by recourse to the standard lexicons (ML, GS, Soph), we are 
able to discover both the noun, T| avaOKEUT| [refutation], and the 
adjective/adverb modifiers dvotOKEuaoTtKOg -T| -ov /-kwv [refutational / 
refutationally] . All three lemmatized terms (dvotOKEudtw, avaOKEUTi, 
dvaaKEuaOTiKOq ) were then placed upon the list of technical 
vocabulary concerning invention.
To take a more familiar example, English will often employ the 
same root in the formation of nouns, verbs, and modifiers. Thus, the 
noun "danger", the verb "endanger", the adjective "dangerous", and
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HERMOGENIC VS. PRE-HERMOGENIC 
USE OF TECH VOCAB
Figure 1.1 
Methodological Procedure
the adverb "dangerously" all share a common root: "danger". 
Furthermore, in English we may complete a (very roughly) equivalent 
idea with each of these terms:
"Danger lies beyond that door";
"You will endanger yourself if you walk through that door";
"Beyond that door is something dangerous";
"If you walk through that door, you're living dangerously".
Greek, as an inflected language of course, has the same ability and 
to a much higher degree of sophistication. For these reasons, simply 
isolating the terms actually employed in the works under 
consideration would have been inadequate to conduct the present 
study; where one author, out of stylistic preference, might always 
employ the noun, another might consistently choose a participle form 
of the verb to express the same idea.
Thus, once isolated, it was necessary to lemmatize each term, 
and then list the attendant grammatical lemma variations with the 
lemma of the original word. To return to our English example, when 
one technical term (say, "endangering") was recognized, its root had 
to be identified ("to endanger"), along with any conceptually 
attendant root words (dangerous, dangerously, danger). In this way, 
when one technical term was identified, several words were generally 
added to the list of technical terms.
Both authors, AnSg and Hermogenes, were considered in this 
fashion, and the technical terms each employed were combined into a 
single list to produce a Technical Vocabulary Grand List (TVGL), also 
highlighted in gray, like the authors, on the flow chart. One- 
thousand and ninety-one discrete entries are found on the TVGL. The
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list is reproduced as Appendix I. For the sake of convenience, each 
term on the list has been assigned a unique reference number; when a 
specific term from the TVGL is mentioned within this dissertation, 
its attendant reference number will generally be given, usually in 
parentheses just after the term. Where a term occurs several times 
within a paragraph (or within a few lines of each other), only the 
first occurrence may be followed by a reference number. In addition 
to this reference number, one will also find, in Appendix I, a two- 
letter designation identifying the "conceptual family" to which each 
term belongs. Thus, to return to our example above, not only would 
the terms "danger", "dangerous", "dangerously" and "endanger" appear 
individually in the TVGL in alphabetical order, but each term would 
also receive, for convenience sake, an individual reference number 
(say, for example, 23, 24, 25, and 31). Finally, each of these terms 
would receive a shared, common, two letter designation (say, for 
example aG), identifying it as belonging to the same conceptual 
family as other terms with this same designation. The TVGL is 
reproduced in Appendix II, there indexed by conceptual family. This 
idea of the conceptual family will be taken up in greater detail in 
Chapter Two.
Once the technical vocabulary was recognized in each of the 
authors, and the TVGL was formed, the second step in the process was 
to compile a complete index linked to each of the works under 
consideration. Every Greek word (with the exception of articles, 
particles, and pronouns) in each of the works was noted, lemmatized, 
and referenced. This full index of each of the author's works is
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indicated in Figure 1.1 by the box to the left of the name of that 
work. Given, then, the list of 1,091 technical terms, and the 
complete indices formed of each of the author's works, the next 
logical step was to cross reference the two.
Each TVGL term was looked up in the full index of each of the 
works, and every occurrence noted. This cross referencing produced 
an Index of Technical Vocabulary (ITV). The ITV is intended to 
contain every reference to every occurrence of every word that is 
both present on the TVGL and appears in any of the three works under 
consideration. In this process of indexing, every effort was made to 
be thorough. When one is dealing with a language as vigorously 
inflected as Greek, however, and a bulk of texts this large, it 
becomes impossible —  even in an age of computer searches —  to 
guarantee that either the TVGL or the ITV is uncompromisingly 
exhaustive. What can be reasonably forwarded is a claim that the 
Technical Vocabulary Grand List is a fair, reasonably representative, 
and moderately complete sampling of the technical terms dealing with 
rhetorical invention in the authors under our consideration, and that 
the ITV presents the vast majority of the occurrences of those terms 
in the same authors.
The ITV is divided into AnSg and Hermogenic references, and 
appears as Appendix III, and Appendix IV, respectively. Thus, every 
time AnSg uses any form of any term appearing on the TVGL, that 
occurrence will be noted in Appendix III, listed after its lemma. 
Likewise, any use of any form of any term on the TVGL in the 
Hermogenic corpus will be found in Appendix IV.
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Once the ITV was completed one could, by reference to the 
standard lexicons, the glossaries of critical commentaries and texts, 
and the author’s own texts, compare one author’s use of a given term 
with that of another author as well as that of the more standard, 
non-technical use of that same term. Through such an examination, 
similarities and differences in the use of the TVGL terms by the Pre- 
Hermogenic authors and Hermogenes could be deduced and considered in 
some particularity. Beyond specific uses, general patterns of usage 
might also be discerned. This examination and its conclusions form 
the bulk of the dissertation.
Once these steps are completed, one may see more clearly the 
technical vocabulary as it stood when it became the foundation of 
Byzantine rhetoric.
Section XXZ. Suaaary and Conclusion 
In his discussion of Byzantine style as an image of the 
progression of Christian ideals, Kustas notes:
Byzantine rhetoric is an outgrowth from trends within 
the Second Sophistic movement, to which in time were 
grafted Neoplatonic and Christian conceptions of the 
function of language.... However, no extended 
analysis has so far been made of the underlying 
principles of Byzantine rhetorical philosophy and 
their historical development.82
His observation from thirty-five years ago has been addressed in part
through his own work and the contribution of Kennedy,83 though on the
whole his comments might have appeared yesterday. This study is
82KUSTAS (1967), p. 1. Emphasis added.
83KENNEDY (1983) .
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intended as a small contribution toward a remedy of the problem he 
outlined.
The question before us is a significant one, though a difficult 
one. Its exploration, though complex, may offer new information on 
the development of an instrumental aspect of rhetorical theory in a 
neglected period —  a period which, if explored in a careful and 
thorough academic fashion, might shed better light on some of the 
very questions and tensions84 which contemporary rhetoricians often 
feel belong exclusively to our own era, here in the fading rays of 
the Enlightenment.
The work will proceed, then, on this outline: Chapter Two will
present a statistical review of the use of the technical vocabulary 
in AnSg and Hermogenes. Chapter Three will discuss the use of that 
heuristic vocabulary in AnSg. Chapter Four will consider its use in 
the Hermogenic corpus. Chapter Five will present a comparison and 
contrast, where pre- and post-Hermogenic distinctions in the usage 
will be noted, outlined, argued for, and explained. Chapter Six will 
conclude the dissertation with a summary of differences, discussion 
of future directions for the study, and applications of the data.
84See introduction. Section I.A, above.
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CHAPTER TWO:
THE TVGL DATA IN CONTEXT
If you want to hear 
the essence of modernity, listen to those chords, 
infernal, apocalyptic, and grossly sensual.
This is the authentic voice of the fin de siecle.
— Camille Paglia1
This brevity in writing is called a comma.
We define comma as "what is smaller than a colon"...
— Demetrius2
It may be observed about most of language, but it is 
especially true about the language of criticism and composition: the 
vocabulary is notoriously cultural, self-referential, and 
metaphoric. We speak of sparkling prose (a compliment), or prosaic 
poetry (an insult). We speak of a dense article, flat characters, 
flowing passages, and a plot with loose ends. In the critical 
setting, the terms and phrases (flat, or dense, or loose ends, e.g.) 
take on a particularly technical task. Locating the occurrences and 
assessing the importance of that specifically technical vocabulary 
within any critical writing is a challenging task under the best of 
circumstances.
The terms, for example, may be used outside their technical 
sense: one may refer to a flat landscape as well as a flat 
character. Bearing this in mind, one is confronted with the first 
of a number of difficulties in vocabulary analysis as a method of
1Sex, Art, and the American Culture (1992), p. 7f. she is 
discussing disco influences in the works of the singer Madonna.
2t| 8e toioutt) ppaxuTiK koto ttiv ouvAeoiv Koppa ovopatETat. opttovTai 
8’auTo S6e, xoppa eotiv to kwXou EXarrov... DEMETRIUS, TTspi EppfivEiaq, [On 
Style], 9.
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comparing large texts. Simply counting the number of occurrences of 
a given word in a given text tells one little. The word "flat" may 
occur eleven times within a text, but the question of how many of 
these occurrences reflect a critically technical use ("a flat 
character") and how many reflect a more common employment of the 
same term ("a flat landscape") remains a mystery when examining raw 
numbers alone.
Additionally, when one is comparing works, one must consider 
not only the number of occurrences a word has in a given work, but 
also its relative frequency within that work. Relative frequency 
notes how often a word occurs as a percentage (average number of
occurrences per 100 words), a permillage (average number of
occurrences per 1,000 words), or perdeximillage (average number of
occurrences per 10,000 words) of the total work, and generally
provides a more accurate gauge of an author's treatment of a 
subject.3 For example, the term epptveia (478), occurs only 8 times 
in AnSg, while occurring 13 times in Hermogenes1 Invention. These 
raw numbers notwithstanding, the term is more common in AnSg, since 
the AnSg text is significantly shorter than Invention. When the 
relative frequency of the words is taken into account, one discovers 
that the occurrences of eppiiveia within AnSg account for about
3GOULET, e.g., reports in simple percentages while The Perseus 
Project, both in their printed and online material, reports in 
perdeximillage. Of course, the choice is only one of convenience: a 
matter of where one wishes to place the decimal point in order to 
simplify and clarify the reporting by eliminating as many zeros as 
possible. E.g., 0.0017 percent becomes a more readable 0.017 
permill, and 0.17 perdeximill. The present study employs permillage 
(parts per thousand), which is abbreviated with the sign ”m%”.
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0.091% of the text (or, 0.91 m%), while the frequency for Hermogenes 
is only 0.064% (or, 0.64 m%). Given these numbers, we see that the 
term is more common in AnSg than in Invention. The answer, 
therefore, to the question of who more frequently uses the term is: 
AnSg does.
In the present chapter, author use of the TVGL terms will be 
presented. Such a presentation will involve a closer examination of 
the context in which the authors were writing, as well as the texts 
which they have written, in order to arrive more firmly at a 
knowledge of the changes in the technical vocabulary of invention 
which accompanied what we have, in Chapter One, referred to as the 
"Hermogenic transition".
The first section of the chapter will be devoted to 
establishing definitions and context. The second section of Chapter 
Two will consist of a general report of the use of the terms: their 
presence and frequency in the works, followed by a discussion of 
conceptual families, and a report on their use, as well.
Section X. Definitlose end Context
Turning our attention, then, to definitions, "invention" is 
perhaps the logical place to begin. As stasis theory gained 
influence in the Latin West, it was subsumed under the canon of 
invention4 and it was this idea of invention which came to inform 
the Renaissance —  and later —  generations of rhetoricians, down to 
the present day.
4KENNEDY (1972); CLARK (1963); KENNEDY (1983), p. 52.
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In the Greek West, however, the formalization, was slightly 
different, and may be viewed schematically (in a somewhat idealized 
form5) in Figure 2 .1 .  Greek rhetoricians, by the early centuries of 
this period, were often teaching a tripartite scheme5 based upon 
what they saw as three challenges, or tasks (EpJfOV, 477; pi.: epjfa) 
faced by the rhetor: analysis (V0T)Ol?, 6 7 1 ), invention (eu p eo tq , 5 0 9 ), 
and interpretation of the elements, or style (EppTjveta, 4 7 8 ).
Analysis was a review of the rhetorical situation,7 and might 
include a consideration of eTSoq (class, 344), in which the 
rhetorical difficulty would be classified according to the dominant 
means of persuasion, Tpoiroc (manner or mode, 1012) in which the 
rhetorical difficulty would be examined with regard to its likely 
subject matter, and OTOOl? (stasis or issue, 896) in which one would 
locate the central point or persuasive fulcrum in the circumstances 
of the present rhetorical challenge.
Invention, under this scheme, generally included8 discussion 
of the parts of the speech and what was relevant to each, as well as 
adaptation of the general (contemporary rhetoricians would recognize 
them as largely Aristotelian) elements of argumentative strategies
5Figure 2.1 presents a generalization of the epya; there is a 
distinctly Hermogenic aspect to its outline, but overall, it is a- 
historical. Hellenistic rhetorics had largely done away with the 
logos, pathos, ethos elements of the persuasive resources, as we 
shall see. The figure is, further, greatly simplified, particularly 
as regards the three aspects of stasis and the seven ideas of style.
6KENNEDY (1983), p. 52.
7See the discussion in HEATH (1995), pp. 8ff.
8KENNEDY (1983), p. 52; HEATH (1995), 7f.
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such as the familiar logos-pathos-ethos division of persuasive 
resources. Additionally, consideration might be given to iTEplOTOtaxq 
(782), the circumstantial components of the rhetorical situation, 
though some considered TTEplOTaOK; a matter of analysis rather than 
invention.
In style, the third and final task, attention was given to 
"interpreting" these constitutive elements properly, in other words, 
to issues of presentation and (far more) literary excellence, as the 
theorists understood it. By the sixth century this meant almost 
exclusively a consideration of the "ideas" or "types" of style as 
discussed in Hermogenes' ITepi ISewv, On Ideas.3
The categories of the three epyot (477) were somewhat fluid, 
and the titles might vary.10 Additionally, the distinctions between 
analysis and invention were not always firm. Hermogenes, for 
example, clearly thinks of his Stasis as a work examining one aspect 
of EUpeoxq (509) as he himself makes perfectly clear in his 
introduction: "This subject (stasis theory) is almost identical with 
the theory of invention, except that it does not include all the 
elements of invention".11 In spite of this direct observation on 
the part of Hermogenes, his work on stasis was eventually considered
%OOTEN (1987), xvii; KENNEDY (1983), p. 52.
10Zeno, e.g., identified the three epyot as voiioiq, Eupeoiq, and 
SiorSEOiq, with the latter incorporating every aspect of verbal 
delivery and organization of the material. Cf. HEATH'S discussion 
in the introduction to his translation, esp. pp. 7-11.
11eotx 6e oxeSov o au ra ; t$) HEpl EupEOEuq, ttXtiv oaov ou navTa e x e i Tat irEpx 
EUpEOEwq. ST 1 .1 0 , Tr: Heath.
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an aspect of analysis (v o i io tq ,  671) rather than invention (EupEOtq) . 
This transpired as later Greek rhetorical theorists codified the 
three E p ja  . Hermogenes' three main works (Stasis, Invention, Ideas) 
were then employed as the textbooks representing (respectively), 
each of those fundamental tasks of analysis ( v o f i o t q ), invention 
(eupeoic;) , and style (EpfmvEiot, 478) .12
Given this tripartite classification, we see that stasis, for 
example, could be viewed as a sub-category of voTioiq (671), quite 
distinct from EUpEOlc; (509), invention, which was the second task of 
the rhetorician. So what, exactly, does "invention", or 
"inventional", or "heuristic" mean in the present study? Does it or 
does it not include the topics under votiok;?
I have chosen to cast a wide net, rather than limit the 
present study to a strict historical-linguistic accuracy. There are 
two reasons which serve as my justification for this choice. First, 
the idea of a strict "historical-linguistic accuracy" is largely 
fictional. The schema in Figure 2.1, if presented to any actual, 
individual Late Antique rhetorician (Latin or Greek) would do little 
more than begin a controversy of classifications, with one pointing 
out sins of omission while another highlighted inaccurate 
inclusions. As a general model summing up a general perspective, it 
serves us well. To opt for a strict historical accuracy, however, 
would necessitate choices which would place us firmly in one or the 
other of various competing historical camps of rhetorical
12KENNEDY (1983), p. 52; see esp. note 1.
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organization. Is Tafcvq (980) a matter of invention or presentation? 
Are the Aristotelian resources of persuasion a matter of eupcoic; or 
of vOT)o? Such debates are not the concern of the present study.
Which brings us to the second reason for casting a wide net 
when defining “invention". The present study is interested in 
examining the alterations within inventional theory which are 
reflected in the Hermogenic corpus, and which thus served as the 
foundation of Byzantine rhetoric. The larger the sample of our 
technical vocabulary —  so long as it remains manageable —  the 
higher the chance that we will be able to discern patterns within 
that sample. Thus, when I use the term "invention" and its 
cognates, I am referring to what, for many later Greek rhetoricians, 
would have been (at least) two distinct categories: voTiovt;
(analysis), and eupeotq (invention, proper). By so doing, I 
incorporate the technical vocabulary of the parts of a speech, 
stasis, mode, and class into the TVGL as part of the widely defined 
area of "invention" —  the art of "generating effective material for 
a particular rhetorical situation".13 Patillon, in his discussion 
of the works of Hermogenes, casts a similarly wide net, defining 
invention as "the search for and discovery of the material which one 
might use in the discourse"14 and identifying it broadly with 
anything that, in modern terms, would be called "research".15
13COVINO and JOLLIFFE (1995), p. 22.
14 "L'invnetion consiste k rechercher et k d^couvrir les mat£riaux 
qui seront utilises dans le discours." PATILLON (1997), p. 28.
15«c'est ce que nous appelons aujourd'hui la recherche des id£es." 
PATILLON (1997), p. 28.
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If, however, the goal of the present chapter, as stated above, 
is a consideration of "the technical vocabulary of and about 
invention”,16 in the pre-Hermogenic and Hermogenic works, then a 
second term, in addition to "invention" needs defining. What 
exactly constitutes a technical term? I have generally chosen terms 
which represent classifications, types, species and subspecies of 
the aspect of the rhetorical situation under consideration by the 
authors. Thus, one will find Tpouo? (1010, mode) listed on the 
TVGL, as well as dfiofco? (10, disreputable), which Hermogenes 
identifies17 as a species of TpoifO?. TTdfloq (708, emotion, passion) 
appears on the TVGL as well as (pofios (1058, fear), which AnSg notes18 
is one of the four species of pathetic motivation identified by 
Neocles.
Finally, we may turn our introductory attention to the authors 
themselves. Though AnSg has been, in Chapter One, referred to as a 
"Pre-Hermogenic" work, the author (very probably) lived and wrote at 
the same time as (or even after) Hermogenes, chronologically. The 
most likely date for AnSg is sometime toward the end of the second 
century.19 Nevertheless, AnSg takes "no account of the
16For the sake of convenience, I shall hereafter refer simply to 
"technical vocabulary" or "technical use" of certain terms. It 
should be understood that I mean technical use or vocabulary as 
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restructuring of the subject [of rhetoric] by Hermogenes in the late 
second century",20 for reasons cited earlier: Hermogenes, though not 
without influence, did not become the standard of rhetorical 
instruction for several centuries after his death. If the date 
assumed by scholars for the text is correct, then AnSg represents a 
view of rhetorical composition in the period preceding the 
establishment of the. Hermogenic standards, and may be generally 
viewed as solidly "pre-Hermogenic* with respect to the theoretical 
outlooks the work presents.
Of course, this distinction does not make the text part of a 
world view completely removed from Hermogenes, and there is, thus, 
significant overlap in the vocabulary and theoretical perspective of 
the two groups, the Hermogenic corpus on one hand, and the pre- 
Hermogenic work on the other. For example, AnSg, as we have seen, 
presents ideas summarized from a number of earlier writers 
(Hermogenes is notably not among them) commenting on what he 
perceived to be the central concerns of rhetoric in his day, and yet 
he clearly organizes his treatise along the same general divisions 
of a speech with which Hermogenes is acquainted. Nevertheless, 
there are subtle, but recognizable differences present in the 
technical vocabulary and its use.
20DK, p. ix.
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Section XX. Tho Presence o£ the Technical 
Vocabulary within the Texts
A. The Complete Datat Raw count of Occurrences
The author's use of the TVGL terms is here reported in two 
tables. Table 2.1 presents the complete data for each of the 1,091 
terms on the TVGL. Column headings in Table 2.1 are as follows:
R£ - Reference number.
This is the reference number to the term on the TVGL, as it 
appears beside that term in Appendix I.
Vq - Frequency in the given work.
This column reports the raw number of occurrences of any form 
of the lemma in the work in question. For example, some form (or 
forms) of dodtpeia (183) appears seven times in AnSg, but does not 
appear in Stasis or in Invention; aufcTiat<; (204) appears 12 times in 
AnSg, 3 times in Hermogenes' Stasis, and does not appear at all in 
Invention. An empty cell indicates that no form of the lemma occurs 
in the work, as in, e.g., a5o|ta (9), which has no occurrences in 
AnSg or Invention, though the term does appear once in Stasis.
m% - permill (or millage) in the given work.
This column reports the relative frequency of the occurrences 
of any form of the lemma; the number given represents a measure of 
average occurrences per 1,000 words. For example, the term ird'Soq 
(708) occurs 21 times in AnSg, which represents an average of 2.4 
occurrences in every one-thousand words. By way of contrast, in 
Hermogenes1 Stasis, the same term appears 5 times, averaging only 
0.48 occurrences per thousand words of the text. The word occurs
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only once in the entire text of Invention, representing a meager
0.05 occurrences per one-thousand words of that text.
Ct - Category.
This column presents a quick guide to any lemma that is unique 
to one of the three authors, based on the following code:
A: term unique to AnSg (as in, e.g., dvaVEWOlc;, 63).
Hi: term unique to Invention (as in, e.g., dvaKOtXEU, 52)
Hs: term unique to Stasis (as in, e.g., vopixoc, 675)
Hz: term unique to Hermogenes, but occurring in both
of the Hermogenic works (as in, e.g., dv6opxO)l6(;
[79], which occurs in both Stasis and Invention, 
but has no occurrences in AnSg).
An empty cell in this column indicates a term which is not
unique. It may be that the term does not occur in any of the 
authors (as in, e.g., d|uvtdui, 4), or that the term occurs in both 
AnSg and Hermogenes (as in, e.g., dtKE<paXoq, 28, which occurs in both 
AnSg and Invention).
It will be noted that Table 2.1 indicates 149 terms which are 
unique to AnSg. Furthermore, Table 2.1 indicates 225 terms unique 
to Hermogenes, 76 of which occur only in Stasis, 102 of which occur 
only in Invention, and 47 of which occur in both Hermogenic works, 
but are without occurrences in AnSg.
Such numbers present the first tangible indication of textual 
locations where one might begin to investigate and outline how the 
Hermogenic transition was reflected in the heuristic vocabulary of 
the works we have chosen to examine. Even before that more
62
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particular search begins, however, it is necessary to narrow the 
field, and sharpen the focus. This is best done by introducing the 
idea of conceptual families.
B. The Complete Date: Conceptual Families
It will be recalled that the TVGL was assembled in a three- 
step process which involved: 1) identification of a technical term
(usually, though not always, a noun) in the literature; 2) a 
discovery of the lemma, or root, of that technical term; 3) 
gathering lemmas which were related, conceptually, to the original 
lemma. Thus, when a lemma such as "representation" (T| SiaTUirwoxs , 
285) was identified, the verbs and modifiers related to that term —  
in this case "to represent" (SiaTUiroto, 284) and "representational" 
(SictTUircuTiKOq, 286) -- were also added to the TVGL. Together, the 
three terms may be thought of as a grammatical grouping, or, more 
accurately, a "conceptual family". Bringing terms together into 
conceptual families has two pronounced advantages.
First, Greek grammar is such that ideas may be expressed with 
far more flexibility than is found in English. When a politician 
says, "The poor want true opportunity, not false promises", that 
politician is using an adjective (poor) as a substantive -- as a 
noun representing a class or group —  and is signaling this use by 
placing the definite article directly before the adjective. 
Politicians similarly employ participles as substantives, when, 
after a hurricane or tornado they say, "Those suffering tonight in 
Florida should know that help is on the way". Greek employs this 
same principle, using various parts of speech as nouns, but with a
63
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much greater frequency and diversity - For this, reason, exploring a 
Greek writer's use of a concept may well necessitate a broader 
grammatical range than would a similar vocabulary study in English. 
For the sake of completeness, then, it is wise to view the terms on 
the TVGL as members of a conceptual family when exploring an 
author's use of a given concept (such as "representation").
Second, conceptual families sharpen the focus on those areas 
where unique terminology is employed in one of the works. For 
example, the term CJTOXOropos (899, "a goal, an aim, a conjecture”) is 
one of those 225 terms which are unique to Hermogenes. When we look 
closer, however, we discover that the adjective of this term 
(OTOXOtOTVKOq, 900, conjectural) occurs both in Hermogenes and in 
AnSg. Thus, this idea, viewed as a conceptual family, ceases to 
appear uniquely within Hermogenes. On the other hand, where whole 
conceptual families do remain unique to an author or work, such 
uniqueness stands out far more strongly than the uniqueness of any 
individual term. Such conceptual uniqueness serves as a moderately 
firm indicator of an area where one might find some reward in an 
investigation of how heuristic concepts and vocabulary were 
changing.
On the TVGL, found in Appendix I, each listing includes, in 
addition to its reference number, a two letter designation. These 
two letters identify the conceptual family to which a term belongs. 
Members of the same family are usually next to each other 
alphabetically, though there are exceptions. 4>po\)naaTeov (1061), 
for example, is in the same conceptual family (kP) as irpooipidtopai
64
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(850). This fact would not be immediately, clear by simply scanning 
the TVGL in Appendix I. Thus, the TVGL is reproduced in Appendix 
II, this time grouped by conceptual families. There are 340 
conceptual families present in Appendix II. Any phrase (more than 
one word) found on the TVGL is assigned its own family designation, 
even when a term (or terms) within that phrase are also present on 
the TVGL. For example, aTexvoq ttIotk; (inartistic proof, 798) is 
assigned its own family designation (jV), even though utOTvq 
("proof", 789) is also listed on the TVGL, and has its own 
conceptual family (jU).
A summary of author use of the conceptual families is 
presented in Table 2.2, employing essentially the same format and 
abbreviations as those found in Table 2.1, with the single exception
that the Rf (reference number) has been replaced by "Fam" for
"conceptual family" as a reference point
Where conceptual families are discussed in the text of this
study, they are, for the sake of convenience, generally associated 
with some particular term (usually the primary noun) from within the 
family. This term may be thought of as representing the whole 
vocabulary range of that family concept. For example, the 
conceptual family aO contains three terms: dpipipdtXXu (to make a thing 
doubtful, uncertain, 38), dp(pi0oXla (ambiguity, 39), and d|i(pipoXO£ 
(ambiguous, 40). When discussing the aO family, therefore, one will 
find the discussion associated with the noun apipt0oXia . For example: 
"AnSg discusses dpqpi0oXia (ambiguity, aO) as a function of the 
conclusion. In fact, it is recommended that the speaker seek out
65
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aptptpoXta if there is any question as to....” *Apqu0oXia should be 
understood here as a reference to the entire conceptual family. 
Where, then, a two letter family reference (rather than a specific 
number) is contained in the parenthetical material after a word, the 
reference in question may be to any member of the identified family, 
not necessarily to the specific word mentioned. By contrast, 
parenthetical identification given in the form of a number always 
represents the specific word under discussion. Identification by 
conceptual family is by far the more common practice of the present 
study.
Turning, then, to Table 2.2, it will be noted that no 
conceptual family is without at least one occurrence in at least one 
of the texts under review. Given the way the TVGL was formed, this 
is, of course, to be expected. What is of interest, however, is to 
note that Table 2.2 reveals 65 conceptual families which are unique 
to AnSg.21 Furthermore, another 89 families are unique to 
Hermogenes, 36 with occurrences only in Stasis,22 27 only in 
Invention,23 and an additional 26 families occurring in both Stasis 
and Invention, but not in AnSg.24 This means that 154 of the 340
21 aN, aR, aW, aX, aZ, bA, bF, bX, cD, cL, cN, dK, dN, dS, eC, eN, 
eO, eV, fF, fJ, fL, fQ, fS, fW, fX. fY, gF, gH, gl, gL, hA, hR, hW,
iJ, iN, iP, iY, jA, jC, jD, jH, jl, jj, jK, jO, jR, jV, jW, kB, kO,
kT, kU, II, IT, IV, IX, 1Y, mC, mD, mT, mY, mZ, nA, nF, nG.
22 aB, bl, bL, bO, bT, bY, cO, cW, dB, dJ, dU. dW, dY, eL. eP, fN, 
fO, gD, gE, gO, gW, hC, hX, hZ, iB, iO, iR, jM, jT, kA, kE, kl, kQ,
kS, 1H, 1L.
23 aL, aU, bC, bK, bQ, dL. dM, dO, dX, eU, fA, fE, fK, gA, hE, hK, 
iZ, jF, jS, jX, kF, kR, kW, 1J, 1W, mU, nH.
24 aD, bB, bH, bJ. bV, bW, cE, cH, cK. cS, dP, eG, eH, fB, hS, iD, 
jY, kH, kM, kZ, IF, IK, IP, IQ, mO, nB.
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conceptual families —  over 45% —  represent technical vocabulary 
not shared between AnSg and the Hermogenic works.
Once again, there is some indication here of differing 
approaches and vocabulary having gathered around inventional theory, 
but (extreme) caution is in order. These numbers tell us almost 
nothing about such a distinction, and cannot even be viewed with 
complete reliability. To take one quick example, the fD (evoTaoiaq, 
denial) family has 2 occurrences in AnSg (giving it a 0.23 m%), 8 in 
Stasis (0.76 m%), and 37 in Invention (1.82 m%). With occurrences 
in both groups, the family is not, therefore, considered unique to 
either the Pre-Hermogenic or the Hermogenic works. A closer 
examination, however, reveals that the two occurrences of the fD 
family in AnSg25 do not involve a rhetorically technical use of the 
term. Pragmatically, then, with respect to its appearance as a 
technical term within the texts, the fD family is, in fact, uniquely 
Hermogenic, without a single technical occurrence in AnSg. The 
numbers alone would never indicate this.
What the numbers do offer, however, is a chance to focus on 
likely places to begin a more detailed —  and text centered —  
review of the works, in order to discover direct textual expression 
of the distinctions between the Hermogenic and Pre-Hermogenic use of 
heuristic vocabulary. Clearly, unique terms are one place to begin, 
but in a search for the details of differing heuristic vocabulary,
25AnSg 47, where the verb form of the term is used in the common 
meaning of "to place, present, set." In On Invention the term is a 
species of Xuots, (hO) refutation.
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one should not neglect those families where high relative 
occurrences in one group are set against very low relative 
occurrences in another, as in the example of the fD family, given 
just above. Of course, other, shared terms, with differing shades 
of meaning appear once one begins to contextualize the vocabulary 
and engage the texts, as we shall see.
74
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CHAPTER. THREEt 
SONS TECHNICAL VOCABULARY IN AnSg
Every man with a bellyful of the classics 
is an enemy to the human race.
—  Henry Miller1
An exhaustive textual review of the use of each occurrence of 
each member of all 3.40 conceptual families in each of the three 
works is, of course, impractical here. What can be done, using the 
data of Chapter Two as a guide, is to examine certain theoretical 
aspects of invention in each of the works and carefully compare the 
use of some of the technical vocabulary employed. Additionally, 
selected conceptual families may also be reviewed, as the need is 
indicated by context, or hinted at by the above numbers.
The most detailed textual attention will be given to those 
terms most directly related to the ideas of proof, argument, and 
evidence in AnSg; we will take up these same concepts in our 
examination of Hermogenes, in Chapter Four.
Kennedy forwards the general observation that both the content 
and the organizational structure of the AnSg text are essentially 
Aristotelian, though, of course, with adaptations.2 AnSg is not 
"directly indebted to Aristotle,"3 and neither of his two citations 
of The Rhetoric conclusively indicate a direct knowledge of the
1Tropic of Cemcer (1934), p. 276.
2KENNEDY (1972), p. 616f.; KENNEDY (1983), p. 90; DK, p. ix.
3DK, p. ix.
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work; one, in fact-, may indicate the-opposite.* What is clear,
however, is that the sources on which AnSg relies are informed by 
the traditional Aristotelian view of proof and evidence.
Aristotle’s views within The Rhetoric are commonplace and 
require no explanation here.5 They may be summarized graphically in 
Figure 3.1, where the well known division of proof into the 
categories of artistic and inartistic may be seen, with their 
attendant subdivisions. Of special note is the subdivision of 
artistic proofs into the Aristotelian species of logos (Xoy0£, 589), 
pathos (ira-Soq, 706), and ethos (9)‘So<;, 531), with the first further 
divided into the enthymeme (ev0U|ifipa , 392) and example (itapdSetypa, 
725) as methods of accomplishing the logical species of proof. 
Question marks indicate matters where facts or relationships are not 
especially clear from the Aristotelian text as it has come down to 
us.
Of concern to the present study is the fact that AnSg inherits 
and substantially employs these structures and this vocabulary from 
Aristotle when discussing the issues of proof and evidence.
Furthermore, AnSg's treatise is organized around the standard 
parts (or tasks) of the speech: the proemium, the narration, the 
proof, and the conclusion. Each part is considered in relation 
first to invention, then to arrangement and, finally, to style —  an 
approach that makes the treatise novel in regard to its
*DK, p. ix.
5A fine, discussion of Aristotelian theory may be found in ERICKSON, 
ed. (1974).
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organization.6 In the chapter on proof, AnSg provides some vivid 
detail on the views of each of his two primary sources, Alexander 
and Neocles. A careful consideration of this discussion is 
essential if one wishes to understand the technical use of heuristic 
vocabulary within AnSg.
Section I. Alexander on Artietic and Inartistic Proofs
True to the Aristotelian perspective, both Alexander and
Neocles7 seem to divide their idea of proof into evtexvoc; irxoTiq
(artistic proof, 797) and aTEXVOq niOTiq (inartistic proof, 796).
AnSg opens his discussion of nloTt? (proof, jU) with a summary of
Alexander's position. Alexander's discussion of artistic and
inartistic proof may be summarized in Figure 3.2. Alexander, AnSg
tells us,8 held the following view:
Some pisteis are non-artistic [cjtexvo?], some 
artistic [evtexvo<;]; those are non-artistic which we 
provide from material at hand and those are artistic 
which we derive from the art <of rhetorio. Non- 
artistic proofs are, for example, witnesses, 
decrees, contracts, oracles, such things, as many as 
are written down. They are called "non-artistic" 
since nothing comes from the thought of the 
speaker....9
6KENNEDY (1972), p. 617.
7With respect to Neocles, see below. Section II.
8AnSg's representations of an author's (or a school's) position are, 
where we have the opportunity to verify them, accurate. I therefore 
take it, as an assumption, that his summaries represent a true and 
accurate account of his sources' points of view. Throughout the 
remainder of this study, I shall present his summaries as the true 
opinions of his sources. Unless otherwise noted, when reference is 
made to an author's remarks or opinion, it should be understood that 
such a reference is to the author’s position as reported in AnSg.
9AnSg 145. DK translation.
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The view is, of course, Aristotelian orthodoxy to the extreme.
Consider the following passage from The Rhetoric:
As for proofs, some are artificial [EVTexvosl, 
others inartificial [OTEXvoq ] . By the latter 1 
understand all those which have not been furnished 
by ourselves but were already in existence, such as 
witnesses, tortures10, contracts, and the like; by 
the former, all that can be constructed by system 
and by our own efforts. Thus we have only to make 
use of the latter, whereas we must invent the 
former.11
The fundamental parallels require no amplification. Even 
Alexander's remark "as many as are written down" (...to TOiauTa, oaa 
ejfjpaipa) reflects the Aristotelian limitation of inartistic proofs 
to those things which could be read out by the clerk, in accordance 
with Athenian court procedures.12
Alexander goes on to observe that the task (epjfov , gB) of the 
speaker with respect to axexvoq itiotk; (inartistic proofs, jV) is to 
reinforce and amplify (au£u, cR) those which support the case, while 
minimizing and undermining the credibility (dfcioniOTia , bR) of those 
that do not. He concludes: "Overall, invention in the case of these 
proofs is non-artistic, but the use is artistic".13 Aristotle 
might take exception to the expression employed by Alexander here, 
but the general point is one with which he would be sympathetic; in 
the final chapter of Book I, Aristotle spends some significant time
10I.e., the sworn testimony extracted from slaves by torture, which 
was the only legal testimony a slave could offer under Athenian law. 
Cf. the note on this term in Kennedy, 1991.
13-1.2. Loeb translation.
12Cf. KENNEDY (1991), esp. fn. 247.
13AnSg 145. DK translation.
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addressing the creative use to be made of the documentary evidence 
introduced in a court case, (documentary evidence is synonymous with 
inartistic proof for Aristotle),14 and Alexander is doing little 
more than drawing the logical conclusion: artistic use will be made 
of inartistic proofs.
Alexander makes a further distinction when he notes the 
difference between the demonstrative (which is certain in its 
conclusions) and the evidentiary (which is confident, though not 
certain, in its conclusions):
Pistis is speech leading to concordance [or, 
agreement; aujKaTaTvflT^i, 1G] . Pistis differs from 
apodeixis in that apodeixis has true premises and a 
valid conclusion, while pistis is neither always 
true nor persuasive and seems to lead to a 
conclusion but does not always do so, and apodeixis 
is more appropriate for philosophers15, pistis for 
orators.16
The distinction highlighted here is also Aristotelian in nature. 
Aristotle called the logically valid process which led to positive 
conclusions (of a scientific nature) diroSetltq (demonstration, cC), 
though his technical use of the term is not always consistent.17 
Nevertheless, he contrasted this with those processes which led to 
confident, though not positive, conclusions. This latter process
14Cf., Rht 1.14 and 1.15.
15Which would, of course, include "natural philosophers" or what we 
today would call "scientists."
16AnSg 144. DK translation. [Bracketed portions are my own 
comments.]
17The term is not infrequently employed of "argument" in general in 
both Aristotle and later authors. See, e.g., the discussion in Rht 
l.l.llff.
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Aristotle considered under the title of irion? (proof, jU).18 
Alexander is clearly of the same mind on the topic.
There are, however, some significant deviations between 
Alexander and Aristotle. No reference is made to the logical, 
pathetical and ethical species of artistic proof. In place of this 
distinction, Alexander observes: "In the case of artistic proofs 
there are, first, two species: paradeigm [irapdSeiypa, example, iX] 
and enthymeme [evflU|iT)pa, fC]."19 The text immediately follows this 
comment (at 147) with the beginning of a more extensive summary of 
Neocles’ perspective on iriOTK; (proof, jU) . AnSg returns to 
Alexander in 155 where, in a discussion on Neocles' view of example 
(irotpd5eij|ia) , we are also given Alexander's and Zeno's definition by 
way of comparison. In brief, Neocles' view is that the irapa5eiy|ia 
(example, iX) is an objective likeness, Alexander's position is that 
the trapdSeiypa is a linguistic construct, and Zeno holds that the 
irapa5eiy|ia is any mental association which the orator is able to 
inspire between the present situation and some past event or events. 
The three differences are not unimportant, and we shall return to 
them shortly. What must first be noted, however, is Alexander's 
reordering of artistic proof.
We are given little more in the way of direct exposition on 
Alexander's considerations of evTexvoq irtOTX? (artistic proof, jW) —  
only that he sees it being composed of the species of irapdSexypa
18In Rht 1.2.
19AnSg 146. DK translation.
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(example, iX) and evfltrfnpcr (enthymeme, fC) . These two Alexandrian 
species of artistic proof are, of course, the same as Aristotle’s 
methodological aspects of logos. This neglect of pathos and ethos, 
in itself, is not unusual for the period and may reflect the 
influence of Hermagoras, who also minimized the ethical and 
pathetical species of Aristotelian proofs.20
While we have Alexander's definition of irapdSeiypa (example, 
iX) in 155, there is no attribution of a similar definition for 
enthymeme (evfluiiiipa , fC), unless 158 represents Alexander's 
position. The citation given by AnSg at 158 is to "some" (wq Se 
evioi, ev8u|iTi(id eon...) . DK assign paragraph 158, which offers a 
rather distinct definition of enthymeme, to Neocles, though Neocles' 
own definition of enthymeme is clearly presented in 157. Certainly 
it is possible (as DK evidently here assume) that AnSg has lifted a 
contrasting definition from Neocles' own text and presented it in 
158; on the other hand, Harpocration is the named source of 159, 
where his definition of enthymeme is presented. It seems perfectly 
reasonable, therefore, to suppose that the text of 158 is actually 
taken from some source besides Neocles or Harpocration, so that AnSg 
would then present three contrasting definitions of an enthymeme 
from three different sources. He employs just this pattern in his 
discussion of example (Tapd6eig)ia), immediately above, in 154
20Por discussion of various aspects of Hermagoras' theory, see 
NADEAU (1959), M. HEATH (1994), Kennedy (1963), p. 303-321; 
regarding pathos and ethos, note, esp., p. 304, 316
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(Neocles' definition), 155 (Alexander's definition), and 155 (Zeno's 
definition), as we have seen.
That section 158 would represent Alexander's position 
(sandwiched, this time, between Neocles' definition in 157 and 
Harpocration's in 159) is a possibility, and would make the passages 
on enthymemes in 157-159 more consistently parallel with the 
passages on example in 154-156. The definition in 158, of the 
enthymeme as a conclusion of an epicheireme, would be, furthermore, 
generally consistent with Alexander’s definition of a topic in 
169.21 Admittedly, however, AnSg sometimes speaks of Alexander 
more respectfully —  employing his patrimony (AXefcavSpoq 5£ g x0{p 
Noujjtivxou ) -- than he does with his other sources, and he seems 
generally to use Alexander as his baseline source. Such 
considerations weigh against a generic attribution, like the one 
given in 158, being used to identify an Alexandrian quote. Perhaps 
Alexander is not the direct source, but 158 represents a definition 
of the enthymeme consistent with his own. If 158 in some way 
reflects Alexander's view, this would draw the epicheireme 
(EiriXEtptma, fZ) into Alexander's discussion of artistic proofs, 
where it would serve as the source (or presupposition) of an 
enthymematic conclusion. On the other hand, if 158 is not a 
reflection of Alexander's view (and there is no compelling evidence 
that it is), we are left with no other definite details regarding 
his position on the nature of artistic proofs.
21To be discussed below.
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Section XI. Neocles on Artistic and Inartistic Proofs
Neocles' position appears somewhat more complicated. His
views on artistic and inartistic proof are summarized in Figure 3.3.
No direct mention is made of Neocles' views on <5texvo<; iHOTtq
(inartistic proof, jV), though the Greek text implies a contrast
when the discussion of EVTEXVOq tflOTtq (artistic proof, jW) begins:
...Kat ’AXexfcavSpoq pev ouTwq* NeokXtk 6e ouTwq- evtexvoi 
psv slot irwTEiq. <5q <al tj xpfai? Kal T) eupeoiq etti Totq 
Xejouoiv. Et5-n 5e auTwv 5uo, to te airo tou irafiouq Kal to 
onro tou irpaypa.22
DK translate:
...And Alexander <defines pisteis> in this way, but 
Neocles as follows: pisteis are artistic whose use 
and invention lie with the speakers. There are two 
species of them, one from pathos and one from 
evidence.
The interpolation ("<defines pisteis>") they provide is a possible
one, though by no means a necessary one. While it is true that the
Alexandrian discussion of the basic definition of pisteis is
suspended here (until 155), the most immediate antecedent for the
ouTwq would be Alexander's definition of the species of artistic
proof (example and enthymeme) just presented. Given that AnSg
follows this statement with an immediate definition of Neocles'
species of artistic proof, it is perfectly reasonable to offer the
alternative translation:
...And while (pEV) Alexander <divides artistic 
proof> in this manner, Neocles, on the other hand 
(5e ), <does so> in this manner: artistic proofs
are, in fact, those where both the use and the 
invention come from the speaker. And there are two
22AnSg 146-147.
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species of these, one from, the emotions, and one 
from the facts.
The nine sections following the quotation contain a discussion of 
Neocles' perspective and use of these two species of artistic proof. 
The interpolations offered in this latter translation emphasize 
Neocles' entry into the discussion at the point where artistic proof 
is already under consideration;23 this artistic proof in Neocles is 
clearly in contrast to something, and the only reasonable deduction 
is that it stands in contrast to inartistic proof, as summed up by 
Alexander in 145. The textual phrase evTexv°l ••• eloi iriOTEtq 
(artistic proofs are... [emphasis added]) clearly implies such a 
contrast, and the preceding text offers inartistic proofs as the 
only candidate for such a contrast. In other words, we may 
reasonably conclude, and with textual evidence, that Neocles' view 
of inartistic proof, though never directly discussed in AnSg, is, 
like Alexander's, the standard Aristotelian perspective.
As for Neocles' division of artistic proof, we see, as we saw 
in Alexander, a striking deviation from Aristotle. Pathos (nd'Soq, 
iT) is still present in Neocles, but logos (Xoyoq, hM) and ethos 
(?|'6o<;, gR) have once again disappeared. In their place is the 
peculiar division of "proof by fact" (irpagpa, kC).24
23A perspective further justified by the parataxis which seems 
obviously to link the two occurrences of OUTwq.
24The Greek term is versatile, and means a fact, a thing, an event, 
a practice, a circumstantial quality (of something). DK translate 
it as "evidence" but it appears clear that, for Neocles, pathos is 
also "evidence". Heath, in his translation of Hermogenes' On 
Stasis renders the word either "act" or "event", and the term does 
represent "act" as one of the six elements of "circumstance" 
(neplOTaotq, jQ), as we shall see. This, however, does not appear to
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Neocles' sole remark on pathos is that this species of proo£ 
"produces belief about what is under discussion by the emotion of 
the speaker."25 He then cites an emotive cry from Demosthenes' De 
Corona, and immediately moves on to irpaypa, or proof by fact.
ITpaypa is sub-divided into three methodological processes (or
tropes, Tpoiroq, mJ) in which such "proof by fact" occurs: by example
(TTapdSetyna, iX), by probability (exxo q , eJ), and by sign (TEKpT|pxov,
mD). A TEKpTipxov that is incomplete, or abbreviated, is a OTl|iEXOV
(IB) or a "limited sign." All of these are Aristotelian terms26
referencing the subdivisions of logos, and are intimately related to
one another —  and intricately distinguished from one another —  in
the Rhetoric.27 Figure 3.4 presents a summary of Aristotelian
commentary on these logical terms. Aristotle’s distinctions are
two: the nature of the reasoning involved, and the nature of the
conclusions which may be drawn. Probability (exxoq) and sign
(TEK|jf|pxov) both argue from the universal to the particular, with the
former reaching probable conclusions (since its universal premise is
only partially, or probably, true) and the latter reaching
be a concern of Neocles in the present context; I have, therefore, 
here, generally gone with "fact" as the English term to denote 
upajpa.
25AnSg 148. DK translation.
26Though Aristotle says that the "limited TEK(jiT|pxov" has no true 
name, his discussion consistently makes use of OT)pEXOV (originally, 
a token; an omen from the gods) in this context; well before the 
time of AnSg the word had clearly assximed the technical meaning 
discussed here.
27The discussion is found in 1.2.14-19. See, especially, Kennedy's 
(1991) notes on these sections. The terms cure also considered in 
detail in the Prior Analytics, 70a-b.
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Children love their parents; 
SO, Johnny loves his Mommy
Socrates was wise and just; 
^^OJhewfeearejust^^
To die, one must always, first, live; 
SO, ait the dead once enjoyed tlte
X wants a bodyguard;
A, B, and C all wanted bodyguards;
A, B, and C all became tyrants;
SO, X is plotting to become a tyrant
Figure 3.4
Aristotelian Distinctions in Logical Vocabulary
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incon.trovert.ible conclusions (since its premise is invariably true>. 
A partial or fallible sign (OT^eiov) is reasoning from a particular 
to a universal, reaching a probable conclusion. The example 
(irapdSEiypa) argues from particulars to a particular case, and 
reaches a probable conclusion.28
While these technical terms are present in Neocles' discussion 
of proof by fact (irpaypa, kC), the system has contracted in some 
significant ways: the subtlety of the Aristotelian tensions between 
premises and methods of reasoning is virtually gone. Aristotle's 
central concern with the vocabulary seems to have been the 
relationship between universals and particulars, but this 
theoretical concern is not in evidence in Neocles. A preoccupation 
with the nature of the conclusions does remain, but given the loss 
of Aristotelian distinctions in the reasoning processes, coupled 
with a retention of the Aristotelian distinctions regarding the 
nature of the conclusions, a certain confluence of terms naturally 
follows. Neocles notes that rhetoricians "have become accustomed to
2SExamples are provided in Figure 3.4; note that TEKpTjplov represents 
syllogistic validity, while EtKOq does not. In brief, human 
experience notes that there are some exceptions to the universal, or 
general, premise that makes up the line of reasoning which is found 
in EiKÔ ; no such exceptions exist in T£K|iT|piov. This, of course, 
makes TEKpfipiov a type of diroSsiEic —  which Aristotle observes in his 
discussion (see, esp., 1.2.16-20). While it is tempting to classify 
both OTjpEtov and irapd6£l?pa as simple induction, Aristotle saw an 
important logical distinction between the two, as the former 
reasoned to a universal while the latter reasoned to another 
particular. Examples (irapaSEijpa) do not involve universals, while 
all the material for enthymematic premises —  signs (TEKpijptov, 
OTipEiov) and probabilities (EtKOO —  do. For Aristotle, therefore, 
the enthymeme must involve some universal consideration, whether 
specifically stated or not.
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use semeion [OTipEiov] instead of 'probability' .__ "29 In. section
152, Neocles defines OTipEtov as “a limited TEK(if|ptov" ("TEKpTipiov T|5ti 
KOtTaXapPavopevov") , but KdTaXappdvw is a complex term,30 and Neocles 
does not specifically state the nature of this limitation, though in 
the discussion which follows, CJilpElov and EtKOg (probability) are 
consistently linked, and generally treated as synonyms. We are 
told, for example, that there are "three species of probabilities 
and signs" (EiKoq and OTipElov),31 which are then listed. In the 
discussion, it is clear that El«og and OTipEtov may be taken to rr.ean 
any argument with a probable conclusion.
Neocles does appear to share, without alteration, Aristotle's 
view of the TEKpT|pi.ov (mD) as an irrefutable sign leading to an 
absolute conclusion.32
In addition to the differences in Aristotelian vocabulary 
outlined above, Neocles presents some distinctions not found in 
Aristotle. We are told, for example, that some rhetoricians use the 
term euXojoc; (reasonable, gF) instead of elxoq (probability, eJ) , but 
Neocles objects to this equation, arguing that "what is reasonable 
(euXojoc; ] differs in that it has more of a basis for being true or 
not."33 This idea and terminology is absent in Aristotle. The
29AnSg 152. DK translation.
30To bind, force, compel, condemn, convict, keep under, repress, 
arrest, check -- are just a few-of the shades of meaning given ir.
GS. Aristotle does not refer to a "limited TEKpTjptov" at any tire.
31AnSg 153. DK translation.
32AnSg 151.
33AnSg 149. DK translation.
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concept., Dilts and Kennedy note, is likely Stoic in origin, with- 
euXogoc representing a proposition which has many reasons to be 
accepted as true.34 AnSg 149 represents the only two occurrences of 
EuXoyoq in the text.
Another synonym for Eixoq (probability, eJ) offered in the same 
section is TTlflcxvoq (persuasive, kK) ; about this we are only told, 
somewhat cryptically, "It feiKoq, presumably] is also called 
'persuasive* [utflavoq ], differing only in purpose. "35 TTtflavoq does 
not occur again with this meaning within AnSg.
Following his discussion of e Iko<; (probability, eJ) and 
TEK|iTpiov (infallible sign, mD), Neocles naturally turns his 
attention to the third of his methodological aspects of "proof by 
fact" (irpaypct, kC), namely, irapdfiEtypa (example, iX).
Aristotle divided iTapdSeiffpct into the historical and the 
fictional, and, as we have seen, associated irapd6£l}|ia with inductive 
reasoning from particulars to a particular.
In 154-156, AnSg presents three competing definitions of 
irapdSEtjpct, as was briefly mentioned above. The first is clearly 
attributed to Neocles, who defines the term as an objective likeness
34See fn. 145, in the DK translation of AnSg 149.
35AnSg 149. DK translation. AejETai 5e to auTo Kai iri-flavov Eirtvoiqt 
povov Siaipepov. The to outo is presumably a reference to to EtKOS 
though, technically, it might also have TO EV/XOJOV as its antecedent. 
In either case, the exact sense of the phrase is by no means 
entirely clear. One prominent editor of the manuscript, Ulrich von 
Willamowitz, read ETrtuvupiqt for Effivolg, rendering a more intelligible 
phrase that would end "differing only in name* as opposed to the DK 
"differing only in purpose." See the relevant textual apparatus in 
DK.
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in circumstances which, is applicable to the question, under 
consideration and which leads to a reasonable conclusion. 
Alexander's definition is then offered, by way of contrast. For 
Alexander, the irap d 6ety |ia  is "language drawing from the particular 
either to (another) particular or the universal, or from like to 
like..."36 While Alexander does, here, consider the question of 
particular and universal with regard to defining ira p d S e ijp a, his 
definition is markedly different from Aristotle's, and seems to 
reduce n a p d 6 e \jp a  to a combination of induction, simply, and 
comparison.37 It is also worth noting that, for Alexander, the 
heart of napdSEiypa lies in the linguistic constructions which lead 
the mind along, rather than in any objective similarity of 
circumstances.
A final definition of irapd6eiy|ia offered by AnSg is that of 
Zeno, for whom a TTCtpdSexjpa is simply a "reminder of something that 
has happened for comparison with what is now under discussion."38 
For Zeno, the central aspect appears to be the remembrance, and thus
36AnSg 155. DK translation. Emphasis mine.
370ne matter of interest here is the fact that Alexander clearly 
seems to be engaged in a more theoretical consideration of the 
subject matter them is Neocles —  an observation that is borne out 
in the discussion of topics, almost all of which seems to derive 
from Alexander. For that reason, we are again struck with AnSg’s 
omission of any definite discussion of Alexandrian theory on the 
enthymematic division of artistic proofs. We are given, as we shall 
see, some tantalizing comments concerning the epicheireme, but on 
the whole, details of Alexander's perspective on the entire 
enthymematic division remain a mystery.
38AnSg 156. DK translation.
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anything the rhetor does to highlight a relevant aspect of the past 
is irapdSeigpa.
Peculiarly, AnSg follows this discussion of irapdSetypot with a 
consideration of the enthymeme (evflupiipa, fC) which he opens by 
noting: "Enthymeme, according to Neocles, is..."39 What is peculiar 
here, is that enthymeme is not part of Neocles' sub-divisions of 
inartistic and artistic proofs, a point to which we shall return. 
Following the discussion of enthymemes in 157-160, AnSg begins a 
discussion of propositions (irpofleoiq, kL) in 161-168. A discussion 
of the topics (TOiroq, mH) follows this in 169-182. AnSg concludes 
his consideration of the inventional aspects of irtOTtq (proof, jU) 
with a discussion on refutations (Xu o k;, hO) of artistic and 
inartistic proofs in 183-191.
We shall next turn our attention to AnSg's discussion of 
enthymemes (and an associated concept, epicheiremes [EirtXEtpTipa, fZ]) 
and topics (TOiroq, mH) ; the other two subjects —  propositions, and 
refutations (irpo'flEOiq, kL, and Xuot<;, hO) —  will be more easily 
considered once we have given some attention to Hermogenes.
Section XXX. Bnthyaenes, Topics, and Epicherenes in AnSg
A. Tho Aristotelian Base
The enthymeme (evSupTipa, fC) is defined by Aristotle in the 
Rhetoric and in the Analytics. The Rhetoric calls it a "rhetorical 
syllogism",40 and later observes:
39AnSg 157. DK translation.
40Rht 1.2.8. GBWW translation.
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...when it is shown that* certain things being true, 
a further and quite distinct proposition must also 
be true in consequence, whether invariably or 
usually, this is called syllogism in dialectic, 
enthymeme in rhetoric...41
This is followed by the observation that enthymemes are formed from
"probabilities and signs"42 (etKOC, eJ and OTî etov, IB). He will
later say that enthymemes are based upon the topics (T01T0S, mH) ,
with most rooted in the special, rather than the common, topics.43
The Prior Analytics is somewhat inconsistent with the definitions
offered in the Rhetoric, noting that "an enthymeme is a syllogism
starting from probabilities or signs".44 As with demonstration
(diroSeifctq, cC), Aristotle often employed the term "syllogism" to
mean argument, in general. The conclusion to be drawn is that the
enthymeme represents, for Aristotle, the sort of reasoning present
in rhetorical (i.e., civic) exchanges as opposed demonstrative
(i.e., scientific) exchanges. In short, the Aristotelian enthymeme
is best considered an informal argument which is generally, though
by no means exclusively, probable in nature,45 and may be seen in
41Rht 1.2.9. GBWW translation.
42Rht 1.2.14. GBWW translation.
43Rht 1.2.22.
4470a.9. GBWW translation.
45With TEKfiT|ptov as a sub-species of enthymematic premises (cf. 
Figures 3.1, 3.4), the Aristotelian enthymeme clearly has a 
potential for strict logical validity, but this is not a necessity, 
and the enthymeme will usually fail to show such validity. Note 
Aristotle's examples of enthymemes based in maxims at 1394a.25 - 
1394b.25. KENNEDY (1991) suggests that the distinction between 
enthymeme and a strict syllogism was mostly one of formal validity, 
with the latter being reserved for "tightly reasoned philosophical 
discourse" and the former employed in "popular speech or writing"
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"any of the very frequent explanatory statements of Greek 
oratory",46
Aristotle employs some form of the term epicheireme 
(£iri.XeTpTIHOt, fZ) four times47 in the Rhetoric, none of which reflect 
a rhetorically technical use. He does, however, employ the word 
both in its common meaning (to take on, to undertake, set oneself to 
a task) and as a term for "argument" in the Topics.48 It was not 
until Theophrastus that the term epicheireme took on the technical 
definition of a full syllogism, with enthymeme taken to mean an 
abbreviated syllogism, usually one truncated by the suppression of 
an (assumed) major premise,49 and after his time (c. 200 B.C.) the 
term epicheireme became the primary word for the "basic rhetorical 
argument".50
As was noted51 in Figure 3.1, Aristotle’s discussions of the 
topics are not entirely clear in the Rhetoric. He mentions what 
appear to be materials for the construction of enthymemes in 1.3 and
which required less rigorous formal presentation of all its premises 
and processes. See p. 33, fn. 23; p. 42, fn. 60.
46KENNEDY (1991) p. 29. fn.3
471.12.7; 1.12.16; 2.5.22; 3.12.3.
48A common use can be seen in, e.g., 120b.8; technical uses in, 
e.g., 126b.16, 26, 31, and 32. In 16, he equates the epicheireme 
with a dialectical proof or dialectical syllogism.
49KENNEDY (1980), p. 80.
50KENNEDY (1963), p. 273.
51By the question marks inserted in the representation of the common 
topics. See the textual explanation of the Figure.
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in 2.19,52 presenting four53 common topics which, are clearly not in 
the same category as those common topics outlined in 2.23-24; the 
latter are lines of reasoning or argumentative approaches to a 
subject, dealing with the methods of presenting one's case. In his 
discussion of what I have labeled "material topics" —  special 
topics (eT6o<;, el), and the four former common topics mentioned above 
—  Aristotle seems to concentrate on the material from which 
enthymematic premises may be drawn. Figure 3.1 represents one 
possible synthesis of Aristotle's perspective on the relationship 
between the topics and rhetoric.
B. The Occurrences within AnSg 
1. ’Ev8u)iT|pa (fC)54
When AnSg takes up the subject of enthymemes,55 he provides us 
with three definitions. Neocles' is offered first. As mentioned 
above, this originally seems surprising, since the enthymeme is part 
of Alexander's approach to proof, but does not appear in Neocles' 
perspective.
Ironically, Neocles' definition seems, on the surface, to be 
the most consistently Aristotelian of the three.56 He sees the
52See KENNEDY'S (1991) notes on these sections.
53The potential, actual, consequential, and comparative.
54The fC Family has 9 occurrences (1.03 m%) in AnSg.
5 5 AnSg 157.
56DK reference the Aristotelian definition of the enthymeme at Rht 
1.2.9 for comparison with Neocles'. Harpocration's definition (to 
be considered below) is also Aristotelian, but less detailed in 
nature.
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enthymeme as language (or "a statement’t *Evftuft-ityia 6c eoTiv...Xoyoq 
upoeipTinevoiv...) flowing from a presupposition or a prior conclusion 
to a cursory, compact summation of some point relevant to the 
question under consideration.57 We are given no other definite 
information, and how the enthymeme fits into Neocles' overall 
perspective remains somewhat unclear.
One possible explanation would be that Neocles saw the 
enthymeme in methodological terms,58 as a means of arguing for any 
point present in any of the three subspecies of his ’proof from 
fact" (irpajpot, kC) . This view would not be inconsistent with the 
summary of Neocles1 position59 offered to us. It is also worth 
noting that just two paragraphs after this definition, AnSg returns 
to Neocles, and we are there60 given comments relevant to what 
Neocles sees as the primary methodological treatment of emotion 
(irorOoq, iT), the other of his species of artistic proof (EVTexvoq 
ttiotic;, jw) . The textual arrangement, therefore, may be seen as 
lending some weight to this (admittedly speculative) explanation.
If true, the above explanation would mean that the enthymeme 
serves as Neocles* term for the process of arguing a point. This
57AnSg 157.
58As opposed to Aristotle's classification based largely on the type 
of argument appropriate to a given audience (popular rather them 
philosophic) or subject (civic rather than, again, philosophic).
59Note, e.g., his preoccupation with the concept of probability 
(e\koq, eJ) in 149-154. The idea is, as we have seen (cf. Figure 
3.4), an important aspect in Aristotle's approach to the enthymeme.
60In AnSg 160.
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view is not. without some difficulty,- however- Neocles* later
comments seem to take up "epicheireme" (eiTlX^P1!!1® > fZ) as the term 
for a general rhetorical argument,61 despite his definition of the 
enthymeme here. It will be necessary to return to this point in 
Chapter Five.
The second definition of an enthymeme, which is attributed to 
"some” (die; 6e EVtoi, evflujiTijid eoti...), presents the enthymeme as a 
conclusion to a previous epicheireme (ElUXEipillia. £Z) , and insists 
the enthymeme be accomplished in one period. As we have seen, 
Aristotle had no discussion of the relationship between these terms; 
the connection presented here is one to which we will return.
The most general definition of the enthymeme is that of
Harpocration who says the enthymeme is language (or "a statement") 
intended to argue one's point.62 We are then given Neocles* (not 
Harpocration*s) discussion of how such argument is implemented. It 
begins with a proposition (TTpoflEOtc;, kL), which is a statement of 
one’s position and basic approach to the question. This proposition
seems to "take form" (Tpoiroq, mJ) through amplification (OtufcTiOtq, cR)
and minimalization (pElwoiq, hU) of the relevant points. This is the
61Note, e.g., his treatment of the epicheireme in 210, 214, and 217 
—  all of which derive from Neocles, despite DK's assignment of 217 
to Alexander. This entire matter we shall take up in more detail in 
Chapter Five.
62AnSg 159. ...Xoyoq irpoq airofiEtfciv Xapftavopcvot; twv uiroKEtpEvuv.
"...language taken for demonstration of the subject" is the DK 
translation. "Demonstration" (dirofiEl̂ t?, cC) is used here in a non­
technical sense.
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place where emotion lndioc, iT) is most likely to make a significant 
contribution, we are told.63
Beyond these definitions, AnSg uses the term enthymeme in only 
one other context. In sections 248-250, there is a discussion of 
style and word choice, and Harpocration64 recommends ’balanced 
clauses and antistrophe1,65 (TTCtpiwOEiq «at Taq avuoTpoipd;) as the 
expressions (or style: Xe£k;, 583) most appropriate to the enthymeme. 
He recommends that secondary enthymemes66 (enev9u|iT])iat, fM) be 
constructed in the same way, though he allows them a bit more 
structural liberty.67
What is of most interest in this stylistic discussion, 
however, is Harpocration's comment on the relationship between the 
enthymeme and epicheireme, presented incidentally in 248:
...whenever the epicheireme lacks proof [or, more 
accurately, a confirmation: KGTOtOKEUT), 549] from 
outside itself, not brought in enthymematically 
[evfli/|iTi|jaTiK6<;, 393] but accompanied with a statement
63AnSg 160.
64Harpocration is clearly identified by AnSg as the source for these 
sections. See 243.
65AnSg 249. DK translation.
66Secondary enthymemes were a secondary supporting clause; they are 
used as a central part of a particular enthymematic construction 
which Hermogenes will discuss at length in Invention, and which we 
will consider in more detail in that context.
67AnSg 250.
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[KaTQtaTaa vq,68 551] r the- figures of speech also 
become more varied...69
Given Harpocration's general definition of the enthymeme, the
passage provides some further insight into his view on the
relationship between the epicheireme and the enthymeme: the latter
is an evidentiary confirmation of the former; it may or may not be
present, and there are stylistic considerations to be taken into
account on the basis of this difference. For Harpocration,
therefore, the epicheireme seems to stand as the primary line of
argument,70 with enthymemes serving the function of what we would
today call "supporting material".
2 .  ’ E i r iXE tpTma ( £ Z ) 71
Reference is made to the epicheireme in eight distinct
contexts within AnSg, each context containing between one and four
uses of the term.
In discussing the prooemium,72 the first context in which a
reference to an epicheireme occurs, we are told73 that the
68KC*TdoTaoiq is distinguished from narration (SlTiynoiq, dT) . See 112. 
These two locations represent the only technical uses of the term in 
AnSg. The word also occurs in the definition of pathos, but is 
there used in the more common sense of "state" or "condition."
69AnSg 248. DK translation; the bracketed additions are my own.
70This would be consistent with Theophrastian developments. See 
above, fns. 49, 50, and associated textual comments.
71The fZ family with a 2.28m% in AnSg (and all the 20 occurrences 
are technical) is notably frequent. The family is central to 
Hermogenic developments of technical vocabulary, and we will return 
to its consideration often over the course of our study.
72AnSg 36.
73Alexander is the source assumed by DK.
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introduction should contain no confirmations (KOtTaoKEUT[, gX), since 
these are "a matter of headings and epicheiremes"74 (KeipotXaitoSTK,
567, and EiriXExpiipot, 466). Headings are "points" within or goals 
of76 an argument; epicheireme here seems to mean, simply, the 
argument, considered as a method, which will make the point: the 
process of "arguing it out".
AnSg mentions epicheiremes in a second context,76 while 
discussing Alexander's views on the elements of the narration 
(6tT|2fT)oiq, dT) . Here we are told that whenever there is a 
presentation of the facts of the case (narration, SlTjynatq, dT), this 
will be accompanied by incidental narration (irapa8iT|jfnoiq, iY) , that 
is by narration outside the bare facts of the case, and introduced 
to strengthen our own cause. This incidental narration, we are 
told, will provide topics for epicheiremes.77 The point is clear: 
when one introduces information not immediately part of the case, 
this information will serve as a starting point for an argumentative 
process.
The third context in which AnSg employs the term epicheireme 
is in one of the given definitions of an enthymeme ("...an enthymeme
74AnSg 36. DK translation.
75Cf. PATILLON (1988), pp. 58f.
76AnSg 57. Alexander is the assumed source.
77DK inexplicably translate this "providing a topic for enthymemes" 
[emphasis added], but the Greek is clear ("...TOTE EpitEOElTCtx 
irapa6tf|ji)oic EirtxetpTUiaTwv p£v Efcouaa toitov..."), and there are neither 
textual confusions nor editorial conjectures to justify their 
version. Their substitution of "enthymeme" for “epicheireme" is 
clearly an oversight.
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is a conclusion. o£ an antecedent, epicheireme„."78), which was 
mentioned above. Here, too, the epicheireme seems to stand as a 
statement of some point one wishes to make, with the enthymeme 
serving as the supporting reason. Greek is filled with examples of 
such enthymematic expressions, usually introduced by yap (for, as, 
thus...).79
In the fourth context where mention of epicheiremes occurs, 
AnSg is discussing the place of topics (Toiroq, mH) in proof (irxoTlc;, 
jU). The term occurs four times in this context.80 We are here 
told that Alexander defines a topic as "the starting point81 of an 
epicheireme (EirixexpTipa, fZ), or the starting point of a proof 
(lUOTiq, jU) which will lead to an epicheireme."82 In 172 we are 
told that certain matters associated with the topic of definition 
(opoq, iS) provide sources from which epicheiremes may be derived. 
In both of these instances, epicheireme seems to be used as a term 
for "argument", simply. Finally in the discussion of topics, AnSg, 
in 179, makes reference to a set of notes on epicheiremes which he 
has previously made; the work is lost.
The fifth context in which the term epicheireme occurs is 
AnSg's discussion of Xuott; (“solutions to" or "refutations of" an
78AnSg 158. DK translation.
79See KENNEDY (1991), p. 29, fn. 3.
80Twice in AnSg 169, once each in 172 and 179.
81The phrase ‘starting point" is from a(pOpfif|; Alexander makes no 
reference to a "point" or a "heading* (KEipcXatoc, hD) here.
82AnSg 169. DK translation.
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opponent's position, hO) .83 "Epicheireme" occurs twice in 181 r and 
twice in 184. In every case, it may be translated as "to argue" or 
"an argument".84 Epicheiremes are not the focus in these sections, 
but the vocabulary occurs incidentally in a discussion which 
emphasizes that everything said, up to this point in the discourse 
on proof, might apply equally to arguments in support of or 
arguments in refutation of a given premise. AnSg's use of 
epicheireme terminology in these sections is unremarkable.
The vocabulary of epicheiremes occurs next, in its sixth 
context, in the discussion of epilogues. Here we are told that 
recapitulation (a summary of the main points of the speech, 
avaxeipaXaxuoiq, aV), "is a brief exposition of the headings or 
epicheiremes [KetpdXatoq, 565; and emxeipTlUCt, 466] that have been 
previously discussed..."85 We are then told in 214 that Neocles has 
four species of recapitulation, one of which is recapitulation ‘by 
epicheireme". In 217, this species is defined and exampled.86 We 
learn here that the strongest epicheiremes are to be recapitulated 
in the epilogue. The others, presumably, are passed over.
83AnSg 183-191. Alexander is the assumed source.
84When the verb form occurs (eiriXEipeu, 465), DK trams late with the 
appropriate tense of "to argue”; where the noun form occurs 
(emxexpTmot, 466), they use "epicheireme", rather than "argument" in 
their tramslation. PATILLON, it is worth noting, consistently 
employs "arguer” and "1‘argument" for the verb amd the noun, 
respectively, in his (French) translations of Hermogenes.
85AnSg 210. DK tramslation.
86DK assign AnSg 217 to Alexauider, but their evidence is weak, amd 
Neocles is almost certainly the source here. We will take up a more 
detailed consideration of this matter in Chapter Five.
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In 231, the seventh context in which the vocabulary of 
epicheiremes occurs, we are informed in a discussion on 
amplification (aufcTiaiq, cR) in the epilogue, that emotion (ird'floq, iT) 
is created using "the same sources as epicheiremes” employ.87
Finally, in 248, the vocabulary of the epicheiremes occurs in 
reference to stylistic concerns, along with a comment on enthymemes; 
AnSg’s88 remarks in this context were considered under the 
discussion of the use of the vocabulary of enthymemes, above.
3. Toitoc (aH)89
The vocabulary of topics occurs in nine distinct contexts 
within AnSg, not all of which are remarkable or technically 
relevant to invention.
First, in a discussion of the material of the prooemium,90 we 
are told that the topics of the introduction are the same as those 
of "circumstance" (neptOTotOiq, jQ) . Circumstance was a common term 
used to denote six basic elements of a rhetorical situation which 
should be analyzed by the speaker in order to find the "places" one 
could attack an opponent's argument, or strengthen one's own. The 
six elements were place (tokoq, mH), time (XPOVOQ, nD), manner 
(TpouOQ, mJ), person (trpoouitov, kV), cause (alrva, a»J), and act 
pnpfijpa, kC) .91
87Neocles is the source here.
88The passages derive from Harpocration.
89The mH Family has 21 occurrences (2.51 m%) in AnSg.
90AnSg 8.
91Cf. M. HEATH (1995), p. 250.
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Second, in AnSg 90, these six elements of circumstance are 
specifically listed for us, as ways to enhance the narration. Here, 
topic (To n o q , mH)occurs as the word "place" in the list of the six 
elements of circumstance.
Third, in AnSg 57, we are informed that incidental narration 
(uapa6iTi2(T|Oiq, iY) provides topics (mH) for epicheiremes. This 
passage was discussed in the section on the use of the vocabulary of 
epicheiremes, above.
Fourth, in AnSg 160, we are told that amplification and 
minimalization (ocufcTioic;, cR and pelw otq , hU), which are 
methodological treatments of a proposition (u p o fle o iq , kL) , are each 
derived from the same topics (mH); the topics are not listed.
Fifth, in AnSg 214, and 218, recapitulation (dvatKEipaXatuOtq, 
aV) by topic (mH) is discussed in terms very similar to the 
discussion of recapitulation by epicheireme.
Sixth, in AnSg 234, we are told that the tragic plays are 
locations92 (mH) where one may go for material to enhance pathetical 
elements of the epilogue. The term is here used in a non-technical 
way.
Seventh, in discussing clarity within the narration,93 AnSg 
notes that the art of rhetoric is designed to explore exhaustively
92oXw<; te  dipoppas efcetc etq tov iraflTiTtKOv toitov ta  twv TpajvSouotSv SpapaTa. 
DK translate the relevant phrase "topic of pathos" but this seems 
unduly confusing; the term does not here appear to be employed in a 
technical sense. DK reference Quintilian VI.2.20, but the only 
parallel here is in Quintilian's note that pathos may be thought of 
as tragic, ethos as comic, in nature. He does not speak of a locus 
or topic of pathos.
93AnSg 79.
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each relevant topic (mH). The rhetorical artist, however, does not 
use everything th? art discovers, but employs brevity in the speech 
for the sake of clarity, and must therefore choose among the 
material generated by the art.
Eighth, in the discussion of refutation (Xuotq, hO), AnSg94 
forwards the observation that some topics (mH) are only useful in 
refutation of a point, others are useful for both confirmational and 
refutational argument. There is no mention of —  and presumably 
there are no -- topics useful only for confirmational argument. 
Refutations are generally taken from the same topics (mH) as one 
would use in support of a position, though, of course, these would 
be amplified and employed along a different tack.
Finally, in his most detailed discussion of the topics (TOITO?, 
mH),95 AnSg first offers Alexander's definition of the term as "the 
starting point96 of an epicheireme (euiXEtpTmot, fZ) , or the starting 
point of a proof” (TTtOTî , jU) which will lead to an epicheireme.97 
This is followed by Neocles' observation that some topics are common 
to all stases (0TCt0l<;, ID), while others are "specific to each 
stasis" (OTdoiq, ID). Stasis is the fulcrum upon which an argument 
turns: the argument that an act should be defined as self-defense
94AnSg 183-191. Alexander is once again the assumed source.
95AnSg 169-182.
96The "starting point” here is d(poppT|; Alexander makes no 
reference to a "point" or a "heading" (KecpaXT), hD) here.
97AnSg 169. DK translation.
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rather than murder, for example, employs the "stasis of 
definition".98 The idea was increasingly part of rhetorical 
analysis after the time of Hermagoras, who had a system of related 
questions which helped an orator discover the proper stasis on which 
to focus the argument. The appearance of the term here reflects the 
increasing importance of stasis in the time; stasis theory, of 
course, becomes a centerpiece of Hermogenes' inventional theory.
After this comment, AnSg99 then offers some praise of 
Aristotle and an unknown Eudemius for their analysis of topics, and 
proceeds100 to name and define ten topics, which he declares to be 
"the most typical*:101 SlCtipeOK; (division, dG) , 5uvac|iiq 
(potentiality, eB), KpiOK; (judgment, hG) , |i(XXT| (inconsistency, hQ), 
opoioq (similarity, iM), opo<; (definition, is), itapdfleaxc;
(comparison, jB), irapenopai (adjunct, jJ) , irepioXTi (inclusion, jO), 
OUOTOlXOC (correspondence, IX).
Of these ten, three (Siottpeotq [division, dG] , KpiOK; [judgment, 
hG], and opoq [definition, is]) are mentioned in Aristotle's 
discussion of the twenty-eight valid methodological topics within
98The example is a particularly contemporary one, and should be 
approached with caution. Hermogenes, and his commentators, 
generally classify self defense as a qualitative (ttoiottk, jZ) —  
rather than definitional (0p0£, is) —  stasis, subdivided as a 
counterposition (avrvSeoiq, bG) expressed as a counteraccusation 
(dvreyKXTma, bD).
"Probably still employing Neocles as a source.
100On the basis of certain stylistic considerations, DK attribute 
the remainder of the specific discussion of the topics to Alexander. 
See their introduction, p. xiii.
101AnSg 182. DK translation.
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Che Rhetoric. The others are included or reflected in Aristotle's 
Topics. There is nothing especially remarkable about the treatment 
they receive in AnSg, except in one comment, noted above,102 
regarding the relationship between topics and epicheiremes, which 
reflects Alexander’s definition of a topic as a starting point for 
epicheiremes.
Section XV. Conclusion
At present, enough has been given here to demonstrate a clear 
Aristotelian foundation underlying the AnSg text. Additionally, 
textual evidence of numerous significant differences with Aristotle 
have been presented and considered. We shall next give attention to 
Hermogenes' ideas of proof and evidence, especially as they appear 
in On Invention, Book 3, and then return to AnSg in order to compare 
the two schemes.
102The comment occurs at AnSg 172, and was discussed in AnSg's use 
of the vocabulary of epicheiremes.
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e n tra n t  ro u irr  
SONS TECHNICAL VOCABULARY IN HERMOGENES
What has influenced my life more than any other 
single thing has been my stammer. Had I not 
stammered I would probably . . . have gone to
Cambridge as my brothers did, perhaps have become a 
don and every now and then published a dreary book 
about French literature.
— Somerset Maugham1
When genuine passion moves you, say what you've got to say,
and say it hot.
— D. H. Lawrence2
When Hermogenes turned from performance to scholarship, he 
created a corpus of work which became the foundation of rhetoric in 
the Greek West for a millennium, and then worked its way into the 
Latin West in the days of the Renaissance. If one were to attempt 
to summarize, in a single phrase, the difference in perspective 
between the authors represented in AnSg and the Hermogenic 
inventional corpus, one might hazard the observation that the former 
concentrate on proof, the latter concentrates on argument. That is 
to say, in their approach to invention, AnSg's sources seem to 
concentrate on those theoretical issues which produce the materials 
for argument; Hermogenes talks about arguing: the corpus of his work 
is far more interested in the theoretical aspects involved in 
coordinating lines of reasoning in order to form a cohesive 
presentation of one's case. One —  the dominant, but by no means
•̂Newsweek interview. May 23, 1960.
2Studies in Classic American Literature (1924), ch. 2.
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only —  aspect of this shift in focus is found in Hermogenes' 
particular presentation of stasis theory. Another is found in his 
seemingly original restructuring of the elements of epicheiremes and 
enthymemes. He arranges these, along with other elements, into a 
single argumentative figure which, when used in full, invokes a 
cascading effect: it is designed to move with an inexorable sense 
from a very contingent given proposition to an impression of its 
apparent necessity. We will be examining in more detail both of 
these aspects of the Hermogenic works.
Section Z. Stasia
A brief summary of the most important elements in Hermogenes1
view of stasis theory may be set out graphically as in Figure 4.1;
the actual stases are those which are more thickly framed; there are
fourteen. Each stasis is, in the figure, given a brief definition.3
Hermogenes' basic perspective on stasis is adequately discussed in a
number of the secondary sources.4 While there are some minor
disagreements among scholars,5 there are no major difficulties with
the text, and the overall picture is clear; it need not be repeated
3The definitions given are a pastiche; some are taken directly from 
the text of Stasis, some are my own summary, some are taken from 
KENNEDY'S (1983) discussion, some from HEATH'S (1995) commentary.
4See, e.g., M. HEATH (1995) pp. 70-79; RUSSELL (1983), ch. 3;
PATILLON (1988), pp. 56-78; PATILLON (1997), pp. 56-77; KENNEDY 
(1983) 80-86; DIETER (1950).
50n, e.g., the total number or the exact classifications of some 
stases. KENNEDY and PATILLON, e.g., consider )ieTdXili|ric (objection, 
a call to dismiss the case either on the basis of lack of 
jurisdiction or prima facie lack of evidence, hY) to be a genre, and 
count its two species as two separate stases. HEATH, on the other 
hand, sees HETCtXTHifis as the stasis; its two species, like the two 
species of ambiguity (dpipif)oXia, aO), are viewed as merely exemplary.
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Hermogenes' System of Stases
in detail here. In essence, Hermogenes, adopting and adapting 
Hermagoras,6 leads the speaker through a series of questions and 
considerations which are designed to clarify the stasis (OTdoiq,
ID), the central issue of the problem under consideration; once the 
stasis is determined, he discusses a series of general ways to argue 
about that particular stasis, outlining argumentative approaches on 
both sides of the question.
For Hermogenes, every matter to be decided falls into the 
classification of a question of fact, definition or quality.
Questions of fact are those in which the details of the case are in
dispute. For example, "They say I murdered Themistocles, but they 
have produced no body. Has Themistocles, in fact, been murdered, or 
has he merely run off with one of the local floozies?" Any such
dispute about the direct facts of the case provides one with a
stasis of CJT0XCX0|i6q (conjecture,7 IE).
If one concedes all the facts of the case, one is then faced 
with a question of whether or not the facts have been correctly 
categorized and named. If there is disagreement here, this provides 
one with a stasis of opoq (definition, iS). For example, the 
penalty for temple robbery is death. A thief is caught stealing the
6See PATILLON (1997) pp. 67ff.
7Finding correct English terminology for Hermogenes1 theory as it is 
presented in both Stasis and Invention, is not an easy task. Where 
conventions exist, I have attempted to follow them; I have otherwise 
gone with HEATH'S (1995) choices, where this was possible without 
confusing his terminology with our earlier discussion of AnSg.
While Heath's terminology is not always ideal, choosing it has the 
benefit of making the following discussion generally consistent with 
the best English commentary on Stasis that is presently available.
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private purse of a person who is engaged in ablutions at the temple; 
they are both on the temple grounds. The offended party charges him 
with temple robbery, and demands the thief's death; the thief argues 
that he was committing private theft, and cannot be put to death.
The definition of the act is the stasis of the case.8 To take a 
more contemporary example, when an abused spouse —  say a wife —  
concedes the fact of having killed her husband after careful 
planning, but argues that the act was rather self-defense than 
premeditated murder, she is invoking the stasis of definition.9
If, however, one concedes both the facts and the definition, 
one must then consider the nature of the situation by examining, as 
Heath says, the "substantive features of the acts in question, or 
... the implications of the law under which the charge is 
brought",10 which is to say, the quality (itoiottk, jZ) of the act.
8Though it is difficult to see how this —  or most —  legal 
disagreements of definition could fail to collapse into a stasis of 
ouXXoyiopoq (assimilation, 1M) , in which the applicability of a given 
legal instrument is taken up. This is a point to which [Pseudo]- 
Hermogenes seems somewhat sensitive in On Invention; note his 
discussion in 3.14.2ff, which opens: "Opo^ KOI <W0opiOpcx; icai 
ouAXoyiopoc; tcai Auai<; toG ouXAoyiopou TEoaapa psv ioTiv dvoporra. tq Sc 
SuvapEi 8uo* "'Definition' and 'counter-definition', and 
'assimilation' and 'refutation of the assimilation' are four terms 
with two meanings .... *
9It might be considered definition because the contemporary legal 
codes define various degrees of murder. Hermogenes would classify a 
killing which took place in self defense under ovTEyK\T||iOt, 
counteraccusation (bD), i.e., an attempt to blame the wronged party 
for the wrong suffered, and logically, his view of the matter is a 
difficult one to refute. Note HEATH'S (1995) commentary (p. 74) on 
Hermogenes' phrase "clear and complete."
10M. HEATH (1995), p. 72. Heath's comments reflect the primary 
Hermogenic divisions of quality: the logical (XojtKOq, hM) and the 
legal (voptxoq, iL); each of these is subsequently subdivided into 
several categories, as seen in Figure 4.1.
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For example, a poor man finds Themistocles11 committing adultery 
with his wife, and immediately murders the admiral.12 A citizen 
then charges the poor man with "Harming the Public Good".13 The man 
cannot deny that he killed Themistocles; neither can he deny that 
the killing of Themistocles harms the state (good admirals being 
hard to find), and therefor neither the facts of the case nor the 
definitions are in question. Thus, the poor man must find some 
other grounds from which to argue. For example, he might argue on 
the basis of being within his legal rights, which would be a stasis 
of counterplea (avTlXTU|/l<;, bH), one of the subdivisions of quality 
(iroxoTT)?, jZ) . Or the mein might argue on the grounds that he should 
be excused from the charge because he was overcome with anger and 
grief in the moment when he was confronted with his betrayal, which 
would be a stasis of mitigation (OUjyvwiiT), IF) , another of the 
subdivisions of quality (iTOlOTTiO .
11A skilled admiral in the Athenian navy, commander of the Battle of 
Salamis Straits which crushed Xerxes' fleet and led to the 
(attempted) withdrawal of Persian troops from Greece. The Persians 
were cut off by the Spartan hoplites, and, without naval supply 
lines, decimated.
12A thing allowed, but not required, in the declaimer's legal world. 
The offended party could accept a ransom from the offender, and 
allow him to live. Hermogenes is, of course, preparing declaimers, 
not lawyers, and in the world of declamation, there were legal 
clauses allowing the murder of non-citizens who mounted the walls of 
the city, adulterers caught in the act, tyrants, and, from time to 
time, a would-be tyrant. Though such laws were occasionally based 
on actual Athenian legal codes (as was this one), most were simply 
inventions to create an exciting setting for the declaimer to work 
against. See KENNEDY (1983), p. 81; see also RUSSELL (1983), ch. 2 
for an entertaining look at what he refers to as "Sophistopolis" —  
the legal and social world of the declaimer.
13Another favorite charge within the declaimer's world. Its 
generality allowed it a broad range of applications.
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In addition to such issues based in reasoned arguments about 
the case (what Hermogenes calls the logical [XoytKOq , 586] aspect o£ 
quality, one of the two major divisions of qualitative stases), 
quality is also subdivided into legal (voptKOq, iL) issues such as 
arguments regarding jurisdiction of the case (irapaypaqjTi, iW) or 
arguments based in certain ambiguities (apipipoXia, aO) within the 
law. The full system provides a simple, consistent, clear, and 
comprehensive methodology for approaching and analyzing a rhetorical 
situation.
Once the stasis is established, Hermogenes goes on to provide
an outline of argumentative approaches, or potential points to be
made when arguing within a given stasis. He calls this process of
outlining “a division" (S ta tp e o tq , dG) of the question at hand, and
the resulting approaches to the subject, i.e., the potential points
to be made, are called "headings" or simply "heads" (KCtpaXT), hD) ;
they resemble topics,14 and often overlap with other stases. There
are some 41 different headings15 outlined by Hermogenes. For
example,16 the stasis of conjecture (OTOXOtopoq, IE), is divided
(Stoupeotq) into nine specific heads (KE<paXf|): exception
14In that they offer an argumentative approach to the rhetorical 
situation.
150r 42; custom, eflo?, eH, is considered by Hermogenes as an 
alternative to law, vopoq, iL, when no written law exists.
Discussion of each heading may be found in HEATH'S (1995) 
commentary. For the record, the headings are represented by the 
following conceptual families: bB, bD, bG, bH, bL, bW, cH, cK, cH, 
cZ, dA, dB, dl (used in two ways to mean intent and alternative 
intent), dJ, dV, dW, eB (used in two ways to mean both feasibility 
and capacity, opportunity), eH, eL, fB, gS, hX, hY, hZ, iC, iL, is, 
iW, jM, jT, jZ, kD, kE, kQ, kS, kV kZ, IF, 1M, 1R.
16The stasis of OTOXOtopoq is divided in St 3.1-214.
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(irapotypaipiKa;, iW), demand for evidence (eXejxuv airotTTioiq, bW), 
motive ((JouXtiok; , cZ), capacity (or potentiality: Suvapt?, eB), 
sequence of events (Ta exit’ apxfiq aXPl teXou^, cK), counterplea 
(avTiXtnj/ts, bH), objection (HETaXfpyK;, hY), transposition of cause 
(liETdfleoiQ Tflq amac, hX), and persuasive defense (TTiflavn anroXoyta, 
cH)17 Each of these heads is, in Hermogenes' discussion, defined, 
exampled, and explained.
The divisions presented for each stasis are generally 
forwarded in an order of logical progression, designed to reflect 
the manner in which the overall argument would be likely to unfold 
between the two contending parties. Heath notes that the ancient 
commentators viewed Hermogenes1 divisions as "the 'natural' order of 
the heads".18 Nevertheless, both Hermogenes and his commentators 
emphasize the need for flexibility and adaptation in ordering and 
filling out the headings, so that they best respond to the specifics 
of each case.19
After discussing the division of each stasis into heads, 
Hermogenes typically follows with a discussion of variations which 
might complicate the situation. For example, a conjectural stasis 
involving reciprocal charges, where the speaker must prosecute the 
opponent while simultaneously defending himself.20
17Definitions and discussion of these terms may be found in HEATH'S 
(1995) glossaries as well as his commentaries on the relevant terms, 
pp. 80-101, passim.
18M. HEATH (1995), p. 80.
19St 3.1-3, e.g.; M. HEATH (1995), p. 80.
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While there are exceptions, this pattern represents 
Hermogenes' general approach within his essay for each of fourteen 
stases: statement of the stasis, division of the stasis (i.e., the 
argumentative treatment of the given stasis), followed by discussion 
of variations to the theme of the given stasis.
A further review of Hermogenes' theory of stasis is here 
unnecessary.
Hermogenes' treatise contains, of course, a wealth of 
technical vocabulary, some of it original, most of it adapted. We 
shall return to the vocabulary of Hermogenes' stasis in the next 
chapter, when we begin a comparison between the Hermogenic technical 
vocabulary and that of AnSg. At present, we may proceed to a 
discussion of Book 3 of On Invention.
Section XX. Invention
On Invention is far less well known than On Stasis. Kennedy 
has a helpful introductory survey of the piece,21 and Patillon 
provides a French translation along with notes and an 
introduction.22 Rabe's Greek text runs 120 pages.
The treatise is composed of four books, the first two of which 
lack any introduction or contextual remarks, seem to be arranged in 
a progression which does not lead logically to Books Three and Four, 
and are less consistently clear than the later material. Kennedy
20St 3.251-265.
21KENNEDY (1983), pp.86-95.
22PATILLON (1997). The introduction may be found on pages 77-105; 
the translation and notes are found on pp. 209-318.
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suggests that these first two books may be edited excerpts from the 
original, longer text;23 Patillon goes so far as to suggest that 
they were, perhaps, originally part of a separate work, and could be 
from an entirely different author24 them the last two books.25
Book 1 deals with issues of the prooemium. Book 2 with the
narration; this would lead one to expect Book 3 to deal with proof,
and Book 4 with the epilogue. In fact, Book 3 presents
argumentative strategies, and Book 4 deals with style and figures, 
and is more interested in delivery. Though other aspects of the 
treatise are not without some unique concepts or vocabulary,26 for 
our purposes Book 3 is by far the most important, and, as we 
observed in Chapter One, we will find ourselves concentrating our 
discussion there. Patillon, for example, remarks that the essay's 
treatment of the epicheireme "is perhaps the most original 
contribution in the first three books"27 of the treatise. This 
aspect of the essay is one to which we will need to give more 
detailed consideration.
A. Premises end Introductions to the Kpicheireaes
The text of Book 3, as it is arranged by Rabe, takes on the 
general form of an outline of argumentative circumstances in which
23KENNEDY (1983), pp. 886f.
24I.e, different even from the Pseudo-Hermogenic author of Books 
Three and Four. Cf. Chapter One, fn. 53.
25PATILLON (1997), p. 78.
26See, e.g., 4.2, along with Patillon's notes to that section.
27"...est peut-Stre l'apport le plus original des trois premiers 
livres de notre traits." PATILLON (1997), p. 249, fn. 2.
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one might reasonably be expected to find a need for evidentiary 
enhancement of one's case.28 Once these circumstances are outlined, 
there follows an extensive and original discussion of epicheiremes, 
which occupies the central part of Book 329 and which explains in 
detail how to discover, formulate, and arrange the material of the 
required evidence.
After a brief introductory dedication and outline of the 
book,30 the author presents an essay on the nature and place of the 
pre-confirmation (irpoKOtTQOKEUT), kM).31 The pre-confirmation may be, 
itself, an original contribution of the Hermogenic theory; there are 
no earlier occurrences32 of the term, though later commentators 
speak of the pre-confirmation as if it had been a conscious part of 
rhetorical theory before the Hermogenic author was writing.33 The 
pre-confirmation serves the purpose of what today we would call a 
"preview" of the speech's main points, though in a slightly more
28Rabe orders the manuscript sections of Book 3: 1, 2, 4, 6, 3, 5, 
7-15. PATILLON follows, and agrees with, this arrangement, except 
for an emendation of Book 4.14 after section 3.14, justifying this 
on the grounds of the consistency of the subject matter (see 
PATILLON [1997], p. 272). Kennedy speaks approvingly of Rabe's 
realignment of section 3 (and there is sufficient textual reason to 
justify the move —  see PATILLON's [1997] notes on pp. 82, 248; 
KENNEDY [1983], p. 88), but he takes a cooler tone toward Rabe's 




32Assuming authorship before Apsines' Figured Problems; Patillon 
argues for authorship after Apsines, and this would make Apsines' 
use of the term the earliest extant employment.
33KENNEDY (1983), p. 88.
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extended form. As a part of the speech, it generally came between 
the narration and the proof.
In Rabe's text, one next encounters section 4, which serves 
as an introduction to headings (KEtpaXTj, hD); here, already, the 
author, begins an emphasis on the importance of the confirmation 
(KCtTGOKEUT|, gX) and epicheiremes (fZ) to establish the orator's 
case: "For the whole strength of rhetoric rests in these [the 
headings], and the force of victory is to be found in the 
confirmation (KCtTaoKEUTi) of the headings (KEipaXT|) ”.34 He will 
observe a few lines later that headings are confirmed through 
epicheiremes.35 These subjects will occupy [Pseudo]-Hermogenes 
throughout the remainder of Book 3.
The Hermogenic author's discussion in section 3.4 may be 
graphically summarized in Figure 4.2. He suggests his discussion in 
3.4 is devoted to deliberative oratory (irpajiiOtTiKOq, 819),36 but 
there seems to be no reason that his points could not apply equally 
well in a judicial setting. His main point is that, regardless of 
whether an orator is introducing a heading or refuting one, he comes 
eventually to epicheiremes for his support.
Where refutation (Xuotq, hO) is involved, however, the 
approach to the epicheiremes (fZ) is more complicated and involves
34to yap nav tq<; fbryropHcqc; ioxupov iv toutoi<; VoTaTai icai to tq<; viicr̂  
iepaTo<; ev tq xaTaoKEurj twv KEcpaXaiwv 5ia<paivETai. inv 3.4.5-9.
35 ... eTto xaTaoKEua£opEv twv {nixEipqpaTtov... -.. .which we then 
confirm with epicheiremes...” 3.4.14-15.
36Inv 3.4.21.
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the preliminary steps of summarizing the opponent's perspective 
succinctly, and stating the refutation one plans to support with 
epicheiremes. The four steps involved are, first, the protasis 
(upoTaoK;, kX), which announces to the audience the orator’s 
intention to summarize his opponent's view; second, the succinct 
statement of the opponent's view (unoipopd, mU) ; third, a statement 
alerting the audience that the orator is prepared to offer an 
alternative position (dvTtnpOTaoic, bK); and, fourth, the statement 
of the orator's alternative position (dvfluuotpopd, bC) . The 
alternative position is, of course, the same as the refutation 
(Xuoit;, hO) which will be supported with epicheiremes. These four 
introductory steps to the epicheireme may be varied; the itpOTOtOK; 
and dvTiirpoTCtOK; may omitted for stylistic reasons; they serve 
primarily as rhetorical ornaments. Kennedy's remarks on this 
passage are, however, misleading.37 [Pseudo]-Hermogenes is not 
quite as dismissive of this four step introduction to the 
epicheireme as Kennedy implies. While the author considers that the 
upoTaoiq and dvrtirpoTaovq may be mere embellishment,38 they may also
37KENNEDY (1983), p. 89. Kennedy reads "Koopoq yap EOTt tou Xoyou Kai 
irXeov ou6ev TTOXXdKiq* [3.4.58] in a way that makes it refer to the 
entire four step introduction of the epicheireme. The phrase, 
however, refers only to the iTpOTaoiq, and a later, similar 
observation [3.4.88] is made of the d v n irp o T a o t?. No such remarks 
are made of the uirocpopa or the avfluTTOCpopd, which the Hermogenic 
author appears to consider as a more important aspect of the 
process.
3 8 3 .4.5 8; 3.4.88.
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enhance the argument considerably in certain situations.39 And 
while either of them may be omitted without harming either the 
uuoipopa or the avBuirotpopdt, respectively, nowhere does the author say 
that any of the four may be omitted.40 Clearly, however, it is the 
epicheiremes which serve as the ends of the process, and which bear 
the argumentative weight.
After this discussion, the text proceeds41 to lay out three 
means of assaulting an opponent's premise: one may deny it outright, 
one may allow it but deny its relevance in the present 
circumstances, or one may allow it while demonstrating that the 
premise fails to lead to the opponent's conclusion -- and, in fact, 
supports one's own. The first two of these lines of attack are 
taken up in 3.6, with a consideration of denial42 (evoTaoi^, fD) and 
counter-representation (dvTtirapdtO TaO K;, bJ) , which together 
constitute something of an amplification on the dv'fluirotpopd (be) from 
the previous section.43 This is still preliminary material to the
39Cf. 3.4.59-63. Here [Pseudo]-Hermogenes notes that the irpoTaotq or 
the avTlHpOTOtOtq may set a tone (of snide mockery, for example, with 
a upOTaoiq) in which the following statement is to be received; it 
would, thus used, serve a pathetical persuasive function ["...so are 
they all, all honorable men..."].
40Cf. KENNEDY (1982), p. 89: "[The author] notes that each of the 
four parts can sometimes be omitted."
41Inv 3.6, and the following section in Rabe, 3.3.
42Heath employs "refutation" to convey the meaning of evoTaoic;, but 
such a translation runs the risk of confusing Xuoic (refutation. hO) 
with evOTaoi<;. The former is a more general term for any "solution" 
to a rhetorical difficulty.
43Cf. PATILLON, p. 246, fn.3.
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actual epicheiremes (fZ). The author opens his consideration by 
observing:
One should realize that the Art of Division showed 
denial (EVCJTaatq, fD) and counter-representation 
(avTtnapaoTacn<;, bJ) <to be> headings (KE(paXT|, hD) 
set in opposition to counterplea44 (dtVTiXT|i|fi<; > bH).45
Which is to say that the two ideas are designed to begin a
refutation of an opponent's counterplea, as stated in stasis
theory.46 The author, however, notes a much broader range of use
for these argumentative approaches:
We should attempt, for each heading [KE(J)aXf|, hD] in 
every stasis [OTaoi?, ID] to introduce the • 
discussions and confirmations [kgtciokeut], gX] , with 
the denial and counter-representation [EVOTaoiq, fD 
and dvTtirapaoTaoiq, bJ].47
44The counterplea (bH) is a qualitative (jZ), logical (hM), judicial 
(dU) stasis which denies that the act committed (for which one is 
being prosecuted) constitutes a wrong.
45 'Ioteov, oti Tqv evotgoiv Koii avTinapaoTaoiv £vavTia KC(pdXaia Tq<; 
dvTiXqycux; r) SiaipETncq napsScoKE TEXvry Inv 3.6.2-4. The Art of 
Division is assumed to be a lost work of the author, though the 
description given here adequately summarizes Hermogenes' St 5.34-36.
46See St 5. Counterplea is, as we have observed, a stasis in which 
the orator argues that the act was, per se, legitimate, as opposed 
to a counterposition (dvTlflEOiq, bG) where the illegitimacy of the 
act is conceded, but one pleads innocence (or asks for mercy) based 
on mitigating elements within the situation. If an opponent 
presents a counterplea (dvTtXrwrt?, bH) rather than a counterposition 
(dvTt-OEcnq, bG), EVOTaoiq and avTtirapdtOTaot? constitute the openings 
of potential refutations (Xuoiq, hO) to his argument.
47Xpq Se f*)p6i(; ko6' r*|icaoTov t w v KEcpaXaioav iv ttoioq otooei nEipaoOai tok; 
paxa<; icai tok; kotookeuoi  ̂kot’ Ekova Trj<; ivoTaoEwc; koi dvTinapaoTdosux; 
eioayEiv* Inv 3.6.10-12. It should be noted that the Hermogenic 
author's expansion of the denial and counter-representation is 
slightly less dramatic than it first appears here, as we shall see 
in Chapter Five.
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[Pseudo]-Hermogenes suggests that denial and counter-representation 
should be sought for in every line of argument within every stasis. 
This, he says, will make the orator overwhelming, if done 
properly.48 He then proceeds to give examples, notably drawn from 
deliberative contexts, rather than judicial, as if to prove his 
point.
By way of definition, recall that the denial (evoTaai<;, fD) is 
a direct statement which rejects the premise of the opponent's 
position. The counter-representation (dvTtirapdaTaois, bJ) accepts 
the opponent's premise, but denies its applicability in the given 
situation.49 To return to an earlier example of the poor man who 
kills the adulterous admiral Themistocles: If the man, charged with
Harming the Public Good offers the counterplea ("I was within my 
rights!"), one might reply with denial (evoTaot?): "You, being 
without property, have no rights!" and add a counter-representation 
(avTiirapdoTaoK;) : "And even if you were within your rights, it 
should not have been done now, when the city is on the verge or 
war!" Each statement will require epicheiremes (fZ), and the 
supporting material to reinforce the epicheiremes, in order to 
stand.
%
The Rabe text then50 picks up a discussion of "forced 
argument" (piaioc;, cX) , which is a third form of undermining the
48Inv 3.6.13-15.
49Cf. HEATH (1995) pp. 251, 259; PATILLON (1997) p. 246, fn 3.
50Inv 3.3.
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opponent's premise.51 It works by taking that premise and 
demonstrating a different development which leads, actually, to 
one's own (rather than the opponent's) desired conclusion; the 
author draws several examples from Demosthenes' On the Embassy52 in 
which Aeschines' (assumed) premises, in his argument for confirming 
the treaty, are interpreted as reasons for rejecting that treaty.
For example, Aeschines will say that the Chersonese will be made 
secure by the treaty. Certainly it will, Demosthenes replies, and 
Athens will bear the honor of being able to claim that she managed 
to retain her own possessions at the mere cost of sacrificing all of 
her allies to Philip.53 Here, clearly, Aeschines' premise is 
employed by Demosthenes to support Demosthenes' own conclusion.
B. [Pseudo]-Hermogenic Argumentative Trope
The next several sections of Book 3 include a lengthy 
consideration of the epicheireme (fZ).54 Patillon, as we have 
seen,55 remarks on its originality, as does Kennedy,56 who devotes 
much of his review of On Invention to this aspect of the work.57
51The specific term is not used by Aristotle, but it is one o£ his 
Common Topics. Cf. Rhet 1398a.
52Demosthenes 19.78, 79, 134.
53Demosthenes 19.78.
54Inv 3.5, 7-11
55PATILLON (1997), p. 249, fn. 2. Cf. above, fn. 27.
56KENNEDY (1983), p. 87, p. 90.
57KENNEDY (1983), p. 90-92.
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Each emphasizes the sequential nature of the argumentative trope58 
forwarded in the text, though neither develops the inter­
relationship of the various elements of the trope in any detail.59 
The general view may be graphically summarized as in Figure 4.3. In 
the briefest possible terms, the Hermogenic author notes, as we have 
seen, that any heading (KE(paXf|, hD), whether our own which needs 
confirming (gX) or our opponent's which needs refuting (hO), will 
rest upon epicheiremes (fZ). The epicheireme is any reason given to 
embrace the position one is forwarding. It will itself be supported 
by a development (Epyaaia, gB) which creates a sense of confidence 
in the epicheireme. This development is, in turn, supported with an 
enthymeme (fC), designed to raise the emotional tension of the 
argumentative sequence, which is then completed with an epenthymeme 
(EirevSuijTiiaa, fM); an epenthymeme is itself designed to complete the 
sequence by simultaneously reinforcing the growing sense of 
persuasive density gathering around the proposition, and to serve as 
the denouement of the tensions raised in the previous stages of the 
sequence.
58I can think of no other convenient term by which to refer to the 
whole of this interacting sequence designed for argumentative 
effect.
59While he does outline the distinct sources (aspects of 
circumstance and common topics) of the different elements (and it 
will be necessary to consider these in more detail below), KENNEDY 
simply notes that each stage of the argumentative trope serves as a 
supporting statement for the previous element. Patillon gives 
slightly more detail, seeks to contextualize the argumentative trope 
in relation to its introductory elements, and discusses the 
enthymeme and epenthymeme in regard to their functional differences; 
some of his observations are more easily defended than others. I 
shall take up his comments as necessary in the ensuing discussion.
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1. [Paaudol-laroograie Spiehalrniaa ( ’EirtXEiptiiia,
*C)
Epicheiremes (£Z) are essentially Greek gap colons or 
periods;60 that is to say, the epicheireme is generally —  though 
not always —  a complete thought introduced by the Greek particle 
jcp , "for, because, since." It is, we are told,61 derived from one of 
the six elements of circumstance {irepiOTaoi<;, jQ) : place (Toiroq, mH), 
time (Xpovo^, nD), manner (Tpoiroq, mJ), person (irpoowirov, kV) , cause 
(atTta, aJ), or act (irpajpa, kC) .
The Hermogenic author takes his example from a hypothetical 
proposal by Demosthenes to fortify the Chersonese with a canal; the 
component parts of the example (epicheireme [fZ], development [gB], 
enthymeme [fC], and epenthymeme [fM]) are outlined by Kennedy in a 
cursory fashion.62 The matter might be better clarified for us if 
we were to add to these examples a somewhat more contemporary one; 
let us consider the debate which ensued after the launch pad 
disaster which killed three Apollo astronauts, early in the nation's 
efforts to go to the moon. In such a context, say one faced a 
heading such as, "America should abandon its plans for exploration 
of the moon", which was forwarded by one's opponents. Introductory 
material to the epicheireme (cf. Figure 4.2) might look like this: 
upoTaoic; (kX) - "My opponents' position is clear..." followed by
60For Kennedy's remarks on the particle in relation to Aristotelian 
enthymemes, see KENNEDY (1993), pp. xii; 29, fn. 3.
61Inv 3.5.8.
62KENNEDY (1983), pp. 90-91.
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uirocpopa (mU) - "...They believe that, given the present 
difficulties, we should abandon our commitment to go to the moon... 
followed by dvTtTTpOTOtols (bK) - "...But I  say that..." followed by 
Xuoiq (hO) through EVOTaoi? (fD) - "...Americans do not turn back in 
the face of mere difficulties..." This Xuoiq cannot, of course, 
stand alone, but requires confirmation (KCtTOtOKEUTi, gX) via 
epicheiremes.
An epicheireme (fZ) will present one reason for the audience
to endorse the Xuoi^, and will be generated by (i.e., it will
concentrate on, or be derived from) one of the six aspects of the
circumstances (nepiOTOtoiq , jQ) .
...all epicheiremes [fZ] are derived from 
circumstance. Circumstance is place time, manner, 
person, cause, act —  <which covers> all that is in 
us, and in <our> speech and in <our> behavior, and 
in <our> judgments, and in <our> principles, and in 
<our> living.63
An easy example for our lunar problem is an epicheireme from person 
(Upoowirov, kV): "For Americans are explorers, and when we cease to 
explore, we cease to be fully American"; or from cause64 (aiTia, aJ) 
"For by exploring space we sharpen our technological edge, and 
enlarge our technological frontiers, here, at home." Either of 
these epicheiremes65 will require one or more developments (epgaoxa,
63 ...nav ̂ ttixei'poh01 yivoptvov <5mo tnepioTaotooq ntpioTaoi^ 8t &jti to 
nav tv i1)pTv icai Xoyoi<; kcm npaypaoi icai Sixain ko! unoQeocoi cai 3(c)). Tono^. 
Xpovoc;. Tporroq. npoocanov. aiTia. npaypa* inv 3.5.6-10.
64The term can mean motive or consequence, i.e., the cause of 
something, or what something causes.
65Note that, in Greek, both would be lap periods.
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gB), and we shall examine those developments (gB) shortly. Be£ore 
that, however, we must briefly note two things.
First, there is a formal relationship between the 
circumstances (jQ) and the epicheiremes (fZ), but it is neither 
rigid nor stifling; on the contrary, the relationship is designed to 
discover an abundance of argumentative approaches. The author 
observes that, "frequently, two or three epicheiremes are found from 
one source".66 He then examples this principle with a hypothetical 
case where Pericles is brought to trial on charges of treason for 
cooperating with the Lacedemonians. Three epicheiremes from person 
(irpoounrov, kV) are given:67
1. for Pericles, of all people, would not commit
treason;
2. for Pericles would not betray the Athenians, of
all peoples;
3. for Pericles would not betray Athens to the
Spartans, of all peoples.
Thus, three arguments emerge from a consideration of only one source 
(person, kV) of epicheiremes. The author notes that this is not 
always the case, but that it is not infrequent to derive several 
epicheiremes from a single element of circumstance (jQ).68 This 
observation is followed by a similar point: that a single 
epicheireme may be discovered from several elements of circumstance:
Just as we have seen that, frequently, one source 
for an epicheireme leads to the discovery of two or 
three epicheiremes, we see that in the same way one
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epicheireme is frequently found to be common to two 
or three sources.69
Thus, a lawyer may forward an epicheireme which objects to the
introduction of certain evidence on the basis of place ("America is
a nation of laws, and when the police failed to obtain the proper
warrant. . .") or the lawyer may employ the same epicheireme on the
basis of person ("Those of us who are private citizens must know
that the police are ruled by the law just as we are, and when the
police failed to obtain the proper warrant..."). Depending on which
element of circumstance is chosen, there will be a potential
difference in the tone of the argument, of course, and wisdom is,
therefore, required in order to choose the proper approaches and
variations from among the wealth of information.70
Which brings us to our second point regarding the Hermogenic
epicheireme (fZ). Given this diversity of possibilities, the method
is also a means to ferret out the less desirable aspects of an
argumentative approach. In other words, where the art of invention,
properly applied, discovers only a few epicheiremes, there is ample
reason for caution: such a dearth of epicheiremes is likely to
highlight an especially weak area of the case, and the orator should
take note, and beware.71
69 “O o T U p  TOIVUV TOUTO ibjJEV. OTl TTOAA<3KI{ 1*1 M,a YEVEOIS TOU £niXEIpQ|jaTO<; 
5 u o  koi T p ia  n a p a T u x o v  eupiOKCi ^TTixEipqpoTa. o u tu k ; i’o te o v . o t i  icai 
ttoAAokic; ev ^ n ix E ip q p a  EupioK ETai ko iv o v  t a i  Suo ko i T p i& v  yEVEOEcav...
Inv 3.5.156-159.
70Inv 3.5.180-191. The Hermogenic author will hone this point 
regarding his argumentative trope in Inv 4.1, demonstrating ways to 
re-order its parts for maximum effect in specific settings.
71Cf. Inv 3.5.173-180.
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2. [Pseudo]-Hermogenic Davalopnat ( ’Epjaoia, gB)
While epicheiremes (fZ) provide a reason to believe the
position forwarded,72 they themselves require support. Such support
comes from what the Hermogenic author refers to as the development
(epyototot, gB).73 In this discussion, two particular points stand
out. First, the author begins with a consideration of the formal
aspects of the development (gB). He emphasizes the sources of
development, which differ from those of the epicheireme:
Every epicheireme is developed (gB) with these 
<elements> -- <elements> which some understand to be 
epicheiremes <but which are not> —  specifically: 
with comparison, with example, with lesser, with 
greater, with equality, with opposite.74
Just as the epicheireme was derived from the elements of
circumstance (jQ), the development of an epicheireme is derived from
a set of limited topics75 which involve some sort of comparison or
contrast —  as can be seen in the author's list: comparison
72In either refutation of the opponent's point or confirmation of 
our own: El’s Tf)V AuOlV f\ KOTaOKEuqv; Inv 3.7.11.
73Inv 3.7. For the remainder of the discussion on the Hermogenic 
argumentative trope, I shall use "development" only in a limited, 
and technical sense, as the title of this stage of the trope. I 
mean, invariably, a reference to the gB family, epyorotor.
74£pya{ETai 8e nav ^nixcipqpa <5mo toutwv. 8  Sokouoiv eTvcm tives 
£nixEipnpaTa. oTov Atto napaPoAry;. And napaSEiypaTos. And puepoTEpou. 
an o  |je(£ovos. Atto ibou. And ^vavTiou. inv 3 . 7 . 6 - 9 .
75These involve what Patillon calls (in his discussion of the 
enthymeme) "confrontational” elements (PATILLON [1997], p. 259, fn. 
1). By this Patillon mews, simply, that the topics from which 
developments are drawn necessarily lend themselves to an association 
of different ideas, rather than the presentation of a single point 
—  a perspective which will become crucial when we move on to a 
discussion of the formal elements of the Hermogenic enthymeme. We 
shall see Patillon's quote in full, below.
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(irapapoXTi, iv), exam ple ( ira p a S e tJ u a , iX), le s s e r  (lUKpoq, iE), g r e a te r  
(pEjcti;, h T ) ,  e t c . 76
To take up our lunar example, we have the epicheireme (fZ) 
from person (kV): "For Americans are explorers, and when we cease to 
explore, we cease to be fully American” given a development (gB) 
from an example (iX): "Our forebears did not turn back from 
exploring this great land even in the face of great difficulty"; or 
a development (gB) from greater (hT): "And Americans realize that 
when great difficulties demand so much more from us, this renders 
the rewards so much more magnificent for us"; or, to take the 
epicheireme from cause (aJ): "For by exploring space we sharpen our 
technological edge, and enlarge our technological frontiers, here, 
at home"; developed (gB) from opposite (EvavTtoq, eY) : "but if we
76The Hermogenic author is clearly interested in the comparative 
aspect of this stage of his argumentative trope; the reason becomes 
clearer as we move on to a consideration of the enthymeme. One may 
profitably compare PATILLON's (1997) comments, p. 256, fn. 5, where 
he outlines the comparative nature of each of the examples given in 
the Hermogenic text. Patillon, however, is a linguist, and is 
therefore interested in the relationship between semantic expression 
and the underlying logical structures. While noting the comparative 
nature of the development in examples given by the Hermogenic 
author, he never mentions its rhetorical dimension in respect to 
audience identification —  which appears central to the mind of a 
rhetorician reading the text. Given his emphasis, Patillon.'s 
discussions are helpful, but they repeatedly pass over, without 
comment, the more significant rhetorical aspects of the Hermogenic 
text. To take another example, note his preliminary outline of the 
argumentative sequence, p. 249, fn. 2, where his discussion observes 
that the enthymeme does not differ from the epicheireme in its 
nature, but in its use ["Or, 1' enthym&ne pseudo-hermog6nien ne 
diff&re pas de 1'argument {= Patillon’s term for "epicheireme"} par 
sa nature, mais par son emploi.”]. For Patillon, the development 
and the enthymeme "only differ because one applies to the heading, 
the other to the epicheireme* ["Ils ne different done que parce que 
l'un s'applique au point {= Patillon's term for "heading"}, 1'autre 
qu d<§veloppement." ] From a rhetorical point of view, however, the 
Hermogenic author's enthymeme is quite distinct from the development 
in its nature, as well as its use, as we shall see.
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fail to persevere in the face of difficulties, our technological 
edge will dull, our frontiers will wither and close in upon us"; or 
development (gB) from lesser (iE): "And every child knows that 
falling is part of learning to walk, and if even children see this, 
how much more should we be undeterred in our struggle to walk among 
the stars, to broaden the quality of our lives at home, to expand 
the scope of our dreams —  and those of our children"; the process 
might continue almost indefinitely.
There may be many examples (iX) or comparisons (iV), etc. for 
each epicheireme,77 but a development consists of one and only one 
example, one and only one comparison, etc.78 What is important to 
notice here is that any part of this rich array of supporting 
material is based in the sources of development, the limited topics. 
Note, further, that these sources of development create what 
constitutes an identification of the position being forwarded with 
some aspect of the audience's self-identity, by placing the 
proposition into a context where the audience sees itself and the 
proposition united, and in contrast to or in comparison with 
something other.
Once again, examples of the Hermogenic development (gB) 
presented in English may help clarify its purpose. We may take 
several of our examples from above and add a development, then note 
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epicheireme from persons "For Americans'arr explorers, and when we 
cease to explore, we cease to be fully American* given a development 
from example: "Our forebears did not turn back from exploring this 
great land even in the face of great difficulty"; Identification:
OUR FORBEARS who persevered and OUR PREMISE to persevere in lunar 
exploration versus QUITTERS. Or take a development from greater:
“And Americans realize that when great difficulties demand so much 
more from us, this renders the rewards so much more magnificent for 
us"; Identification: GREATER REWARDS when facing difficulties and 
OUR PREMISE to continue lunar exploration when facing difficulties 
versus LESSER or NO rewards for those who do not face difficulties. 
Or, to take again the epicheireme from cause: "For by exploring 
space we enrich our technological edge, and enlarge our 
technological frontiers, here, at home"; with development from 
lesser: "And every child knows that falling is part of learning to 
walk, and if even children see this, how much more should we be 
undeterred in our struggle to walk among the stars, to broaden the 
quality of our lives at home, to expand the scope of our dreams —  
and those of our children." Identification: THOSE WHO KNOW and OUR 
PREMISE which reflects the wisdom of the long view versus PEOPLE 
DUMBER THAN TODDLERS.
This inherent comparison79 exists by seizing the 
circumstantial element of the epicheireme and drawing it into
79As a rhetorical device (as opposed to, say, a strictly logical 
one), it is inevitably a comparison and a contrast, of course, so 
that the audience may be simultaneously united to the orator's 
proposition, and have this union distinguished from something other 
in their minds.
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relation with something else in such a way as to emphasize the union 
of the audience's self identity, and the proposition being forwarded 
for acceptance. Of course, it represents no great insight to note 
that tapping into audience identification is part of the rhetorical 
enterprise. What is of significance here is simply to note the 
author's clear awareness of the fact and to consider his 
methodological application of its rhetorical impact.80
The author specifically proffers, in his discussion of the 
formal aspects of the development,81 a warning not to confuse the 
limited topics (mH) from which developments are derived with the 
elements of circumstance (jQ), and this brings us to the second of 
our primary points on Hermogenic development (gB). Just as 
circumstance (jQ) provides material for the epicheireme (fZ) —  not 
the heading (hD) —  so also these topics (mH) provide the material 
for development (gB), not epicheiremes. Though he does not state it 
directly, there is, inherent in his comment82 here, an emphasis upon 
the interdependent nature of his argumentative trope, as well as the 
emphasis (which is, in fact, directly stated) upon the distinction 
of its parts.
80This identification as an aspect of the argumentative trope is 
dealt with implicitly —  but clearly —  in Inv 4.1.
81Inv 3.7.5-9.
82icai pcv yeveou; twv dnixcipquaTwv Atto ncpiOTaaecoK;. TauTa Se ou koQ' 
fe'ieaoTov KEcpaXaiov (ryrr|0qo€Tai. aAAa icaQ* ekootov ̂ nixei'popo. inv 3.7.9- 
10.
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The remainder of hie discussion —  on the enthymeme ffCT and 
epenthymeme —  will bear out the force of the former point, 
emphasizing that the figure works as each part stands in relation to 
the others. That is to say, the effect depends precisely on the 
interrelationships of each part of the trope.83 Regarding the 
latter point, the author returns with force to his emphasis upon 
distinctions of the various parts of the argumentative trope, only a 
few lines later. After showing how a development from example might 
support an epicheireme, the author notes:
Frequently, we find not one example, but several, 
and while (nev) the inexperienced take these to be 
epicheiremes, we, in contrast (5e), do not <take 
them to be> epicheiremes, but rather 
developments...84
The author is adamant about the distinction, and adamant that it be 
maintained. But what, exactly, is that distinction?
One clear reply is the functional nature of each stage of the 
trope: while it is not necessarily a strict chronological sequence,
83This point is not to be confused with an emphasis upon any 
necessary order of the parts. The Hermogenic author is perfectly 
clear that the order of the parts may be varied: Scivoc; yap  aei 
oocpi'oaoQai Ta<; Tcxva<; xai dnoKpurrrciv 6  fbf|Toop. icai SAAotc pcv aAAoj^ 
£ttoiei. t q  Ta£ci 8 e dvTau0a. [For the powerful speaker, having learned 
the art, always conceals it, here arranging things one way, there 
differently. (Inv 4.1.38-40)]; this statement is preceded by an 
example of gust such a variation in the order of the parts of the 
trope. It is the interior structure of the figure, not its 
chronological presentation, which provides its forcefulness, as we 
shall see. While it is convenient to talk about the "first stage" 
or "second part* of the trope, it should be understood that these 
are references to the trope as the author originally explains it to 
us, not references to required sequential steps in its employment.
84ieai ttoAAoick; oux tv  cupioiccTai napaSciypa &AAa nAcfova. tcai tok; pev 
dnei'poi<; cSo£e no A Ad eTvai tnixeipqpaTa. Sc ouk tnixeipnpaTa aAA’ 
^pyaoia... inv 3.7.29-31.
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it is a set of interrelated aspects which progresses through an 
expansion (to embrace the audience's identity), and then contracts, 
returning to its original perimeters with a much greater sense of 
density. The interrelationships of each aspect of the argumentative 
sequence are, in fact, designed to take the given premise, and endow 
it with a sense of persuasive density -- a feeling that the premise 
forwarded contains much more force than one first thought; it 
simultaneously, thus, undermines the observers’ sense of doubt 
toward the premise, while undergirding the orator's position with 
both a sense of reason and an intuition of propriety. This will 
become clearer once the trope is examined in full. What is 
pertinent at present is to note that the first two stages have 
provided in the epicheireme (fZ) a reason to embrace the position 
being forwarded, and have expanded this reason by uniting it more 
intimately with a sense of the audience’s self-identity; it 
accomplishes this by taking the circumstantial element of the 
epicheireme and placing it, in the development (gB), in relation to 
some aspect of the audience's identity, and highlighting that unity 
as it stands in contrast to something else..
3. [Pseudo]-Hermogenic Snthyneme ( ’Ev-flupTipa, £C)
The Hermogenic enthymeme (fC) heightens the sense of emotional 
tension by highlighting the very contrast of identities (Us and 
Proposition versus Other) inherently brokered in the first two steps 
of the sequence. It does this in a manner which, unfortunately, 
largely escapes translation. Patillon's only relevant observation
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with respect to the enthymeme within the argumentative sequence is
the following:
What allows the Pseudo-Hermogenic enthymeme to take 
the form of a comparison ... is that the 
development, from which it emerges (comparison, 
example, lesser, etc.), always involves a 
confrontation. —  The implementation of the 
comparison uses a preferred fashion of the 
grammatical mode of opposition on the one hand (men)
... on the other hand (de)... which I have not made 
apparent in the translation so as not to burden 
it.85
While on the one hand, the English (or French) repetition of the
phrase "on the one hand ... on the other hand...", when it appears
four or five times on a page of Greek text, certainly becomes
tedious, on the other hand, for the Greeks, the |i£V ... 8e phrases
were a particular form of antithesis, and invoked a particular
emotional effect; such structures are extraordinarily common in
Greek prose writing. J. D. Denniston observes:
It is characteristic of Greek thought to view an 
idea in light of its opposite. Antithetical 
expression is one of the fundamental constituents of 
Greek style. The contrasted ideas are sometimes 
hypotactically related: but, in the main, Greek 
prefers parataxis, by îev ... 8e (etc.), ouk ... aXXd.86
In parataxis, ideas of similar force or weight are set against one 
another, while hypotaxis creates a subordination within the
85ce qui permet de donner h l'enthym&me pseudo-hermog£nien la forme 
d'un parallel ..., c'est que le d£veloppement, d'ou qu'il se tire 
(comparison, exemple, moins, etc.), op&re toujours une 
confrontation. —  La mise in evre du parallel utilise de fagon 
privil£g£e le moule grammatical d'opposition d'une part (men) ... 
d'autre part (de)..., que je n'ai pas fait apparaitre dans la 
traduction pour ne pas l'aloudir. PATILLON (1997), p. 259, fn.l.
86DENNISTON (1952), p. 70-71.
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antithesis. When a (lEV ... 8e (or some other)87 parataxis was 
especially lengthy or complex, it might be subdivided into "two 
shorter, and so sharper, antitheses,*88 with each item in each 
antithesis serving, perhaps, to mirror the parallel item in the 
parallel antithesis. The emotional impact is difficult to express; 
it should not be underestimated, but neither should it be 
overplayed.
Assume, for example, that while walking down the street, one 
overhears a casual remark from a passer-by: "He’s certainly no Nixon 
in China; I mean look at the...." and then the passer-by is out of 
ear shot. The statement, clearly leading to some comparative 
conclusion, invokes an inquisitiveness, heightens curiosity, tweaks 
interest; one would like to have heard where such a comment was 
leading. The complexity of the emotional impact of the statement as 
well as its potentialities —  and to some degree its contextual 
ambiguity —  convey in simplistic form something of the emotional 
context that might be brought about by the opening of a (lev ... 5e 
phrase in Greek, though, of course, there is nothing of the formal 
structure —  on which much of the impact was founded for a Greek 
audience. Nevertheless, one is exposed in the overheard, passing 
comment to a heightened sense of anticipation, to a glimpsed process 
of identification, and to a tentative intuition of direction. The 
actual closure of the statement might satisfy or surprise any of
870f course, not all Greek antithises are marked by (lEV ... 8e, but the 
phrase is an especially common one.
88DENNISTON (1952), p. 71.
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these elements. Roughly, simply, that is the tension of Greek
parataxis.
The Hermogenic enthymeme (fC), as Patillon has observed,89 
generally takes the form of a [lev ... 5e antithesis. In fact, of the 
nine examples of enthymemes offered in Inv 3.8 and 3.9, all but one 
are [lev ... 8e phrases; the other is compacted for emotional effect.90 
Hermogenes notes specifically that the enthymeme in this example is 
"unfinished" ("oux onrapTioavTO Q ") but that this is done for added 
emotional inpact ("8ptpuTT|Ta " —  sharpness).91
Having outlined the structural elements of the enthymeme (fC), 
we may note a few further points the Hermogenic author makes in 
regard to this structure. First of all, he comments on the 
functional context of enthymemes in the argumentative trope, along 
with their necessity:
For just as the development confirms the 
epicheireme, so also the enthymeme confirms the 
development, and, once again, just as we seek for a
89See above, fn. 85.
90The relevant example is on the particular offensiveness of a 
citizen's betrayal of his own country. The enthymeme, discussing 
the degree of the offensive behavior, observes: ...icoi pdAiOTGi £av 6
noMTry; <paivryrai toutouc; ciSikouv. ou<; £Sokci npoTcpov cG ntnoiq«vai.
[. . .and moreso if the citizen is seen harming those who, previously, 
he seemed to be treating respectfully!] Inv 3.9.40-41. This is not 
asyndeton, as no other particle would be expected here, but the 
impact sought is a similar one: there is clearly a rush toward 
effect which substantively abbreviates the enthymeme. A more 
leisurely expression might run: And if, on the one hand, the citizen 
is seen to be doing harm, and on the other hand, this harm befalls 
those who, previously, he seemed to be treating well, then [the 
injury is even more odious]....
91Inv 3.9.30-34.
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development to each epicheireme, in the same way we 
seek for an enthymeme for each development.92
The enthymeme stands in the same relationship to the development as
the development stands in relationship to the epicheireme, and it
is, furthermore, just as necessary.
Second, the author observes, "One should realize that many
enthymemes are often found from one development".93 This, too
sounds familiar: just as a single heading (hD) might yield several
epicheiremes (fZ), and each epicheireme might yield several
developments (gB), so also each development might yield several
enthymemes (fC).
Third, on the structural front, the author notes:
And should someone inquire in what way each 
enthymeme <is found> from a development, he will 
search in the same circumstances in which he sought 
the epicheiremes for securing the heading.94
Here, we suddenly return to the elements of circumstance (jQ)
(person, place, act, time, manner, cause) with which the epicheireme
began, and discover that these elements also serve as the source of
enthymemes —  but by now there is a peculiar twist, as we shall see.
The author will go on to add a condition which will render the
92w o m p  yap ipyaaia icaTaoiccudCci to £nixcfpnMa> outu icai to tvO upqpa  
KorraoiecuciCei tqv £ p y a o (a v . teat n aA iv  o io m p  ica0' cicaoTov £nixcipOH<x 
£f|Toupcv ^ p y a o la v , outoo ko6' iieaoTqv ip y a o ia v  CqroOpev iv d v p q p a. inv
3.8.16-20.
93>Ioteov Sc. oti tea! noAAaici<; £pyao(a pfa tto A Ad cupiOKCi £v6upn|jaTa... inv
3.8.27-28.
94...ieai ci CnTOir) i X  o u t w <aQ' iKarqv ipyaiav to ivBupqpa. d n o  t u v 
a u T tiv  ncpiOTaoccov (ryrqoci. d<p‘ d>v ^q T q o cv  av  T a  ^nixcipqpaTa tou 
tc0cvto<; KEcpaXaiou. inv 3.8.28-31.
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enthymeme a synthesis of the two previous elements of the 
argumentative trope, namely the epicheireme (fZ) and the development 
(gB). In working out one of his examples, the Hermogenic author 
notes:
...then the enthymeme [follows), which one must 
include, since, every <enthymeme> is found <to be> a 
comparison, drawn from the development and referring 
to it.95
On the surface this sounds as if it specifically contradicts the 
previous statement regarding the sources of enthymemes, but a closer 
look reveals the opposite.
The enthymeme takes up the specific condition highlighted in 
one of the particular lines of development (gB) —  and such 
development will always inherently involve a comparative element, 
recall —  and entwines itself, so to speak, around that line of 
development, while, with the same material sources as the 
epicheireme, it creates a Greek |iev ... 6e antithesis which highlights 
the comparative tension already created by the limited topics of the 
development. In this way, the enthymeme is generated from the 
elements of circumstance (just like the epicheireme) while 
simultaneously being both drawn from and referring back to the 
development, thus increasing the audience's identification with the 
proposition, as set against that other from which the development 
has helped to isolate them. Further examples will, perhaps, clarify 
the process, though it should be remembered that, as we move more
95...cTtci to  ̂ vQupqpa. o f!>nT*ov °T| ouyitpiTiicw? nav eupio«Tai 
ouyicpivopEvov ano Try; £pyao(a<; icai npo<; outo tcTvov... inv 3.9.3-5.
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deeply into the emotional impact of the argumentative trope as set 
against its logical structures, English examples grow increasingly 
weaker and more clearly flawed. Nevertheless, we may attempt the 
following.
In our argument to continue lunar exploration, we have, for 
example, taken an epicheireme (fZ) from person (kV): "For Americans 
are explorers, and when we cease to explore, we cease to be fully 
American" with its development (gB) from example (iX): "Our 
forebears did not turn back from exploring this great land even in 
the face of great difficulty"; with its inherent identification: OUR 
FORBEARS who persevered and OUR PREMISE to persevere in lunar 
exploration versus QUITTERS. Such identification might be 
subjected to an enthymeme (fC) from any of the elements of 
circumstance (jQ). Take, for example, this enthymeme which 
incorporates the development from example, and is drawn from the 
circumstantial element of person (kV): "And while they, on the one
hand, struggled forward in the face of personal hardship, we, on the 
other hand, are merely asked to give support to those brave souls 
who wish to subject themselves to personal hardship for our sakes." 
Another enthymeme linked to the same development might be formed 
from act (kC): "And while they suffered hardship, on the one hand, 
to explore an unknown land, we are struggling, on the other hand, to 
explore an unknown world."
Another example might be taken up in the epicheireme (fZ) from 
cause (aJ): "For by exploring space we sharpen our technological 
edge, and enlarge our technological frontiers, here, at home" with
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its development from the lesser (iE): "And every child knows that
falling is part of learning to walk, and if even children see this, 
how much more should we be undeterred in our struggle to walk among 
the stars, to broaden the quality of our lives at home, to expand 
the scope of our dreams —  and those of our children" and its 
inherent identification: THOSE WHO KNOW and OUR PREMISE which 
reflects the wisdom of the long view versus PEOPLE DUMBER THAN 
TODDLERS. An enthymeme incorporating the development from lesser, 
and drawn from place (mH): "And just as our children's world, on the 
one hand, grows larger as they live and learn and grow and explore,
so also will our lives expand as we press on, on the other hand,
into space." In this last example, the place of the child's world 
is set in antithesis to space into which we, as adults are pressing.
These examples are, perhaps, enough to provide a glimpse of
the enthymematic contribution to the Hermogenic argumentative trope. 
The impact, however, might be best noticed in the reproduction of an 
entire sequence, without the interruption of commentary:
"My opponents' position is clear: they believe 
that, given the present difficulties, we should 
abandon our commitment to go to the moon. But I
think not: Americans do not. turn back in the face
of mere difficulties; for Americans realize that 
when great difficulties demand so much more from us, 
this renders the rewards so much more magnificent
for us. So let it never be said that Americans
turned away from challenge in times of difficulty, 
but rather, let it be said that it was in those very 
times that they honored their commitments more 
fully, and pressed on toward their goals —  and 
their rewards —  more resolutely than ever before."
1 4 7
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The sequence closes with an enthymeme drawn from the circumstantial 
quality of time (xpovoq, nD) linked with the development (gB) , which 
was derived from the greater (hT).96
We have seen that the Hermogenic author consciously forwarded 
the enthymeme as a synthesis between the epicheireme and its
development, but, though it has been implicit throughout the
discussion, one final point needs to be stated directly. While he 
never uses the term ndfloq, emotion (iT), the author is clear that 
the enthymeme is a decidedly emotive aspect of the argument. He
notes that it is designed to produce "sharpness" or "keenness"97
(Sptpurnq, in Greek) —  impact.98 This is apparent throughout his 
own consideration of the enthymeme and the epenthymeme in Inv 3.8 
and 3.9.
4. [Pseudo]-Hermogenic Bpenthymeme ( ‘ Erre v8upTi(ja, 
fM)
Given the extent of the above discussions, we may dispense 
with the epenthymeme quite briefly. The discussion in Greek 
occupies a separate section of the manuscripts,99 but consideration
96I have, in order to aim more cleanly at effect, dropped the 
cumbersome "on the one hand... on the other hand..." and replaced it 
with the partial repetition "So let it never be said... but rather, 
let it be said" as something of a (very rough) stylistic equivalent.
97Inv 3.8.1-5.
98PATILLON (1997) translates the term with "mordant" —  "punch". It 
is, of course, one of the ideas of style in Hermogenes' On Ideas, 
but it is unclear whether the use here is meant to mirror 
specifically that aspect of style. Much more might be said on this 
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of the epenthymeme is intimately interwoven with that of the 
enthymeme, and in fact the author refers to the epenthymeme as 
"another enthymeme".100 In every sense, it is identical to the 
enthymeme with the sole exception of its functional quality.
The epenthymeme is constructed to reinforce the enthymeme, 
whereas the enthymeme is constructed to reinforce the development. 
The epenthymeme is built in the same way, and with the same 
material, as the enthymeme. Its single difference is that it 
extends and reinforces the effect of the first enthymeme by the 
addition of something that seems suddenly to occur to the speaker, 
almost as an afterthought.101
Its contribution to the overall trope seems to be twofold. 
First, it reinforces a sense, for the audience, of there being much 
more to back up the speaker's position than can be held in memory or 
presented —  as though the speaker were overwhelmed with the 
plethora of reasons undergirding his position. Second, it serves as 
something of a denouement for the emotional tension raised by the 
enthymeme.
To take our uninterrupted example, above, an epenthymeme 
derived from time (Xpovoq, nD) might nan: "Indeed, have we ever 
turned our backs and run in troubled times? —  We have not; we will 
not. "
100...icai aAXo £v0upqpa eupeTv... inv 3.9.14 
101Inv 3.9.18-23.
1 4 9
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C. Final Considerations off Book 3
In the final sections of Book 3, [Pseudo]-Hermogenes returns 
briefly to a consideration of the epicheiremes (fZ), in order to 
discuss their arrangement.102 His comments here are unremarkable; 
he recommends placing the more "panegyrical" and more forceful 
epicheiremes later in the speech so as to build toward a 
"flourishing zenith" (dtK[jiT|, aL)103 and in order to create a sense of 
internal, progressive order.104
[Pseudo]-Hermogenes also spends three sections (3.10-12) 
discussing one particular heading («E(paXf|, hD), referred to as an 
argumentative approach "from first to last"105 (Ta air’ apXTfc axpi 
TeXouq, cK) . This head is not, as Kennedy seems to imply,106 an 
optional replacement to the argumentative trope outlined above, but 
rather a separate, specific line of argument107 which does not 
employ the system of "confirmation from epicheiremes".108 Rather, 
this head is confirmed (KQTOtOKEU'T), gX) through an emotive emphasis
102lnv 3.13.
103Inv 3.13.7; dcKfJlTi is, of course, one of the types of style 
discussed in Hermogenes* On the Ideas of Style. The type is a 
species of peje-Soq, grandeur, and is translated "florescence" in 
WOOTEN, (1987). It is primarily covered in Ideas 1.10.
104Inv 3.13.18.
10SHEATH (1995) translates the phrase with the less literal 
"sequence of events" in Stasis.
106KENNEDY (1983), p. 91.
107In Hermogenes Stasis, the to air’ dpxfa OXP1 TeXou? (cK) heading is 
part of the division of seven of the fourteen stases.
108icaTaoic6uqv tu>v £nix£ipr)H<3TCi>v, 3.10.4-5.
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upon several aspects of the circumstances (iFEplOTCtOls. jQ) . This 
process, called subdivision (UTToSiaipEOtq, mO) , fills the place of 
the epicheireme by taking up the elements of circumstance, but it is 
not submitted to the ensuing development (gB) and enthymematic (fC) 
reinforcement, as it contains an inherent emotive element. Kennedy 
gives a fine example of subdivision (mO), where the simple 
statement, "Then he killed his three sons" becomes, "Then, not in a 
moment of passion but after a time of thought, he did not inform on, 
but killed, not one son, but three, not someone else's, but his 
own!"109
In this same context,110 the Hermogenic author presents what 
we might today call a "hypothetical argument",111 though his term is 
"fictional epicheireme" (to irXatOTOV ElTtXEtp'npct, gA) . His ensuing 
discussion112 notes that the fictional epicheireme comes at the end 
of the argumentative approach "from first to last",113 but he 
follows this with observations about the incorporation of the 
fictional epicheireme (gA) into the argumentative trope, discussed
109KENNEDY (1983), p. 91. Kennedy's example is a compact 
presentation of the one discussed in the text in 3.10.14-41.
110Inv 3.11.
11:1This more common phrase, however, runs the risk of creating 
confusion with the technical Greek term uT?60COl<;, and so it is 
preferable to use the more cumbersome "fictional epicheireme". An 
example of the fictional epicheireme might be: "If someone had 
advised our forebears to turn over their land and water to Xerxes 
rather than resist, would they have been heeded? No; rather, they 
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above, noting that fictional epicheiremes may serve as an addition 
to the development (gB), and are drawn from the same sources as the 
development.114
Book 3.14 takes up a consideration of definition (opoq, is), 
counter-definition (av-Soptô oq, bB), assimilation (ouXXoytonoq, 1M), 
and refutation (Xuois, hO) of that assimilation. The author notes 
that the definition and counter-definition both form arguments based 
in conditions prior to the act (irpaypa, kC) being judged,115 while 
assimilation and its refutation both form arguments based upon what 
follows the act.115 This is how one distinguishes between a stasis 
of definition and one of assimilation —  which distinction was an 
ongoing problem in stasis theory, as we noted earlier.117
In Book 3.15, the concluding section of Book 3, the author 
takes up the idea of representation (6ictOK£UT|, dO) which is designed 
to emotively amplify those elements of circumstance (ireptOTdotq , jQ) 
favorable to the speaker's cause through lively description of, for 
example, the murderer's ruthless disregard of his victim's pleas for 
mercy, etc. We shall return to these matters in Chapter Five.
Section rrx . Conclusion
To briefly review the argumentative trope from the beginning, 




117See fn. 8, this chapter.
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reason which is expanded in a development; this reason and its 
expansion are more strongly synthesized in an enthymematic 
parataxis, which begins a contraction of the argument back down to 
its origins in the elements of circumstance. We find ourselves with 
a growing sense of the persuasive density present —  but unnoticed 
—  in the original statement of the position. The trope is finished 
off with an epenthymeme which reinforces the sense of density, while 
allowing a denouement to the tensions raised in the 
“confrontational" nature of the development and enthymeme.
While the Hermogenic text contains other original and adapted 
technical terms from the realm of invention, none are so densely 
interlinked as those within the argumentative trope, and they may be 
dealt with as needed in the following chapter, where comparisons and 
contrasts are undertaken more directly with AnSg.
153
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CHAPTER FIVE:
A COMPARISON OF TECHNICAL VOCABULARY
But in everything there is a reasonable division of labor.
I have written this book ... nothing on earth 
would induce me to read it.
— G. K. Chesterton1
We do not see the power which is in speech because we forget 
that all speech is a classification, 
and that all classifications are oppressive.
— Rolan Barthes2
Chapter Three and Chapter Four have given evidence of some 
clear differences between the theoretical use of the technical 
vocabulary of invention in the era preceding the Hermogenic 
transition and that of the Hermogenic corpus. In this chapter we 
shall begin the consideration of these distinctions more 
specifically, pointedly, and clearly. This is best accomplished by 
classifying the vocabulary into the following orders, which will 
represent the general divisions3 of the present chapter: Unique 
Vocabulary, (subdivided into vocabulary unique to AnSg, vocabulary 
unique to Stasis, vocabulary unique to Invention, and vocabulary 
present in both Stasis and Invention, but absent in AnSg) and Shared 
Vocabulary (subdivided into vocabulary of the argumentative trope, 
and vocabulary not directly related to the argumentative trope).
1Orthodoxy (1908), Ch. 1.
2Barthes: Selected Writings (1982), "College de France Inaugural
Lecture" (New York: Oxford Press).
3"General", because —  given the interactive nature of the technical 
vocabulary under consideration —  it will of course be impossible to 
keep strictly to these divisions in the following discussion.
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I wish to re-emphasize that an exhaustive4 consideration of 
the conceptual families —  i.e., a consideration of every occurrence 
of every term in every work —  is both impractical and, here, 
unnecessary to accomplish our goal: the establishment of some clear 
developments, adaptations, and alterations in the technical 
vocabulary of invention within the Hermogenic corpus as compared to 
the prior era of theory. Thus far, our discussion has involved, in 
varying degrees of depth and comprehensiveness, slightly more than 
100 conceptual families from the 340 which are represented on the 
TVGL.5 Some of these have been examined exhaustively, others in a 
far more cursory fashion. We have drawn explicit Hermogenic and 
pre-Hermogenic comparisons and parallels with almost none of these. 
In this chapter, we shall consider some families not previously 
discussed, as well as revisiting some of the terms we have already 
examined.
The nature of the present task necessitates some tolerance of 
minutiae: in Chapter Six, we shall step back and look once more upon 
the forest; in this chapter, there are trees.
Section Z. Unique Vocabulary 
Table 2.2, in Chapter Two, lists the conceptual families, and 
identifies those terms which are unique. This was done in the
4When I use the term "exhaustive" in reference to a conceptual 
family or technical term, I employ it only in the sense defined 
here: a consideration of every occurrence of that term or family in 
each of the three works.
5The Technical Vocabulary Grand List is found in Appendix I, II.
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"category" column, labelect "Ct" in the table. Unique conceptual 
families were indicated by the following abbreviations:
A: family unique to AnSg;
Hi: family unique to Invention;
Hs: family unique to Stasis;
Hz: family unique to Hermogenic heuristic corpus, and 
occurring in both Hermogenic works.
It will be recalled that AnSg was found to employ 65 unique 
families, while 89 families are unique to the Hermogenic corpus: 
Stasis has 36 families which occur in neither of the other two 
works, Invention contains 27 families which occur in neither of the 
other two works, and 26 families occur in both Stasis and Invention, 
but have no occurrences in AnSg. Table 5.1 represents a breakdown 
of these families by m%6 range. Within each cell, families are 
listed from most common to least common. We shall concern ourselves 
primarily, though by no means exclusively, with those families
occurring most often in each of the works. This section will, thus,
give consideration to all unique families with a frequency which 
is k 0.50m%. The discussion will not be limited only to these 
families, of course.
A. A Terms i Technical Vocabulary Unique to AnSg
1. The Aristotelian Connection
a. Terminology Related to Proof
Not surprisingly, the most immediately notable aspect of the 
families unique to AnSg is the frequent inclusion of terminology
6The ranges indicated on Table 5.1 are convenient, defensible, and 
reasonable choices, but they are, of course, essentially arbitrary; 
one might just as easily have grouped the families into other 
ranges: Families k .75m%; those .33m% - .74m%, and those < .33m%, 
for example.
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which is specifically Aristotelian in nature. For example, both 
otexvo? iriOTtq and evtexvo? UlOTt? (inartistic and artistic proof jV, 
jW) are terms central to the Aristotelian rhetorical perspective on
Table 5.1 
Unique Occurrences by m% Range




- Fams < to in m%
A 11: 14 40:
aW, cL, hW, iY, jv, aX, fw, gi. hR, DC, aZ, bX, CD, eV, fL,
mY, dS, gH, mD, jD, jW, 1Y, bF, fx, iN, fQ. fY, gF, Dl. D*l.
jH kU, IT, IX, mZ jo, IV, aN, aR, bA,
cN, dK, dN, eC, eN,
eO, fF, fJ, fs, gL,
hA, iJ, iP. jA, dk.
d‘R. kB, kO, kT, 11.
mC. mT. nA, nFf nG
Hs 12 : 5: 19:
kQ, dJ, aB, hX, bL, dm, kE, cO, dW, kA bT, dU, eL, gD, gE,
cW, hZ, bl. bO, dB, gO, kl, 1H, bY, dY,
kS, jT eP, fN, fo. gw. hC,
iBf iof iRf 1L
Hi 6: 5: 16:
dO, mU, aL, 1J, bK, gA, dX, fA, iZ, DX kW, eU, aU, dM. fK,
hE js, bC, bQ, dL, fE,
hK, jF. kF, kR, 1W,
nH
Hz7 8 : 8: 10:
cK, bH, kZ, mO, bJ, bV, jY, IF, IP. bW, bB, cH, eH, kH, IQ.
kM, aD, cE hSf cS, nB eGf fBr dPf iDr IKH 26 18 45
tot
invention, and are relatively common in AnSg (.80m%, .46m% 
respectively); neither term, however, has any occurrence in either 
of the two works of the Hermogenic inventional corpus. Likewise 
TEK(ifpxov (infallible sign, mD), with 0.68m%, is central to 
Aristotle, common in AnSg, and absent from the Hermogenic works. 
iTlfiexov (fallible sign, IB) is not, on first inspection, unique to
7Hz m% is figured on the basis of combined total words in Stasis and 
Invention.
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AnSg; the terminology also appears in Stasis. Upon closer 
inspection, however, the occurrences within Stasis are non-technical 
uses.8 Pragmatically, therefore, the IB family, with a 1.26m% in 
AnSg, is, in fact, unique to that author. All of these terms are 
strongly Aristotelian, and have been discussed at some length in 
Chapter Three.
b. Terminology Related to Narration
Other terminology unique to AnSg and within the Aristotelian 
tradition9 might be found in the phrase dpETOti SmyncJEwq (virtues of 
narration, dS). The phrase has a 0.68m% in AnSg, but is, once 
again, absent in both of the Hermogenic works. When AnSg covers the 
narrative virtues (dS), he first lists the standard qualities10 of 
ouvTopla (brevity, 1U), aa<pf|VEia (clarity, 1A), and mflavo? 
(persuasiveness, kK); we shall look briefly at each of these 
families.
ZuvTOpta (1U) has a robust 2.28m% in AnSg and a meager 0.10m% 
in Invention; furthermore, neither of the two Hermogenic uses occurs 
in the context of a discussion on narrative virtues (dS).
8HEATH (1995), p. 36 translates the occurrence at St 3.29 (...otliiEtotq 
cpapiioxuv...), e.g., as *symptoms of poisoning”.
^Aristotle is not, of course, the originator of the theory of the 
three virtues, and seems to have objected to brevity as a narrative 
virtue (cf., e.g., Rhetoric 3.16.4); he does, however, discuss 
clarity and persuasiveness as stylistic virtues (cf. Rhetoric 3.2). 
For narrative virtues within the Aristotelian tradition, see KENNEDY 
(1963), pp. 70, 80, 115, 121.
10AnSg 63.
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laqrnveta (1A), with a 0\46m% in AnSg, also makes a single 
appearance in Invention, giving it a 0.05m% there. The AnSg use of 
the 1A terminology occurs entirely within the discussion of 
narrative virtues (dS), while the single appearance of the 1A 
terminology within Invention is, once again, a non-technical 
occurrence ("And we will also give an example to clarify..."11).
TTvSavoq (kK), not surprisingly, has occurrences in all three 
works, though it is significantly more common in AnSg: AnSg has a 
1.26m%, Stasis a 0.10m%, and Invention a 0.20m%. Once more, 
however, in none of the Hermogenic occurrences does one find any of 
the kK terms employed in relation to narrative virtues (dS); in 
AnSg, such references account for 6 out of 11 appearances of the kK 
terminology.
In addition to these three primary virtues, AnSg presents 
several other terms which "some" have viewed as virtues of narration 
(apETat SlTijffiOEwq, dS): autnoii; (amplification, cR) , T|5ovt) (pleasure, 
gQ), pEjaXoirpEHEia (grandeur, hR), irpooT|VEia (mildness, kT), EirtEtKEia 
(fairness, fR).
Of these families, hR and kT are unique to AnSg.
MEgotXoirpEiTEia (hR) has only one occurrence in AnSg which falls 
outside of the discussion of narrative virtues (dS), and it is a 
non-technical appearance of the root verb.12 TTpoofjveia (kT) does 
not occur outside the discussion of narrative virtues (dS). The
u Kai napa6eiypcrro<; cvekcv xai oatpqvdac;... inv 2.7.33
12AnSg 218.
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other three terms, aufcTioiq (cR), TjSovn (gQ) , and eirteiKetor (fR) all 
have Hermogenic occurrences, but they are never employed in the 
Hermogenic corpus in a discussion of narration (SiTtfiioî , dT) or 
narrative virtues (dS). Taken as a whole, therefore, the complete 
technical vocabulary concerning the virtues of narration belongs 
uniquely to AnSg. This is especially noteworthy as the Hermogenic 
work Invention devotes the bulk of Book 2 to a consideration of 
various aspects of the narration (dT). Nowhere in this book, 
however, are the "virtues of narration" (dS) considered. A 
reasonable explanation for the disappearance of the virtues of 
narration is, perhaps, to be found in the growing emphasis upon 
stylistic virtues; the types or ideas of style which would dominate 
much of Hermogenic rhetorical theory, in general, simply subsumed 
the discussion of narrative virtue.13
2. The cL Family (’Aodtpeiot, Obscurity)
’Aaaipeia (obscurity, cL) is another conceptual family which is 
unique to AnSg. In fact, with a 1.48m%, cL is the second most 
common14 conceptual family which is unique to AnSg. While some of 
the discussion of obscurity (cL) is taken up with style, of course, 
a surprising number of the references15 concern narrative obscurity
13Cf., e.g.. HAGEDORN (1964), pp. 14ff; also, DK, fn. 102, 
translation of AnSg 101; and WOOTEN (1987), pp. xi-xvii.
14After aW, with a 1.83m%; the aW family will be taken up later.
lsExactly half of them. The cL family has four occurrences which 
are strictly limited to stylistic obscurity, four which concern 
obscurity in the subject matter, and auiother five where the 
terminology is specifically used in reference to both forms of 
obscurity.
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-- intentional obfuscation for the sake of diverting the judge's 
attention, or avoiding such confusions in the narrative, so as best 
(that is, so as most persuasively) to present one's case. The 
discussion of obscurity may be most conveniently summarized 
diagramatically, as in Figure 5.1. For our present purposes, the 
most significant thing to note in regard to dodtpEia (cL) is AnSg's 
observation that obscurity (cL) of subject matter may be brought 
about through a repetition without epjaota (development, gB) .
’Epyaota (dB), of course, is central to Hermogenes' argumentative 
trope, as we have seen. This is a point to which we will return 
when we more specifically compare AnSg's use of Epjaoia with that of 
Hermogenes.
A few less important but frequently occurring terms are unique 
to AnSg as well, and may be reviewed more briefly. These would 
include (ppdotq (diction mY), irapaKEipai (correlate, juxtapose, jD), 
and TrapeK0aoi<; (digression, jH).
3. The mY Family (Opaoi;, Diction)
<Ppdoi<; (diction, mY), 0.80m%, is employed mostly in stylistic 
discussion; it is found in the TVGL because the term is also used in 
a consideration of appropriate diction in the presentation of 
proofs.16 It has only one occurrence in this context, however.
4. The jD Family (TTapdiCEipat, correlate. Juxtapose)
TTapaKEipat (correlate, juxtapose, jD), 0.57m%, is less 
significant, occurring in the stylistic discussion of the
16AnSg 240.
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composition of parallel colons; it also appears briefly as a part of
the species of opo<; (definition, is) in AnSg's definition of that
topic (TOlTO£, mH) . It is otherwise unremarkable.
5. The jH Family (TTapexpaoiq, Digression)
TTapexpaoxq (digression, jH) , 0.57m%, occurs only in the 
discussion of persuasive aspects of the narration.17 For many 
orators, the digression (jH) was a part of the speech, frequently 
placed just prior to the epilogue, and usually designed to present 
pathetical remarks regarding the character of the opponent; it began 
the process of a more strident inflaming of the passions, which 
would be carried on throughout the epilogue.18 AnSg notes 
Alexander's rejection of the irotpEKpaoii; (jH) as oxymoronic: if the
information brought into the discussion is relevant to the case, it
is not a digression; if the information is a digression, it should 
not be brought into the discussion of the case. About the only 
remarkable aspect of the consideration of the terminology is that 
AnSg also observes that "some1 have confused the irotpEKPaoiq 
(digression, jH) with the uapaStf|yT)Oiq (additional narration, iY) , 
but the two differ.19
17AnSg 61, 62, 67.
18In this capacity, it parallels, to some degree, terminology unique 
to some aspects of the Hermogenic corpus. See the discussion on 
StotPKEUT) (representation, do), below.
19AnSg 61.
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6. The IT Family (TTapa8iT|iTiot;, Additional Narration)
Uapa6iT0Tpi<; (additional narration, iY), is itself a unique 
family in AnSg, with a 0.80m%. The terminology is present only in 
discussion on the nature and species of the narration (SlTiynoiq, dT) . 
TTapaStTBrnoiq (iY) is considered a sub-species of narration in which 
certain facts, external to the precise limits of the case, are 
allowed to insinuate themselves into the narration, enhancing one's 
own particular perspective for the judges. Hapa5if|2na\<; (iY) is 
designed "to increase belief [itiotis, jU]“ or for the sake of 
"amplifications [autnoic;, cR] or <to create> prejudice [SiapoXT|, 
dE]"20 or to otherwise enhance the persuasive character of the 
narration.
7. The gH really (E u p d fle ta , Receptivity)
E u p d fle ia  (receptivity, gH), 0.68m%, occurs in AnSg's 
discussion as an audience quality which is a prerequisite to 
persuasion;21 it is yet another frequent family unique to AnSg. 
Eupa-Oeta (gH) is one of the goals of the proem,22 and AnSg lists 
three methods for making the audience more receptive to one' s 
position; avavew otq  (transitional review, aX), pepiopoq (partition, 
hW) , and irpoeK'Seoiq (simple preview, kJ) . Of these three latter 
terms, the aX and hW families are unique to AnSg. TTpoeK'fleox? (kJ), 
on the other hand, with a 0.57m% in AnSg, also has two occurrences
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(0.10m%> in Invention, though neither of the two appearance® there
represent technical use of the kJ terminology. Pragmatically, 
therefore, the entire array of terminology here is, once again, 
unique to AnSg. That said, however, we must note that the hW family 
(liepiopoq) , with a healthy 1.14m%, has a number of uses which seem to 
parallel a different set of vocabulary in Hermogenes; we will later 
return to this point.
8. The aW Vasily ( ’Avd|ivriat<;, Reminder)
The only other conceptual family unique to AnSg with a 
frequency greater than or equal to 0.50m% is dvdpvT)Oiq (reminder, 
aW) . ’Avd|ivriotq has 1.83m%, making it the most frequently used 
terminology which is unique to AnSg. The aW family, however, is 
used synonymously with dvaicetpaXaiwoiq (recapitulation, aV) , a family 
with technical occurrences in both AnSg and Stasis. For that 
reason, it is best, once again, to postpone discussion of dvd|iVT)Ol<; 
(aW) until our consideration of the vocabulary common to AnSg and 
Hermogenes.
B. Ba Tarast Technical Vocabulary Unique to Stasia
As we saw in Chapter Four, the layout of Hermogenes' Stasis 
generally follows a plan where the stasis (OTOOtq , ID) is defined, 
then the argumentative approaches to the stasis are outlined; these 
argumentative approaches are called headings (KEtpaXT), hD). One may 
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I. Headings and Stases
There are 12 families unique to Stasis which have frequencies 
equal to or greater than 0.50m%, as can be seen in Table 5.1: aB 
(aypa<po<;, non-documentary), bl (avTtvopxa, conflict of law), bL 
(avTUJTacns, counterstatement), bO (dvTovopdtw, counterdescribe), cW 
({Jxatoq opo<;, forcible definition), dB (yvwpT) vopO'fiETOu, intent of the 
lawgiver), dJ (pT)TOV KCti Sldvota , letter and intent), hX ((iETdflEOiq TT)q 
atTtaq, transposition of cause), hz (ETEpa (iETaXTHift̂ , alternative 
objection), jT (irTiXlKOTTiq, importance), kQ (irpoqTi, relative 
importance), kS (TO flT| TTpooStuptoflat, exclusion of further 
distinctions). Of these 12 families, seven are the names of 
headings (KEipaXT|, hO) and four are the names of stases (OTaoi£, ID). 
Thus 11 out of 1224 families with a 0.50m% or greater are the names 
of headings, stases, or both.25 The single exception is dvTovopdtw 
(counterdescribe, bO).
2. The bO really (’AvTOVopdtw, Counterdeacribe)
’AvTOVopdtw (counterdescribe, bO), 0.67m%, is presented by 
Hermogenes as one of several species of Opoq (definition, is),26 and 
involves a description of the act which is designed to contradict 
the description, offered by the opponent, which led to the damning
24In fact, of the 17 families unique to Stasis with frequencies 2
0.25m%, 13 are either stases or headings.
25According to the division found in Figure 4.1; HEATH (1995, cf. 
pp. 70-73), it will be recalled, does not classify the species of 
pETaXTmrtq (objection, hY) as stases, though KENNEDY (1983, pp.
82ff) and PATILLON (1997, pp. 56-77), in their discussions, do.
26St 3. 51ff.
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definition. The standard cbunterdescriptioh, built upon an example 
we saw in Chapter Four is this: a thief steals private property
from a temple and is accused of temple robbery. The description 
which leads to the act being defined as temple robbery is given by 
the prosecution: "You stole property from the temple". The defense, 
in their own presentation, offers a counterdescription (bO) of the 
act: "I did not steal the temple's property". The bO terminology 
does not occur outside the discussion on the stasis of definition 
(is) .
C. Hi Terms t Technical Vocabulary uaigue to Taverneloa
There are six families which are both unique to .Invention and 
have a frequency equal to or greater than 0.50m%. Of these, two 
families may be disposed of quite quickly.
1. The ah (’akjiti, Flourishing Senith) and h■
(Konna, Komaa, Phrase) Families
’Ak|JT| (flourishing zenith, aL), 0.74m%, and KO|i)ia (komma, 
phrase, hE), 0.54m%, are both primarily stylistic terminology.
Among their occurrences, each makes one or two appearances in a 
discussion on specific structural elements which render a 
presentation more, or less, persuasive^27 Beyond this, the terms 
are unremarkable with respect to the present considerations.
27 ’AKjlT) (flourishing zenith, aL) is, recall, one of the types of 
style discussed in Hermogenes' On the Ideas of Style. 'A<pT| is a 
species of grandeur, and is translated "florescence" in
WOOTEN, (1987). It is primarily covered in Ideas 1.10.
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2. Thm an ( ‘ T iro ip o p d / Sunary of eh* Opponent's View) 
and bK ( ’ A v T t irp o T a o t? , Statement of Introduction to 
Our Own Vi*w) Families
Of the remaining four terms, two have been dealt with at some 
length in Chapter Four, and need not be summarized in great depth 
here. These are, unoipopd (summary of the opponent's view. mU),
0.93m%, and dvnirpoTaou; (statement of introduction to our own view, 
bK), 0.54m%. It will be recalled that these were two of four 
elements which comprised the introduction to the epicheiremes (fZ), 
epicheiremes themselves being the opening volley in the 
argumentative trope which confirmed ( k q t q o k e u t i  , gX) our heading 
(KE<paXT|, hD) or our refutation of the opponent's heading (hD) . One 
may review these items in Figure 4.2. Of note in the present 
context is the fact that dv-duirotpopd (statement of our own view, bC) , 
a third aspect of this four part introduction to the epicheireme 
(fZ), is also a family unique to invention. TTpoTaotq (statement of 
introduction to the summary of our opponent's view, kX), with a 
2.01m%28 in Invention, is the only other part of this four-step 
introduction to the epicheireme. The kX family has two occurrences 
in AnSg, but both of these are non-technical uses; pragmatically, 
therefore, the kX family is also unique to the [Pseudo]-Hermogenic 
work Invention. We may observe, therefore, that the Hermogenic 
authors' four-step introduction to his four-step argumentative trope
28a high frequency, but the family has a number of non-technical 
occurrences within Invention, as well as the technical appearances.
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is, in fact, composed of technical terms entirely unique to the work 
On Invention.29
The last two frequent conceptual families which are unique to 
Invention will require a somewhat closer examination.
3. The 1J Family (luyKpiaiq, Comparison)
lujfKpiCiq (comparison, co-reference; literally, a "linked 
judgment", 1J), 0.74m%, is the Hermogenic author's general term for 
a nev...5e parataxis. We have already discussed at some length its 
relationship to the argumentative trope in Invention, Book 3. The 
term, however, appears in two other contexts within Invention.
The first context is a passing reference in 4.1.12 where we 
are told, in a discussion of figures, that enthymemes "obtain a 
richer form when they are rounded out by providing a keen comparison 
[oujfKpicuq] <for them>."30 The statement echoes the author's earlier 
comments on the importance of the comparative parataxis in the 
enthymematic aspects of his argumentative trope.31
29The terms heading (KE(paXT|, hD), confirmation (KQTOtOKEUT|,  gX), 
refutation (Xuoiq, hO), and epicheireme (Eirtxetpillia, fZ) are not, of 
course, unique to Invention. Rather, the specific titles of those 
elements linking a heading introduced by an opponent and the 
confirmation we give to an alternative proposition are the 
constituents of the entirely unique technical vocabulary; Cf. Figure 
4.2.
30Ta yap dvQupopaTa navTa OTpoyyuXux; kotoi Tqv ouyicpioiv iKcpepopcva 
SpipuTryrcx; 8o£av nXcfova cmotptpeTai... inv 4.l.liff.
31N.B., e.g., that he here, just as he did in his discussion of the 
argumentative trope, employs the word *8pipuTq<;" —  sharpness, 
keenness —  to describe the effect of the parataxis.
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The second context in which oujKpiotc; (1J) is used comes in Inv
4.14.passim.32 This section is given to a discussion of 
"comparative problems";33 the title seems to refer to what 
Hermogenes, in Stasis, calls “double" problems;34 situations where 
one is called upon to defend oneself from a charge while prosecuting 
one's prosecutor on the same (or a similar) charge.35 The section 
opens with a consideration of the division (5ia\peoi<;, dG) of th« 
stases (OTaoiq, ID) of conjecture (aToxaopoq, IE) and definition 
(opo<;, iS) .
In conjecture (OTOjtotapoc;, IE), the author of Invention 
recommends doubling the headings (KE(paXf|, hD) of motive (pouXTiotq, 
cY) and capacity (S u v a p n ;, eB) when faced with a double problem in 
conjecture (IE). The division (dG) offered here is a simplistic 
one, and does not parallel that given in Hermogenes' consideration 
of conjectural (IE) double problems within Stasis, though the 
headings discussed here36 are present in the general division of 
conjecture (IE) which Hermogenes outlines in Stasis.
32It will be recalled that PATILLON (1997) relocated this section to 
the end of Book 3, believing its subject matter better fit that 
location.
33riepi T(iv ouyicpiTiiewv npoPXqpaTCOv inv 4.14.1.
34Hermogenes nowhere refers to "comparative problems" in Stasis, but 
the types of problems dealt with in Inv 4.14 are dealt with in 
Stasis. Cf. St 3.251ff; 4.51ff.
3:>Cf. Inv 1.2; here, the prooem is discussed in reference to a sort 
of doubled condition similar to —  though not identical to —  those 
covered in Inv 4.14.
36I.e., motive ((JouXtiois , cY) and capacity (Suvapiq, eB) .
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In definition fopoq, iS), fPseudo I -Hermogenes tells us, one 
doubles the headings (KeipaXf|, hD) of definition (is) within the 
stasis of definition (iS). The descriptions and examples given 
here, in Inv 4.14.14-24, do seem to parallel one aspect of 
Hermogenes' discussion, in Stasis, of double problems within 
definition. More specifically, the discussion given in Invention 
seems to parallel that found in the first part of Hermogenes' 
discussion37 of counterdescription (avTOVOfiaCu, bO) , a term unique to 
Stasis, and discussed above. Oddly, beyond the title and first line 
of the section, the term OUjKpxotq (1J) does not appear in 4.14 up to 
this point.
The author of Invention then turns from the consideration of 
double problems in a judicial context to a discussion of the 
upctypaTiKOt; (deliberative, kC) stasis (ID).38 Here, we once again 
begin to encounter the 1J terminology as we are told that oujKpiotq 
(1J) is a key element in deliberative controversies. The author 
recommends frequent use of o u y x p io tq  in arguing for one's own 
policies. The oujKpioiq is derived, as it was in the argumentative 
trope, from the elements of circumstance (TTEpiOTaoK;, jQ), setting 
such elements in one's own position against those in the opponent's 
position. ZujKpiox? appears here seven times in eight lines.39
37St 4.53-97; but see esp. 53-62.
3deliberative stases, by their nature, are always something of a 
double problem: one must forward one's own policy while prosecuting 
the weakness of alternative positions.
39Inv 4.14.26-33
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Unfortunately, the Hermogenic author provides no examples in his 
discussion of ouyxpioii; within the ifpotypaTixoq (deliberative, kC) 
stasis (ID).
4. The do Family (AiaaxeuT), Representation)
The final family which is unique to Invention while possessing 
a m% greater than 0.50 is 6taoxeUT| (representation, dO), and it, 
too, requires a closer look; do has a 1.28m%, making it the most 
frequently used unique family in Invention. If coupled with 
evStaOKEUTi (with or in representation, fA) —  a variant of the do 
terminology —  the relative frequency would rise to 1.62m%.40 
Aicroxeirii (dO) occurs in three discrete contexts within Invention.
The most significant context is in 3.15, which is dedicated to a 
consideration of the concept of StaoxeifH (dO) .
As was mentioned briefly in Chapter Four, 6iaoxcuf| 
(representation, dO) is primarily a pathetical device which 
amplifies one or more of the six aspects of circumstance (TtepiOTaotq , 
jQ) so as to provide an emotive advantage to the speaker's case.
One might, for example, discuss at length, and with great passion, 
the innocent victim's cries for mercy as the offender repeatedly 
strikes them with his dagger, and so forth. Such representation 
will portray the weeping, and wailing, the past triumphs, the loves 
and hopes of those for whom one wishes to elicit sympathy.41 This
40By way of contrast, the second most frequent family which is 
unique to Invention is uitoipopd (summary of the opponent's view, mU) 
at 0.93m%. Furthermore, all the references of the dO family reflect 
a technical use of the terminology.
41Inv 3.15.68-74.
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point, amplified with several examples, is the main thrust of Inv
3.15. Before proceeding to a discussion of the next context in 
which one encounters the do family, however, a few aspects of the 
discussion in 3.15 should be briefly noted.
First of all, [Pseudo]-Hermogenes• preliminary outline of the 
subject in 3.15 makes it difficult to distinguish between SiaoKEUTi 
(representation, dO) and the u n o S ta tp E O iq  (subdivision, mO) of the Tot 
cm* apxfc axpt TEXouq (from first to last, cK)42 heading (KE<paXT|, hD); 
this heading (hD) is discussed at some length in 3.10, 11, and 12. 
Both SiaOKEUT) (representation, dO) and uiroSiaipecnq (subdivision, mO) 
appear to be an emotive amplification of the elements of 
circumstance. [Pseudo]-Hermogenes seems sensitive to this overlap, 
and offers specific advice about when it is best, on the one hand, 
to concentrate the emotive amplification in the Ta dir* dpxfl<; dxpl 
TEXouq (from first to last, cK) heading and when, on the other hand, 
such amplification is better brought in with SiaoKEUTj 
(representation, dO).43 The thrust of his recommendation is that, 
when the orator judges the act (irp d fffia , kC) itself44 to lack the 
necessary aspects which would make for a vivid description, then it 
is best to gloss over the Ta an* apxfl? axpt TEXouq (cK) and amplify 
the whole event within the epilogue by means of 6tao<euf| (dO) .
42Cf. Chapter Four. N.B., also, that this heading (KE<paXT|, hD) 
appears in Hermogenes' division (SiaipEOK;, dG) of fully half the 
stases (OTOOi?, ID) discussed in Stasis.
43Inv 3.15.27-59.
44Act, it will be recalled, is one of the six elements of 
circumstance (iTEptOTaoi? , jQ);
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This, of course, does little to clarify the difference between 
the two, unless one were prepared to solve the problem by suggesting 
that the author sees StaaKEUT] (dO) as a trope limited to the 
epilogue. This, however, is specifically ruled out by his 
discussion on arrangement of SxaOKEUT), at Inv 3.15.27-38, where we 
are told that SiaoKEUTi may occur at the beginning or the end of a 
speech. One might then hypothesize that the author sees SiaoKEUil as 
an element of either the prologue or the epilogue, but not the 
narration, but this too is specifically ruled out by comments he 
makes in Inv 2.7.45 In the end, the author's comments are not 
particularly helpful, and some confusion over the relationship 
between 8taoKEVT| (do) and the Uiro6iatp£0l£ (subdivision, mO) found in 
the Ta air* apXTK otxpi teXou? (cK) heading remains justified.
A second observation regarding [Pseudo]-Hermogenes' discussion 
in Inv 3.15 centers on an incidental remark the author makes while 
discussing the dangers of repeating oneself during 6iao<EUT| 
(representation, dO) . He notes that some degree of repetition is 
"necessary when passing from examples (irapdS E igpa, i x ) , either 
mythical or historical, to the specific material..."46 What is of 
particular interest here is the author's description of the two 
species of irapaSEiypa (iX) : they are exactly those of Aristotle's 
Rhetoric.47 In AnSg, whose overall perspective is far more
45Which we will consider below.
46Avayxq y a p  Ano tou napaStlypaToc; q tou |ju6ikoG q toG ioTopncoG 
(jETafJaivovTa tic; to iSiov n p a y p a ... inv 3.15.61-3.
47See Figure 3.1; Cf., also, Rht 1.2; 2.20.
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Aristotelian, we discovered that three of his primary sources 
forwarded three distinct definitions of the ITapdfiE lgpa, none of 
which invoked the Aristotelian species of mythic and historic; here, 
in the heart of the Hermogenic inventional corpus —  which is far 
more independent from the Aristotelian perspectives —  we come upon, 
surprisingly, a perspective of irapdSeiypa which is thoroughgoing 
Aristotelian orthodoxy.
A final point regarding the Hermogenic author's discussion in 
Inv 3.15 centers on the fact that he never employs the term iraflo? 
(pathos, emotion, iT) in this discussion. Despite the absence of 
the term trd-8o<;, however, the author does note, specifically, that 
5tOOKEUT| (representation, dO) is not the place for epicheiremes,48 
and the do family is clearly, vividly, pathetical, as is emphasized 
even more strongly in the second context in which the dO terminology 
is found.
This second context in which the SiaoKEUTi (representation, dO) 
family appears is found in Inv 4.14. Here, [Pseudo]-Hermogenes is 
discussing a stylistic fault which he calls KOKOtTiXia ,49 KaKOftlXta 
(literally, "bad imitation") is, essentially, an affected manner, an 
improper presentation of emotion, a stylistic failure resulting in 
melodrama. The term does not appear in Hermogenes' On the Ideas of 
Style, but Hermogenes does not there deal with stylistic failures in
48inv 3 .1 5 .1 -7 ; note, esp., 5 ff:  ou pevToi ye outc am au; o im  AoyiopoTc; 
toooCtov outc aAAoo tivi {TTixeipopcm. &AAa jjovcj) t<*> Tponco.
49The term is never directly employed in a technical sense with 
regard to invention, and it does not appear on the TVGL.
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any systematic fashion; the term does appear in the writing of other
critics including some Aristotelian scholia, though, notably, not in
any commentaries on Rhetoric. Pseudo-Longinus does employ the term;
he uses it, however, not as a class of stylistic failure, but rather
in describing the qualities of a stylistic fault which he calls
pEtpaKxSSeq, "puerility".50 What is of note in Inv 4.14, is that
KOKOtTiXia also appeared in Inv 3.15, in an incidental remark, where
the author notes that, even in the florescent descriptions of
SictOKeuT), the orator must present only the probable:
...and saying anything that departs from the 
probable (eIko<;, eJ) , either <about> what was said or 
<about> what was done, leads the representation 
(SiaoKEUTi, dO) into an 'affected manner'".51
In Inv 4.14, the author repeats this comment, reemphasizing that
representations (SiaoKEUTi) including the improbable will inevitably
display the "affected style".52 AiaOKEUT| is, thus, twice linked to
a warning against melodrama, a fact which clearly underscores its
pathetical nature.
The only remaining context in which the 6icxokeut| 
(representation, dO) terminology appears is a discussion of the 
species of narration (SiTjynoic;, dT), found in Inv 2.7. Here, we are
50Puerility, according to Ps.-Longinus, is "classroom writing", the 
attempt to be "uncommon", "overelaborate", and "exquisite”; it 
inevitably ends, he says, in a "cheap affection", KCXKOfcTiXta . See Ps.- 
Longinus 3.4. The terms here are from the Loeb translation.
51...ttov 5c to napa to cko<; fj XcxQovai q npaxOovat Xcyopcvov ci<; 
icaieoCnXov ̂ ayci Tqv 5iao«unv. inv 3.15.17-19.
52Inv 4.12.5-10.
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told by [Pseudo]-Hermogenes that the narration has three species,53 
simple (airXouq, cB) narration, narration with confirmation 
(ejKOTaoKEUTi, gX) and narration with representation (EvStaoKEUTi,
£A).54 These species of narration are then given a brief treatment. 
A io o k e u t i  occurs incidentally within this discussion.55 When dealing 
with the species of narration with representation (fA), the author 
provides a quotation from Demosthenes56 which demonstrates the use 
of SiotOKEUTi within narration, but offers little more in the way of 
comment. The dO terminology,57 unique to Invention, does not occur 
in the work outside of these three contexts.
S. Hs Texast Technical Vocabulary Occurring in Both Works 
of the Hermogenic inventional Corpus* but Absent in 
AnSg
There are eight families which are absent from AnSg, but 
present in both Invention and Stasis, and which also have a total 
frequency58 equal to or greater than 0.50m%. Of these eight 
families, three may here be disposed of with brief remarks.
53Inv 2.7.70.
54The fA family is also unique to Invention, with a 0.34m%.
55But [Pseudo]-Hermogenes' treatment clearly indicates that there is 
a place for 5taoKeuf| in the narration.
56Inv 2.7.101-108. The quotation is taken from Dem 19.65, in which 
Demosthenes describes the countryside of the Phocians, ravaged by 
Philip.
57Neither does one find the fA terminology (ev 6 taO K E u f|) outside of 
these contexts.
58The Hz frequency is factored on the basis of the total number of 
occurrences in both works, and the total number of words in both 
works.
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1. The *D Family (’ASiKima Stuiooiov, a Charge o£ Harming 
tha Public Good)
’AStxTma STiiiooiov (a charge of harming the public good, aD) we
have already encountered in one of our examples in Chapter Four.
The aD terminology has a 0.71m% in the Hermogenic corpus. It recurs
frequently in the examples given by both Hermogenes and the
Hermogenic author of Invention; the latter devotes an entire
section59 to its use in declamation. For the present purposes,
however, the terminology is largely unremarkable.
2. The cl Family ( ’ AiroKTipufctq, a Disinheriting of a Sen)
’AiTOKT|pufcl<; (a disinheriting of a son, cE)60 is, like the aD 
family, a common declamation theme, and we may here pass over it 
without further comment.
3. The kM Family (TTpoKaTaoKeufi, Preconfirmation)
TTpOKQTaoKEUT) (preconfirmation, kM) is a bit more complicated. 
The Hermogenic author devotes a chapter to its consideration61 and 
Kennedy remarks that the term is not found prior to Invention.62 If 
Patillon's assignation of authorship for Invention is correct, 
however, Kennedy's observation would be inaccurate.63 At any rate, 
the terminology may be used synonymously with some terms in AnSg, 
and it is best to take up its detailed consideration in the next
59Inv 2.6.
60The cE family has a 0.71m%.
61Inv 3.2.
62KENNEDY (1983), p. 88.
63As we shall see, in the following section.
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section, where contrasts between AnSg's work and the Hermogenic 
works are considered more directly.
Turning our attention to the remaining five terms classified 
as Hz, we find that each of these five will require a somewhat 
closer examination.
4. Tha kZ Family ( ‘Ptito?, Legal Instrument)
'PiyroQ (legal instrument in a given judicial case or 
deliberative debate; also "letter" [as in the letter of the law], 
kZ) has a 1.20m%. Though common to both, there is, however, a 
significant disparity between the use of the family in the two 
Hermogenic works; kZ has a 3.44m% in Stasis, and a meager 0.05m% in 
Invention. The single occurrence of the family in Invention 
demonstrates, in fact, a use of the term in its more common, non­
technical meaning of "specified*.64 The terminology is, thus, 
pragmatically unique to Stasis; furthermore, all of its 36 
occurrences in that work represent a technical employment of the kZ 
family, rendering it the most common family in Stasis which is not 
shared with AnSg.
Not surprisingly, given its robust 3.44m% in Stasis,
Hermogenes uses the term pflToq (legal instrument, letter kZ) in a 
variety of settings. Notably, however, the terminology is also 
employed with three different, though closely interlinked, technical 
meanings. First of all, it is used as a term for a "verbal 
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It is this "verbal instrument" (kZ) which is absolutely required66 
if a case is to be dealt with as a legal (vo p tK o q , iL) rather than a 
logical (Xojikos, hM) qualitative (irotOTTiq, jZ) issue (a T a o iq ,  ID). 
When the dispute turns upon the interpretation or application of 
such a verbal instrument (kZ), then one will divide the argument 
according to the applicable species67 of legal (iL) stasis (ID) . 
Such verbal instruments may or may not be part of deliberative 
(TTpajfljapTtKoq, kC) debate. A legal instrument (kZ) may become part 
of deliberative stasis if, for example, the legality of one's 
proposed policy is called into question, or, to take an alternative 
example, one may debate the temporary suspension of a given law for 
the duration of a crisis.68 The use of pflTOq (kZ) in the meaning of 
a verbal instrument accounts for the vast majority of its 
occurrences in Stasis.
The second, subtly different, meaning of pT)TO<; (letter, kZ) is 
found in its use at St 11.3 and 11.12. Here, the term communicates 
something more akin to the content of a law, referencing the 
"specific provisions", or some part of those provisions, within a 
particular legal instrument.69 'Ptito? is used in this context as a
66St 2.72-74.
67There are six such stases; cf. Figure 4.1.
68Cf. St 7.3-7.
69In English, we have a similar, subtle, distinction: the word "law" 
may be used as a reference to the written instrument (Criminal Code 
of Tennessee, Traffic, Section 4, Paragraph 12, Subparagraph j) or 
the term may reference some part of the precise contents of that 
law: Failure to yield right of way at a stop sign; fine: $70 - $500. 
See HEATH (1995), commentary, p. 151. In his translation. Heath
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heading within the legal (iL) stasis CIO), ot auXXojtopo<; 
(assimilation, 1M). luXXoyiopoq (1m) is the attempt to broaden the 
application of given law to cover a set of circumstances not 
explicitly dealt with in that law. For example, a law prohibits the 
naming of citizens in a comedy; a playwright composes a comedy in 
which no citizen is named, but several citizens are easily 
recognizable by the mask and dress of the actor. The citizens who 
have been mocked charge the playwright, under the law.70 Given this 
situation, the defense will emphasize the "letter" (p7iT0<;, kZ) of 
the law. The prosecutor will counter with an argument that the 
situation is assimilated (ouXXoyxopoq, 1M) under the law, appealing 
to the legislator's intention (jvuipTi vojiofleTOU , dB); each of these 
are headings within the stasis (ID) of assimilation (1M).
There is a final use of the term pT|Toq (letter, kZ) in Stasis, 
but we must approach this final use with caution in order to avoid 
confusion. 'Pt)t6<; (kZ) occurs in Stasis as part of the technical 
phrase priTOV «ai 6tavota ("letter and intent", dJ) . Of course, pT|TOV 
Kot\ Stcrvota (dJ) is, for its part, a separate family from pTlTO? 
(letter, kZ); the counting of occurrences and figuring of different 
m% for each family has been kept strictly segregated. That said, we 
may observe that the phrase pT)TOV KOti Siavoia (dJ) is itself unique 
to Stasis, occurring with a 0.86m% in that work. The phrase is a 
qualitative (iroiOTnq, jZ) legal (voiukog, iL )  stasis (OTaate, ID)
renders these uses as "letter" rather than his usual "verbal 
instrument" as a rendering for a member of the kZ family.
70Cf. St. 11.8-11.
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where the issue at hand turns on a question of what we still today 
call the “spirit or the letter of the law". A common example given 
in declamation is of a non-citizen alien who mounts the walls during 
an attack and saves the city; he is afterwards prosecuted under a 
law forbidding an alien to ascend the city walls. The letter and 
intent (pTiTOV Kai Sxavoia, dJ) will be the crucial stasis.
The kZ family occurs in no other contexts within either 
Hermogenic work.
5. The bJ really ( * A v T x ir a p a o T a o iq ,  Counter-representation)
’ AvTmapaOTCtOiq (counter-representation, bJ) represents another 
frequently occurring family present in Stasis and Invention, but 
absent in AnSg. The family has a 0.91m% in the combined Hermogenic 
works, and was discussed in Chapter Four. It will be recalled that 
avT tuap ao T aotq  (bJ) is one of the three methods which the Hermogenic 
author of Invention outlines as a means of undermining the 
opponent's premise.71 In Invention, the term occurs in four 
distinct contexts.
The first, and most important by far, of these contexts is 
found at Inv 3.6, where the concept is first defined and discussed. 
It is not necessary to repeat the discussion in Chapter Four which 
focused on this section, but a few additional observations relative 
to Inv 3.6 may be forwarded in the present setting.
71Deny it outright (EVOTaoiq, fD), allow the premise, but deny its 
applicability (dvTtirctpaoTaoiq, bJ) , turn it against the opponent 
(ptatoq, cX).
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There is, seemingly, some inconsistency in fPseudo} -
Hermogenes' classification of this term. At 3.6.2 we are told that
denial (evotook;, fD)72 and counter-representation (dvTtuapdoTaotq,
bJ) are both headings:
One should know that the Art of Division showed 
denial (evoTaotq, fD) and counter-representation 
(dvTtirapdoTaoiq, bJ) <to be> headings (KE{pot\f|, hD) 
set in opposition to counterplea (dtVTiXTmnq , bH) ,73
Despite this clear opening statement, however, [Pseudo]-Hermogenes
will remark only a few lines later:
We should attempt, for each heading [KE(paXT|, hD] in 
every stasis [O T a o iq, ID] to introduce the 
discussions and confirmations [KOtTOtOKEl/T|, gX] , with 
the denial and counter-representation [EVOTCtoiq, fD 
and d vT iirap d o T ao t< ;, bJ] ,74
While he seems at first to classify both denial (fD) and counter­
representation (bJ) as headings, his next remarks would seem to 
indicate that he thought of the concepts not as headings, but rather 
as introductions —  E lo a jw y n 75 in Greek —  to the headings. He 
similarly describes his four step process of irp o T ao tq  (kX), uirotpopa
72The fD family has two occurrences in AnSg, giving it a 0.23m% 
there. Both occurrences, however, are non-technical uses; fD is, 
therefore, pragmatically an Hz term, with technical occurrences in 
both works of the Hermogenic corpus, but no technical occurrences in 
AnSg. Considered as an Hz term, it would have a 1.45m%, with a 
0.76m% in Stasis and a 1.82m% in Invention.
7 3 ’Io te o v . o t i  Tqv e v o to o iv  icai avrmapaoTaoiv ivavrla KEcpaXaia t q c  
avTiXriyEcoc <*) SiaipETiier) napE6w« t e xvry inv 3.6.1-3. 
74Xpn Se Ka6‘ r̂ icaoTov t w v  «cpaXoucjv rraoQ o to io e i nEipaoOai tok; 
paxac; xai Ta<; KorraOKEuac kot* eikovo tq<; ivoTaoEux; rai 6 v t inapaoTaOEox; 
Ei’oayEiv Inv 3.6.10-12.
75It is not a technical term, and does not appear on the TVGL.
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<mU), dvTVUporaotq (bK)r avfluw o^opa (bey76 as, not a group of 
headings, but rather an "introduction* —  again, an etaotjrwjfTi —  to a 
heading: "And the introduction of the heading is composed of these 
four <items>...".77
When Hermogenes considers the terms in Stasis, neither denial 
(evaTaotq, fD) nor counter-representation (dvTiuapdoTaotq, bJ) is 
classified as a heading, per se. What we find, however, is that 
Hermogenes uses the two terms as a type of methodological species of 
-- that is, the two ways of accomplishing78 —  the heading of 
peTdXTiyiq (objection, hY),79 which is itself designed to refute the 
counterplea.80 Hermogenes recommends, at this location, that denial 
(fD) be used whenever possible; counter-representation (bJ) is 
presumably always used. The Hermogenic author of .Invention seems to 
be in line with this general assessment, except for his peculiar 
opening statement classifying the two terms as headings (ID). 
Patillon never remarks on the contradiction in Invention, and he
76See Figure 4.2.
77ieai Is) toO «cpaAon'ou Eioayeoyo twv TETTapoov mnXqpcoTai... inv 
3.4.110-111.
78Hermogenes specific expression, at 3*108 is that the pe.TaA'nquq 
(objection, hY) is "derived from* (jtjveTat) denial (fD) and counter­
representation (bJ) .
79Which is not to be confused with il£TdXT|i|rtc (objection, hY) as a 
genre of qualitative, legal issues, the species of which are the 
documentary (eyypaqjoq, eD) and non-documentary (ajpaipoq, aB) stases. 
Cf. Figure 4.1. As a heading, peTaXTpif tq (objection, hY) is simply 
one argumentative response to a counterplea (dvTtkTlvtq, bH) when 
counterplea is forwarded by the opponent, either as a heading (hD) 
or a stasis (ID).
80St 5.34-36.
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never considers the terms as headings,91 discussing them simply as 
amplificatory additions to the dvfiuiroipopoi (b C ).82
So, does the Hermogenic author of Invention view denial 
(evoTCtOK;, fD) and counter-representation (dvTnrapdtOTaois, bJ) as 
headings? Or as something more akin to a trope which would 
highlight or introduce a heading? Or as a methodological species of 
a heading? As long as [Pseudo]-Hermogenes' work entitled Art of 
Division remains lost, we may never know with certainty. What we 
can conclude is that, if [Pseudo]-Hermogenes was speaking casually 
—  and less precisely —  at Inv 3.6.Iff when he identified denial 
(fD) and counter-representation (bJ) as headings (hD), then the 
remainder of Inv 3.6 is perfectly consistent with, though less 
rigorous and detailed than, Hermogenes' discussion of denial (fD) 
and counter-representation (bJ) at St 5.34ff.
In addition to classification, a second question regarding the 
scope of application arises with respect to denial ( e v O T O t a i q ,  fD) 
and counter-representation (dvTiirapdoTaoi?, bJ) . We have seen that 
the Hermogenic author of Invention opens his account of these two 
terms with the observation that they are set against dvriXTpjriq 
(counterplea, bH). We have also seen that, a few lines later, he 
recommends applying the two forms "in each heading of every
81Cf. PATILLON, p. 246, fn.3, his only relevant comment on these 
lines.
82Which is, of course, the statement of our own viewpoint in the 
introduction of an epicheireme (fZ) designed to support our 
refutation (hO) of the opponent's heading (hD). Cf. Figure 4.2.
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stasis".83 This is rather a broader recommendation than his first 
comment, and raises the question of application.
In Stasis, Hermogenes stresses that the heading of objection 
(peTaXTnyiq, hY) always appears whenever counterplea (dvTiXinjrl?, bH) 
occurs, and vice-versa.84 Objection (hY) he tells us, is derived 
from denial (fD) and counter-representation (bJ).85 He gives no 
other possible sources or definitions, either here or elsewhere, for 
the heading of objection (hY). Thus, one may assume that wherever 
one finds the heading of counterplea (bH), one will find the heading 
of objection (hY), and with it denial (fD) and counter­
representation (bJ). Turning, then, to Hermogenes’ division 
(Sxaipeots, dG; i.e., his "argumentative outline") of each stasis 
(OTOmq, ID), one discovers, in fact, that the heading of 
counterplea (bH) shows up in the division (dG) of every stasis 
except one;86 objection occurs in the division (dG) of every stasis. 
This is certainly a broader application than one might have imagined 
from Hermogenes' first comments in Stasis, where we are told only 
that the two headings always stand in opposition to one another.
83Inv 3.6.10f.
84St 3.104-108. In spite of his comments here, the stasis of 
ambiguity (dfhpi$oXta, aO) contains the heading of objection (hY) in 
its division (dG), but there is no mention of counterplea (bH). Cf. 
HEATH'S (1995) comments on p. 154; see, also, footnote 82, below.
85St 3.108-121.
86The exception is ambiguity (d|lipif)OXta, aO) , where it is logically 
redundant: if the law is read as one argues it should be, there is 
no need for a counterplea (bH); objection (hY), however, would still 
be relevant in this stasis, as one argues against the opponent's 
alternative reading of the law.
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Now, we find denial (fD) and counter-representation (bJ) present in 
one heading of every stasis. Nevertheless, this still falls 
considerably short of Pseudo-Hermogenes' recommendation in Invention 
that every heading of every stasis receive this treatment. The 
discrepancy is puzzling; one might be tempted to dismiss the 
statement in Invention as typical Greek hyperbole, but the tone of 
the discussion in Inv 3.6 does not seem to allow for that solution. 
What is clear is that this point of application regarding the 
species of objection (hY) represents a definite difference between 
the works of Invention and Stasis.
The other three contexts in Invention where one finds 
discussion of counter-representation (aVTlirapdtOTOtOK;, bJ) maybe 
reviewed more quickly; none of them are especially remarkable. At 
3.7.3ff, [Pseudo]-Hermogenes has an incidental comment on counter­
representation (bJ) while making a comparison between the need for 
epicheiremes (fZ) to support refutations (XU0l£, bO), and the need 
for developments (epjaota, gB) to support epicheiremes (fZ). In 
the course of making his point, he reminds us that refutations (hO) 
are "forwarded by denial (evoTaoxq, fD) or counter-representation 
(bJ) ". An almost identical comparison is made in Inv 3.8, and, 
again, is largely unremarkable. Finally, in 3.13, in a discussion 
on the order of the epicheiremes (fZ), one is reminded that the 
strongest epicheiremes should be placed last, just as one arranges 
the denial (fD) and counter-representation (bJ) with the strongest 
last. There are no other occurrences of the bJ terminology in 
Invention.
1 8 7
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In Stasis, counter-representation fdvTXltapdoTaotq, bJJ occurs 
in three distinct contexts, but we have already discussed two of 
these in our consideration of the bJ terminology within Invention.87 
The final context in which the bJ family appears within Stasis, 
however, requires a separate comment. In Hermogenes’ discussion of 
the deliberative ( i r p a y p a T i K O * ; ,  kC) stasis,88 we encounter two remarks 
which invoke both denial ( e v o T a o t * ; ,  fD) and counter-representation 
(bJ). At St 7.39-44, we are told that the topic89 of feasibility 
( S u v a p t e ; ,  eB) is subdivided (unoSiatpEOiq, mO) into denial (fD) and 
counter-representation (bJ). The topic of legality (vopoq, iL), is 
also handled, in the non-documentary (ajpa<po<;, aB) species,90 through 
denial (fD) and counter-representation (bJ), though they are not 
here called a "subdivision" (mO). These comments from Stasis have 
no parallel in Invention.
6. The mO Family (' Y ir o 5 ia ip e o t < ; # Subdivision)
‘TiroSiaipEOlt; (subdivision, mO) is itself another frequently 
occurring family present in both Stasis and Invention, but absent 
from AnSg; it has a 1.13m%, but here, just as we saw with pTiTÔ
(legal instrument, letter kZ) above, there is a gross disparity in
87St 3.104-121 and St 5.34-36.
88St 7.
89Hermogenes divides the deliberative (irpaypaTlKO?, kC) stasis into 
the common topics of legality, justice, advantage, feasibility, 
honor, and consequence rather than specific headings.
90St 7.10-18. Why it should be thus limited is not clear, and 
indeed there is some ambiguity in the text here; perhaps Hermogenes 
is merely giving an example of the way denial and counter­
representation are to be employed throughout the topic of legality 
(iL) within the deliberative (kC) issue.
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the use of the term in the two works. *YiroStortpEtTts (subdivision, mO) 
has only a 0.10m% in Stasis, while carrying a 1.67m% in Invention. 
The single occurrence of the mO family in Stasis is, in fact, to be 
found in the discussion on the topic of feasibility (5uvapt<;, eB) 
within the deliberative (irpotJijaTtKoq, kC) stasis; this occurrence was 
discussed in the paragraph immediately above. This single use in 
Stasis does not appear to be a particularly technical employment of 
the mO terminology. At a minimum, therefore, we can observe that 
the use of the mO terminology here is unrelated to its use within 
Invention.
The mO family (uiroSiaxpecuq, subdivision) occurs in three 
distinct contexts within Invention.91 In these contexts, one 
encounters two distinct technical meanings of the terminology; at 
one point [Pseudo]-Hermogenes is at pains to explain that the two 
meanings should not be confused. The first context in which one 
encounters uiroSiaxpEOic; (subdivision, mO) is found at Inv 1.2. Here, 
the discussion is entitled "Concerning the Proemium from 
Subdivision".92 We are told here that subdivision of the prooem 
occurs in some problems, and not necessarily alone (i.e., presumably 
it does not constitute the whole of the prooem). There are three 
species of prooem from subdivision; first, there is the dual 
subdivision (where two wrongs have been committed and will need to
91Inv 1.2; 3.10-3.12; 3.15.
92TTept twv e| UTroStatpeoeux; itpooxpuiv. The titles, of course, are 
probably additions by later editors, though in this case the title 
is lifted directly from the first line of the section.
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be addressed); second, there is the prejudiced subdivision (where
one exploits stereotypes and popular perspectives on a given act and 
a given individual93); third, there is the "momentum toward 
intention"94 subdivision (where one wishes to punish a particularly 
hideous action in such a way that it leads to the impossibility of 
the act being committed again95). In this first context, the 
uuoStcnpeOiS (subdivision, mO) is a particular species of prooem 
designed to face an unusually complex persuasive challenge.
After Inv 1.2, however, one does not again find any member of 
the mO family until Inv 3.10. This is the second context in which 
one encounters discussion of UiroStaipeoi? (subdivision, mO) . It will 
be recalled from Chapter Four that unoSiaipeoiq (mO) is an emotive 
confirmation (K a TO tO K E U T |, gX) of the particular heading known as
93Certain recurring characters in declamation —  Demosthenes, or 
Critias, or Pericles, for example —  had a given set of assumptions 
associated with their personalities. Likewise, there were "types” 
of characters with such prejudices attached to them: the brothel 
keeper, the dissolute son, the patriotic resident metic, &c. 
Likewise, certain acts (verbally insulting one's country, heroic 
fighting in desperate situations) also carried the weight of certain 
prejudices. When one of the latter and one of the former combined 
in a declamation theme, a prooem from subdivision, dealing with 
both, would be in order.
9 4 t o u  dtipoou itpoq t o  peXXov . Inv 1.2. 54. The phrase is a difficult 
one in Greek. Patillon translates it "pour en finir une fois pour 
toutes" ["for once and for all”], which captures one element of the 
phrase, certainly; the Greek participle (ieXXov, however, has a 
definite —  and in this context, significant —  sense of 
"intention"; cf. the following footnote.
95Cutting off the hands of a thief who has twice robbed the treasury 
of the oracle, e.g., or the prosecution of an embalmer guilty of 
necrophilia leading to a general prohibition against embalming.
Part of the prooem is devoted to the crime per se, part to the 
especially hideous nature of the crime, the latter requiring a 
persuasive momentum that will unite punishment and policy in a way 
which assures the community that such significant mores will not 
again be transgressed (in this way, or by this person, &c.)
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•sequence of events" or "first to last"' fTa an* apX*fc c*XPt TeXouq, 
cK) . As we saw in Chapter Four, this heading (KE<paXT|, hD) is not 
confirmed (gX) through the usual epicheirematic (fZ) support, but 
rather through the processes of subdivision ( u i r o 8 ia lp e a iq ,  mO) and 
fictional epicheiremes ( t o  irXaoTOV eirtXE^PTIMOt, gA) .
With this in mind we may return to Inv 1.2 in order to examine 
a remark made there on the distinction between u iro 6 ia ip e o i< ;  
(subdivision, mO) as a species o f  the proem and u n o 5 ia ip e o tq  (mO) as 
a confirmation (gX) of the Ta a ir’ apxifc aXP^ TEXouq (beginning to end, 
cK) heading (hD). [Pseudo]-Hermogenes notes96 that one might 
confuse the first species of subdivision (mO) within the proem97 
with the confirmational (gX) subdivision; the distinction to hold in 
mind, he insists, is that the former always involves two separate 
charges, while the latter incorporates two or more circumstantial 
( i r e p i O T a c i q , jQ) elements within the same charge.
There is only one other context in which the mO terminology 
appears. In Inv 3.15, [Pseudo]-Hermogenes takes up the discussion 
of the confirmational (gX) subdivision (mO) of the "beginning to 
end" (cK) heading (hD) in order to discuss, rather unsatisfactorily 
as we have found, its distinction from SiaoKEUTi (representation, 
dO). We have sufficiently reviewed this setting in our discussion 
of the do family, above.
96Inv 1.2.18-29.
97Dual subdivision (mO), where one must deal with two crimes in one 
presentation.
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7. The cK Fully (T a  a ir ’ ap x ffc  d x p *  T eX o u q , Beginning to bid)
Ta an* apXTk OXP* TeXouq (beginning to end, cK) is another 
family present only in both works of the Hermogenic corpus, and with 
a total frequency greater than or equal to 0.50m%: the cK family 
possesses a total frequency of 1.26m%, rendering it the most common 
terminology classified as an Hz family. This family, however, has 
figured prominently in several discussions above, and was also 
considered in Chapter Four; we need not repeat ourselves here. A 
brief point, however, needs to be made before moving on.
In Invention, where the cK family has a 1.03m%, this heading 
is confirmed by subdivision (u lto S ta ip e o tq , mO) and fictional 
epicheiremes ( t o  irXaoTOV e ir ix e ip fin a  , gA), as we have seen. When we 
turn to Stasis, where the cK family has a 1.72m%, these 
confirmational aspects of the heading are missing. In Stasis, the 
gA family, t o  irXaoTOV entxe lp T in a  (fictional epicheireme) , has no 
occurrences at all, though it has a 0.49m% in Invention. In 
Invention, the phrase is invariably found in the context of a 
discussion on confirming the Ta a n ’ a p x fc  o x p i TEXouq (beginning to 
end, cK) heading. We saw, above, that subdivision (u iro 6 ia ip e o i< ; , mO) 
has a single occurrence in Stasis, and this occurrence was unrelated 
to the confirmation of the T a  air* a p X ^  o% pi TcXouq (cK) heading. The 
two families, gA (fictional epicheireme) and mO (subdivision) are 
intimately interwoven with the discussion of the cK (beginning to 
end) family, in Invention, but entirely absent from the discussion 
of the cK (beginning to end) family in Stasis. The omission seems 
striking.
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Admittedlyr Hermogenes does not spend much time discussing the 
process of confirming (gX) the headings he outlines for his stases 
—  the terminology of epicheiremes (fZ) has only a 0.29m% in Stasis, 
while sporting a dense 4.76m% in Invention, for example.
Nevertheless the omission of this terminology concerning the 
confirmation of such a frequent heading98 is notable.
8. The bB Family ( ’ AvTiXtmrt?, Counterplea)
’AvTiXTl̂ tq {counterplea, bH) is the final frequently occurring 
family classified as Hz in Table 2.2. The family has a total 
frequency of 1.20m%, but there is once again a serious discrepancy 
in the frequency of its use in the two Hermogenic works. It carries 
a 3.24m% in Stasis, and a 0.15m% in Invention.
In Stasis, the bH terminology is always a reference to either 
a stasis or a heading. As a stasis, of course, it is a qualitative 
(jZ), logical (hM), judicial (dU) stasis (ID) which asserts, against 
the charge brought, the legitimacy of the act in question —  "I was 
within my rights when I...." As a heading, it performs the same 
function of asserting legitimacy of the act, but does so as the 
conclusion of previous arguments, introduction of further arguments, 
or both.
Within Invention, the bH terminology occurs within three 
contexts. The first99 of these we have given some attention to, 
above: it regards the discussion of evOTacn<; (denial, fD) and
"Present in half the stases.
"inv 3 .6 . 2f f.
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avTinapaoTaoiq (counter-representation, b«J> as headings (?) opposed
to the counterplea (avTiXTmriQ, bH) . We need not repeat that 
discussion here.
The remaining two contexts in which the bH (dvTiXTmfiQ, 
counterplea) terminology appears both refer back to the first 
context, invoking it as an example of opposing one argument to 
another100 or the liberty of arranging refutations into the 
strongest pattern, just as the order of evoTaoic; (denial, fD) and 
dvTnrapdoTCtOK; (counter-representation, bJ), when opposing dvTtXTl\|ftq  
(bH), may be varied in order to create the strongest and most 
persuasive presentation.101 Beyond these facts, there is nothing 
immediately remarkable in the employment of the bH family.
This concludes a survey of every unique family with a 
frequency equal to or greater than 0.50m%. We may now turn our 
attention to a review of families which are common to both AnSg and 
at least one of the Hermogenic works.
Section XX. Shared Vocabulary102 
When one turns from conceptual families which are unique in a 
given work or author and begins to focus, instead, upon those 
families which are found in both AnSg and the Hermogenic inventional 
corpus, the task confronting one becomes markedly more complex. In
100Inv 3.12.9ff
101Inv 3.13.19ff.
102I shall use the adjective "shared" to refer to terminology which 
occurs in both AnSg and at least one of the Hermogenic works under 
consideration.
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this section, we shall consider a selection of such shared 
terminology, emphasizing common themes and also noting (often 
subtle) shifts in meaning.
There are 186 conceptual families —  slightly more than half 
of the total -- which are shared between the Hermogenic corpus and 
AnSg. Of these 186 families, 25 occur only in AnSg and Stasis. 51 
occur only in AnSg and Invention, and 110 occur in all three works. 
We shall concentrate on those families which are directly related, 
in some fashion, to the major points already broached in our 
discussions.103
A. The Vocabulary of [Pseudo]-Hermogenes1 Argumentative 
Trope
As we have seen, the argumentative trope of Invention Book 3 
has two distinct phases. The first phase is an introductory 
approach to the epicheiremes, consisting of104 the upoiaoiq (kX), 
uiroqjopd (mu), avTtnpoTaoiq (bJ), and otvSuiroqjopd (bC). In the 
discussion within Section I of this chapter, we saw that each of 
these terms was, at least pragmatically, unique to Invention. The 
second phase of the argumentative trope also consists of105 four 
supporting parts: EirvxetpiHia (epicheireme, fZ), Epjaata (development, 
gB), evflupTipa (enthymeme, fC), and enevflupTipa (additional enthymeme, 
fM) . Upon these latter four concepts rests either the KaTaoKEUT)
l°3Either in Chapter Three (on AnSg), Chapter Four (on Stasis and 
Invention) , or in our review of frequently occurring unique 
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(confirmation, gX) or the Xuoiq, (refutation. hO) of the KE<paX.Tp 
(heading, hD). All seven of the families which occur within the 
second phase of the [Pseudo]-Hermogenic argumentative trope 
represent shared vocabulary. The relative use of these seven 
families is summarized in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2
Comparative Frequencies: The Primary Components 
of the Argumentative Trope
An Sg S T X nv
Fam Representational Term Fq m% Fq m% Fq m%
fC e v 'S u p T ip a  t o 9 1.03 - 36 1.77
fM e n e v 'f lu iJ iT ii ia  t o 1 0.11 - 7 0.34
fZ eirixeiP'nMa t o 20 2.28 2 0.19 97 4.76
gB e p y aa ia  t\ 11 1.26 3 0.29 55 2.70
gX KCXTaOKeUT) T) 20 2.28 5 0.48 88 4.32
hD KEtpaXt) T) 21 2.40 48 4.58 58 2.85
hO XuaiQ T) 6 0.68 3 0.29 60 2.95
We have discussed most of these families at some length in the 
previous chapters; here we wish to draw specific comparisons between 
the terminology as it is used in the Hermogenic works and in AnSg.
The vocabulary here is so intricately interwoven, both in the 
Hermogenic corpus and in AnSg, that it becomes increasingly 
difficult to discuss any conceptual family in isolation. One may, 
nevertheless, concentrate on general areas of terminology.
’EiriXEipHtiCX (epicheireme, fZ) and EV‘9U|iT)pa (enthymeme, fC) are 
perhaps the most reasonable places to open such a comparative 
discussion. Specific and detailed surveys of both the fZ and fC 
families were offered in Chapter Three (on AnSg) and Chapter Four 
(on the Hermogenic corpus). With these discussions as a background, 
the following comparative remarks may be made.
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First, [Pseudo]-Hermogenes' definition of the epicheireme 
(fZ)106 has a general similarity to the Aristotelian enthymeme (fC); 
both take the form of an explanatory statement, frequently 
introduced by yap.107 This raises the question of the relationship 
between the idea of the epicheireme in AnSg and that presented in 
Invention.
What we see in AnSg is an ongoing development of the 
Theophrastian process in which the term "epicheireme" is taken more 
and more as the primary word for a basic rhetorical position or 
argument. By the time the Hermogenic corpus was the undisputed 
leader of the inventional field, this transformation was complete, 
and the concept was somewhat more clearly divided between terms, 
with KE<paXT| (heading hD) becoming the word for a rhetorical 
position, and E1TtXEtpiipa (epicheireme, fZ) becoming the word for the 
overall rhetorical process or a particular statement giving cause to 
embrace that position, and EvSuflllliQ (enthymeme, fC) becoming the 
term for material given in support of the epicheireme. The 
Hermogenic corpus reflects the view which, in fact, became the 
perspective of rhetoricians in the later Greek West: for them, 
enthymemes are always and unmistakably subservient to epicheiremes, 
which are fundamental statements supporting one's position.108 In
106Inv 3.5.
107For Kennedy's remarks on the particle in relation to Aristotelian 
enthymemes, see KENNEDY (1993), pp. xii; 29, fn. 3.
108Cf. KENNEDY (1983), p. 90.
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AnSg, this view is present, but not necessarily consistently, and 
certainly not so cleanly divided.
We have seen, for example, that Harpocration and Neocles both 
appear, at first glance, to view the enthymeme in terms which are 
relatively consistent with Aristotle, while the third definition in 
AnSg —  attributed to "some* —  is markedly different, reflecting a 
perspective more generally consistent with the [Pseudo]-Hermogenic 
outlook on the enthymeme as a support to a previously given 
epicheireme.109 Nevertheless, when one takes a closer look at even 
Neocles and Harpocration, one finds that they, too, are willing to 
make the enthymeme a supporting clause for an earlier argument. 
Harpocration clearly implies as much in AnSg 248, a point we 
considered in Chapter Three, but it bears emphasizing again here. 
After defining the enthymeme as language (or a statement) "taken for 
demonstration of the subject",110 we find in 248 that enthymemes 
are, for Harpocration, actually supporting statements for 
epicheiremes.
Also in Chapter Three, we speculated that Neocles viewed the 
enthymeme as a methodological approach to an argument.111 This 
point we now need to take up in more detail, reviewing, especially.
109AnSg 157-160. Aristotle, recall, never dealt with the 
relationship between epicheiremes and enthymemes.
110AnSg 159. DK translation. "Demonstration" (d iro S e itiq , cC) is used 
here in a non-technical sense.
111Rather than the more genuinely Aristotelian view of the enthymeme 
as a logical class, or form of argument.
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AnSg's remarks in 210-221, which DK divide between Neocles and 
Alexander.
In these sections, epicheiremes are discussed incidentally. 
Were one to follow the DK division of sources, one would find about 
half the occurrences of the term ’epicheireme* given to Alexander, 
but the DK division of sources is especially suspect in these 
sections. Neocles is the recognized112 source of 210-214, and is 
specifically named at 214; Dilts and Kennedy assume113 an immediate 
shift to Alexander in 215, based solely upon the presence, there, of 
a first-person plural verb.114 Contextually, however, the passages 
are seamless;115 at least as significantly, they are grammatically 
seamless as well: the first-person plural of 215 merely continues 
the expression of that same construction found in 211, 212, and 213. 
Why DK would suddenly pick out the ’we* of 215 as a place to begin 
an attribution to Alexander is opaque; they offer no comment on the 
first-person plural in 211-213, and no explanation for their 
assumption at 215. Alexander is next identified specifically in
112In 210-213, the stylistic considerations leave almost no doubt 
about Neoclean paternity; he is named in 214.
113Their tone is somewhat more tentative them usual, as can be seen 
in their fn. 209.
114As was discussed in Chapter One, there are some serious 
difficulties with Alexandrian assignations based solely upon the 
verb tense. There are first-person plural verbs throughout 210-213, 
and DK do not question Neocles as the source for these sections.
115In 214, where Neocles is specifically named, we are given four 
species of recapitulation (dvctKeipaXatuoiq, aV); each of these species 
is subsequently taken up (by name) in the four following paragraphs, 
which DK assign to Alexander. These four are followed by two more 
paragraphs which provide cursory recommendations applicable to all 
four species of the recapitulation.
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221, where a contextual shift of focus116 would..more logically allox 
for a change of source. If, therefore, Neocles is the source of all 
of 210-220117 (as seems likely), then we have an expansion of his 
position, and can more completely approach the question of his views 
on epicheiremes, enthymemes, and their relationship.
In AnSg 210-213, Neocles speaks of summarizing, by way of a 
reminder, the main points of one's presentation. In this context, 
he observes that on occasion it is fitting to remind the audience 
only of the headings (KCipaXri, hD) of one's case while at other times 
the orator should remind the audience of the headings and their 
supporting proofs ( i r t O T i q ,  jU). Given Neocles' definition of the 
enthymeme118 from AnSg 157, one might suppose that such proofs would 
be called enthymemes, in Neocles’ scheme; this does not, however, 
seem to be the case.
In AnSg 217, just a few paragraphs after his discussion of 
headings "and their proofs", Neocles forwards another intriguing 
observation: here, he outlines his species of "recapitulation 
(dvctKeipaAatuaiq, aV) by epicheireme", and it is interesting to note 
that the examples he gives would be virtually indistinguishable from 
a reminder of the headings “with their proofs*. Thus, epicheiremes 
seem here to be the term for arguing out a point or heading (hD).
If this is so, however, we find ourselves facing the ghost of a
116Onto the epllTivexo (style, gC) of the recapitulation.
117Graeven, an earlier editor of the AnSg manuscript, assigned these 
paragraphs to Neocles, as well. Cf. DK fn. 209.
118Discussed in Chapter Three.
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question from Chapter Three: what is an enthymeme, in Neocles? If 
it is a methodological treatment of a point, how does it differ from 
an epicheireme? Does Neocles —  like Harpocration —  see the 
enthymeme as a statement in support of an epicheireme, as an 
epicheireme is, we see in 217, an argument supporting a heading?
If Neocles views the enthymeme as a term for a methodological 
treatment119 —  i.e., a process of arguing, of presenting support 
for a claim, rather than a term for a claim per se —  then it might 
be reasonable to conclude that Neocles, like Harpocration, views the 
enthymeme as a support mechanism for an antecedent epicheireme;120 
recall his definition: language (or, a statement) "concerning 
something under discussion when some <other> things have been 
posited, or concerning what is antecedent...".121 It now appears 
that "what is antecedent” may be, not the main point (or heading, 
hD) being argued, but the epicheirematic support of that main point 
(or heading).
Here we come upon some of the more muddled aspects of the
technical vocabulary in AnSg, and it is especially important to be
clear. The present problem we are discussing is this: Neocles (and
Harpocration) have definitions of enthymemes presented in AnSg's
textual discussion of proof which would indicate, on the surface, a
119The limited textual evidence for this claim was presented in the 
relevant discussion in Chapter Three.
120The conclusion that Neocles and Harpocration viewed the enthymeme 
in similar terms is further reinforced by the fact that AnSg uses 
Neocles' amplification of the relevant material on enthymemes to 
flesh out the discussion of the terms in Harpocration's definition.
121AnSg 157. DK translation.
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generally Aristotelian perspective, with enthymeme serving as the 
term for a rhetorical argument. Furthermore, both Neocles and 
Harpocration have definitions which appear somewhat more 
methodological, or at least seem so in the context of the 
discussion. Nevertheless, as the AnSg text moves on, and as 
contexts become more clearly filled in, we find evidence that both 
authors —  Neocles and Harpocration —  view the epicheireme, not the 
enthymeme, as the primary (or, at a minimum, an equally important) 
term for the rhetorical process of argument. This leads us to ask 
two questions: first, what is the enthymeme in Neocles and 
Harpocration? We have attempted to trace out an answer to this 
question —  as far as possible —  above; we can conclude firmly, in 
the case of Harpocration, and reasonably, in the case of Neocles, 
that both authors view the enthymeme as a supporting mechanism for 
an epicheireme.
This brings us to the second question: why, if the enthymeme 
is a supporting mechanism for an epicheireme, does AnSg devote time 
and attention to presenting a series of definitions on the 
enthymeme, I22 and take nine paragraphs to discuss vocabulary related 
to the enthymeme123 while effectively passing over the epicheireme? 
While the fZ terminology (regarding the epicheireme) is more them 
twice as common them that of the fC family (enthymeme) in AnSg, all 
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epicheireme taken up and discussed independently as a rhetorical 
tool, though the enthymeme is. Why is this?
The answer to this latter question if pursued exhaustively, 
would take us into digressions far afield from the narrow focus of 
the present study. We may only briefly note that the culture was an 
imperial one, even in AnSg's day, and pause to remember that AnSg is 
writing seven hundred years before Alhazen would begin the process 
of privileging observation over authority by devastating the 
geometricians theory of light124 with the simple observation —  free 
from all mathematical proofs and geometric analysis —  that the sun 
can burn the eyes.125 It would be another seven hundred years after 
Alhazen that observation would finally stand in the coliseum over a 
thoroughly broken authority, awaiting the thumb of public opinion to 
determine its next course of action. In brief, the culture of AnSg 
was an authoritative one, and changes were slow to take root. 
Consequently, Aristotle's terminology held weight and received 
attention long after the Aristotelian structures had been 
significantly reordered. AnSg's highlighting of terminology that, 
upon inspection, turns out to be other than central to his theory 
and discussion, allows us a glimpse into the process of change as it 
operated in his era.
124Which held that light necessarily traveled from the eye to the 
object seen. Ptolemy and Euclid both held this position. An 
alternative theory —  that light traveled from the object seen to 
the eye was held by Aristotle.
125See POWERS (2000), paragraph 7ff.
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More relevant to this study, such highlighting of the off- 
center allows the contemporary rhetorician the opportunity to see 
the structural and theoretical imbalance which would, in time, be 
corrected and reordered under the Hermogenic corpus. AnSg's 
structural and theoretical imbalance also serves to caution us: it 
is unwise to dismiss too glibly Hermogenes' efforts as “mere 
reorganization". Certainly they were reorganizational efforts, and 
we can already begin to see how, in the area of invention, just as 
in the area of stasis theory, the Hermogenic corpus takes up the 
received terminology and concepts, and re-weaves them into a more 
coherent and consistent whole. This task, however, must be seen for 
what it was: a bold initiative; we are in our own era so accustomed 
to reorganization as a lifestyle that we forget the authoritative 
stability of the world in which Hermogenes lived. His heuristic 
approaches, as we shall see, pass perfectly through the narrows of 
necessary innovation on the one hand, and necessary conformity on 
the other. At present, however, we must return to a more detailed 
consideration of the technical vocabulary within the text.
We have seen that Alexander's use of the enthymeme is an 
apparent mystery; after being told that the enthymeme is one of 
Alexander's species of artistic proof (EVTexvoq IttOTt?, jW), the term 
never again appears in any paragraph where Alexander is a definite 
source. With the epicheireme (fZ), however, the situation is 
different. Roughly half the occurrences of the fZ family in AnSg 
are derived from Alexander. Their consideration will allow us to
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touch on another comparative observation with, regard to the
epicheiremes.
In Invention, the epicheireme is derived £rom one of the six 
elements of circumstance (iteptOTaoi?, jQ) . The elements of 
circumstance are, of course, common places; they are topics, as can 
be seen in Harpocration's observation that "the topics of the 
prooemia are those of the circumstances (jQ)".126 While, however, 
the elements of circumstance (jQ) are topics, they are a very 
particular subset of topics (mH). In Invention, the genesis of 
epicheiremes is strictly and forcefully limited to the elements of 
circumstance.127 We are specifically told that epicheiremes can be 
derived from nowhere else.128 In AnSg 169, however, Alexander 
flatly states that epicheiremes are derived from topics (mH). This 
observation is followed by an extensive discussion on topics in 
general, all of which are clearly suitable, in Alexander's scheme, 
to serve as the starting point for epicheiremes. Alexander, in 
other words, does not limit the epicheireme to a genesis in 
circumstance (jQ), as [Pseudo]-Hermogenes does, but allows it free 
range, to be derived from any of the topics.
TIepxoTaotq (circumstance, jQ), in fact, occurs in AnSg linked 
primarily to discussion of the narration (SlTjjfnoî , dT), and here one 
finds a passing comment from Alexander that is worth noting. In
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AnSg 50, Alexander objects to an opinion on narration (dT) given by 
Apollodorus,129 who defined narration as "exposition of the 
circumstances." Alexander criticizes this:
...for the 'circumstance' [jQ] is a combination of 
persons and actions and emotions and causes and 
resources and times, but narrations often deal with 
one of these, not all.130
The list given here, of course, deviates from that given in
Invention.131 Place (TOitoq, mH) and manner (Tponoq, mJ) are both
absent, while emotion (ird'Soq, iT) and resources (dtpopfiTj, aA) seem to
replace them on the list. Though these are certainly topics, none
of the elements listed here appear in Alexander's more detailed
discussion of topics in AnSg 171-182. Nevertheless, the discussion
here is important since Alexander observes, in AnSg 57, that the
narration will always be accompanied by irapotSiTjjTion; (additional
narration, iY), which will provide a topic for epicheiremes.132
Thus, the topics of circumstance —  which are the topics of the
narration —  do, in fact serve as one of the sources of
epicheiremes. In AnSg, however, they are clearly not made the
exclusive source of epicheiremes, as they are in Invention.
Beyond this deviation, however, Alexander's other comments at
first appear generally consistent with what one might find in
129Apollodorus' definition is similar to, though less detailed than, 
that given by Neocles in AnSg 46.
130AnSg 50. DK translation.
131And that found in AnSg 90, which agrees with the list in Inv.
132AnSg 57; as was noted earlier, DK mistakenly translate this 
"providing a topic for enthymemes'' [emphasis added] .
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Invention or Stasis. One of these comments, ±n particular, requires" 
a closer examination. In AnSg 36, the text is dealing with 
construction of the prooemion, and, with Alexander as the source, we 
are given the following caution:
When making a prooemion, the thought should be 
derived from the subject, but one should certainly 
not give a detailed account of the subject or waste 
confirmations [K C XTaO K EU T|, gX] on the subject; for 
the former is a matter for narration, the latter a 
matter of headings and epicheiremes.133
Note, especially, the closing clause here, which in Greek runs:
" . . .t o  | ie v  y a p  S tT iyT inaTX K ov, t o  5 e  KeipaXatSSeq teat eirixexpfmcmKov. *134 Given
that this is a discussion of the prooemion, and that the primary
element of the p e v  clause is narration, this sets up an expectation
of proofs as a completion of the parataxis in the 6e clause. The
logical structure runs: "Not in the prooem... for, on the one hand
narration, and on the other hand, proofs'. In place of proofs,
however, Alexander presents us with the double elements of "headings
and epicheiremes" which are related materially to confirmations
(KCtTaOKeuT), gX) . In this construction, Alexander provides us with a
broader glimpse of his perspective on proof.135 The position he
takes here, that headings (hD) and epicheiremes (fZ) are linked to
confirmation (gX) is by no means new; [Pseudo]-Hermogenes would say
133AnSg 36. DK translation, generally. DK here translate KaTaOKEUT) 
as "proof"; I have altered this to "confirmation” in order to avoid 
confusion, and make the translation more consistent with the 
vocabulary we have been using to express the relevant Greek term.
134Which DK translate: "...for the former is a matter for narration, 
the latter a matter of headings and epicheiremes."
135Cf. Figure 3.2.
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much, the same tiling, of course.136 More light, however, is shed on 
this topic by another incidental remark made in AnSg 193. Here, 
Alexander (the assumed source of 193) observes, "Sometimes, <when 
refuting an opponent> we shall place many headings together when 
their confirmations [kcxtqokeuti , gX] derive from the same 
topics.. .".137 The issue of topics and their relationship to 
confirmations we shall take up shortly. At present, we need only 
note Alexander's view that confirmations are the support for 
headings. Given Alexander's remarks at AnSg 36, it is perfectly 
reasonable to assume that these confirmations support the headings 
with epicheiremes -- once again, a remark with which [Pseudo]- 
Hermogenes would feel right at home.138
The primary question for us at present is how such an outline 
of confirmations of headings with epicheiremes is linked to 
Alexander’s discussion of artistic proof (evtexvoc; itiotk;, jW). The 
answer to this question would tell us how Alexander synthesized his 
Aristotelian framework with the newer perspectives; here we re-open 
an earlier discussion. It will be recalled that Alexander divides 
artistic proof (jW) into the species of enthymeme (fC) and example 
(irap d S etjfia , iX) . The latter is defined and discussed. The former
136Though we should not rush into an assumption that he would mean 
the same thing, precisely, as Alexander does.
137AnSg 193. DK translation, generally. I have once again 
substituted “confirmation" for the DK translation ("supporting 
arguments", this time) of kqtqokeuti .
138Though, again, we should be cautious. There are some significant 
differences.
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is not; and yet, when we come to AnSg's discussion of enthymeme, we 
are given a striking definition, attributed only to "some", in which 
the enthymeme is "a conclusion of an antecedent epicheireme".139 In 
Chapter Three, we discussed the possibility of attributing such a 
definition to Alexander, and concluded there was no compelling 
evidence to do so. In his remarks in AnSg 36 and 193 on proof and 
refutation, however, we are once again struck with how consistently 
the definition of enthymeme in AnSg 158 would, in fact, synthesize 
exactly the perspectives under review. Should the definition be 
Alexander's, there would follow a perfectly clear and consistent 
perspective on the epicheireme, the enthymeme, their relationship to 
one another, and their relationship to Alexander's Aristotelian 
framework of rhetorical invention. Furthermore, this synthesis 
would exactly track the definition —  and the ensuing difficulties 
-- of enthymeme specifically assigned to Neocles and Harpocration.
More precisely, if such a synthesis were to suppose that 
confirmations of headings were given by epicheiremes which were 
themselves supported by enthymemes, this would consistently cover 
all of Alexander's remarks, and the unassigned definition of 
enthymeme in AnSg 158. Furthermore, it would also parallel exactly 
what we have found regarding Neocles' and Harpocration's view of the 
enthymeme and the subsequent revelations of its relationship to the 
epicheireme. Consequently, the synthesis would raise some 
difficulties which would themselves parallel those problems found in
139AnSg 158. DK translation.
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the presentation of Harpocration's and Neocles' views, discussed 
above; namely, it would leave us wondering why Alexander would 
choose the term “enthymeme" (as opposed to heading, confirmation, or 
epicheireme) as the title for one of his species of artistic proofs. 
Almost any of the other terms would seem more adequately to capture 
the whole of his system. Again, we would face exactly the same 
tension we have found in Neocles and Harpocration: an imbalance 
between technical terminology and theoretical practice.
Nevertheless, the textual evidence remains incomplete, and 
allows only the observation that such a conclusion would follow if 
the definition of AnSg 158 were Alexander's; it does not allow us to 
conclude that the definition is Alexander's. The identification 
remains a speculative one on my part. Apart from this speculation, 
we have no definite information on how Alexander sees confirmations, 
headings and epicheiremes in relation to his divisions of artistic 
proofs.
There is, nevertheless, definite textual evidence that 
Alexander sees headings, confirmations and epicheiremes in 
connection to one another. The structure here is, however, looser, 
less tightly defined, and less intricately interwoven than that in 
[Pseudo]-Hermogenes. Alexander insists, for example, upon a broad 
range of sources for the epicheireme, and this fact alone proves he 
views the epicheireme, enthymeme, heading, and confirmation in ways 
that are profoundly different from [Pseudo]-Hermogenes, despite the 
overlapping vocabulary.
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In fact, the technical vocabulary surrounding the epicheireme 
and enthymeme throughout AnSg appears less consistently employed and 
less precisely inter-related than in the Hermogenic corpus, and we 
have seen serious evidence of a disparity between the underlying 
theory and its technical vocabulary.
We have thus far concentrated on only two shared terms, 
epicheireme and enthymeme. In the [Pseudo]-Hermogenic argumentative 
trope, however, these two terms are bridged by the development 
(epjaoia, gB), and this is the next logical place to turn our 
attention. Use of the gB family in Invention was considered 
extensively in Chapter Four. The term is without technical 
occurrences140 in Stasis. In AnSg, the situation is, once again, 
more muddled. The gB family carries a 1.26m% in AnSg, with 11 
occurrences. Of these, two are clearly non-technical.141 The 
others are generally borderline; in these contexts, the gB 
terminology is generally associated with technical terms or 
processes, but the family itself is not clearly employed in a 
technical sense. Most of these references occur, for example, in 
phrases such as "One function [EpgOtOlOt, gB] of an epilogue is to 
excite emotions...’.142 There is, however, one occurrence within 
AnSg which is strikingly technical, and it bears a closer look.
140The gB family has a 0.29m% in Stasis, and is always used there in 
its common meaning of a "task” or an "action".
141AnSg 145, 189.
142AnSg 208. The DK translation.
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In AnSg 82, the text is given to a consideration of clarity 
(1A) and obscurity (cL) as persuasive tools within the narration 
(dT). In this context, we find the following observation:
Mentioning the same things often also makes the 
speech unclear; for this is long-winded and 
tiresome, unless, of course, we manage it by the 
treatments [epjfOtcua, gB] <we give each occurrence>, 
and now speak as explaining the subject, again as 
summarizing it, and elsewhere as reminding the 
hearers; for this way the tiresomeness is 
avoided.143
The interpolation offered by DK here (",..<we give each
occurrence>...“) clarifies the matter for an English reader
unacquainted with the idea of epyctoxa (development, gB) as a
technical rhetorical concept. On the other hand, when we drop the
interpolation we get the following observation:
...unless, of course, we manage it by the 
developments [epgaoxa, gB] , and now speak as 
explaining the subject, again as summarizing it, and 
elsewhere as reminding the hearers...144
Here, we are given a clear technical employment of the gB
terminology. DK seem to concur with this assessment: they footnote
their translation with a brief amplification and definition of the
Greek term.145 If, however, this represents a technical view of
epgacta (gB, 475) in AnSg, that view is markedly different from the
143AnSg 82. DK translation.
144AnSg 82, DK translation, but I have here dropped their 
interpolation, and substituted developments for the DK treatments.
145The specific term here is e p ja o x a x c , from epyaoxa (475), and though 
other members of the gB family appear in AnSg, this is the only 
occurrence of 475 in the AnSg text. The specific word e p ja o x a , 475, 
is the standard word for "development'' in Invention; the term epyov  
(477), also a member of the gB family, appears in both AnSg and 
Invention, but in neither work does it have technical occurrences.
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one which appears in Invention. Here in AnSg, the idea of e p j a a l a  
(gB) is equated with specific forms of treatment given the subject 
matter, namely "explaining"146 (j i j v d i O K i u ), "summarizing" 
(oujKeipaXaioci), I I )  and "reminding" (d v d p v n o ts , aW). The latter two 
of these families we will return to in our consideration of 
synonymous terminology within the works. At present, it is 
sufficient to note that AnSg seems to present development ( e p ja o x a ,  
gB) without reference to any of the contexts and meanings which 
would be familiar to a reader of [Pseudo]-Hermogenes' Invention. 
There is no connection to either an epicheireme (fZ) or enthymeme 
(fC), no mention made of the need for limited topics as sources for 
the development (gB), no emphasis upon the tense, contrary elements 
to be presented within the development.
The remaining four families of the argumentative trope which 
are also shared vocabulary may be addressed much more briefly.
’ EnevflupTipa (epenthymeme, fM) has only a single occurrence in 
AnSg, and none in Stasis. That single occurrence comes in 
Harpocration's discussion of the style and structure appropriate to 
the enthymeme and epenthymeme. His remarks here are completely 
consistent with [Pseudo]-Hermogenes' comments in Invention regarding 
the style of the epenthymeme. As to its place and purpose, there is 
little to say except to observe that Harpocration gives no hint.
146Though AnSg will discuss both "summarizing* and "reminding* at 
some length, he never again mentions "explaining" (ytyvuOKU) in this 
context, and the term is not on the TVGL.
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here or elsewhere, of acquaintance with the interwoven structures o£ 
the argumentative trope.
Auotq (refutation, hO), quite simply, means the same thing in 
all three works.
KaTaoKEUT| (confirmation, gX), however, is a slightly different 
story; we have touched upon this in our discussion of Alexander's 
use of the term, above. In a discussion on the refutation of 
proofs, AnSg147 makes the following observation: "Sometimes, <when 
refuting an opponent> we shall place many headings together when 
their confirmations [KaTaOKEUT|, gX] derive from the same 
topics..."148 This represents a marked difference from the use of 
KOtTdOKEUT) (gX) in the Hermogenic corpus; nowhere in the Hermogenic 
corpus is the confirmation linked to the idea of topics, but always 
to headings (hD).
<E(paXf| (heading, hD) has references dispersed throughout the 
previous remarks; nothing more need be added here.
This completes the survey of shared vocabulary within the 
[Pseudo]-Hermogenic argumentative trope, and we may now turn our 
attention to a few other examples of significant shared vocabulary.
B. Some Shared Vocabulary Outside the Argumentative Trope
In this sub-section we shall note the presence of some shared 
vocabulary which is of interest, but which is not directly related
147AnSg 193; Alexander is the likely source.
148AnSg 193. DK translation, generally. I have once again 
substituted "confirmation" for the DK translation ("supporting 
arguments", this time) of KdTdOKEUT).
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to [Pseudo]-Hermogenes’ argumentative trope. The vocabulary 
presented here is less intricately interwoven than that found in the 
argumentative trope, and may generally be dealt with more quickly.
’Avd|iVT)oi<; (reminder, aW) is actually terminology unique to 
AnSg, where it has a 1.83 m%, making it, in fact, the most common 
family in that category. The 16 occurrences of the aW terminology 
are not, however, consistently technical, and the term is used 
synonymously with avaK E ip aX atiu a ic  (recapitulation, aV) , which is a 
shared term. For that reason it is considered here. The aW family 
occurs in three distinct contexts within AnSg.
The first AnSg context149 presents two uses of the 
terminology; in both cases, the terms occur in quotations (one from 
Aeschines, one from Demosthenes). Neither use can be considered 
technical.
The second AnSg context150 in which one encounters dvdpviiois 
(reminder, aW) is, in fact, AnSg 82: the discussion of epyaoxa 
(development, gB). Here, as we have seen, a reminder151 is 
recommended as a method of avoiding obscurity in the subject matter. 
There is one aW occurrence here.
149AnSg 12-13.
150AnSg 82.
151The "reminder" was, essentially an internal summary of the 
primary sub-points within one section of the speech, or a general 
review of the main points of the speech, given in the epilogue.
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The final context in which the aW family is encountered may be 
found within AnSg's consideration of the epilogue. Here,152 some 
brief observations are in order.
In this discussion, the aW terminology is employed side by 
side with —  and as a synonym for —  avaKecpaXaluoic; (recapitulation, 
aV). AnSg is certainly not alone in this use. The terms are 
clearly synonymous in other writers of the time; Apsines, composing 
at about the same time as AnSg, specifically equates the two terms, 
for example, in his Rhetoric.153
’AvaKEtpaAaluatq (recapitulation, aV), like avdpvnotq (reminder, 
aW), is a review of one's case, or main points. The aV family is a 
shared term, with a strong 2.51m% within AnSg; it shows a 0.19m% 
within Stasis; there are no occurrences in Invention.
In Stasis, Heath154 translates the two occurrences155 of the 
terms within the text as "summarize" though he uses the more common 
"recapitulate" in his commentary on the relevant passages.156 
Hermogenes notes that recapitulation (aV) is common both to the 
prosecutor and defendant, and is part of what he calls KOlVTj irotOTTn; 
(common quality, kA), which includes the epilogue (eirtAoyô . fV) and
152The aW terminology has 13 occurrences, found within the epilogue 
discussion at 204, 205, 208, 211, 212, 213, 219.
153TooauTax<*><; oCv 6va|ji}jvr|O K£iv urrapXEi. t o u t e o t i  XPO0 ^01 t Q 
ava«cpc*Aaia)OEi xaXoupcvQ' [From such methods does one fashion the 
reminder, which some call the recapitulation....] Spengel, 390.24-6;
(Epilogue, 14).
154HEATH (1995), p. 40.
155St 3.192, 196.
156HEATH (1995), pp. 90-91.
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secondary speeches (SeuTEpoXojia, dD); KOlVT| irotOTTK is necessary- in 
every presentation.157 He does not call the KOtVT| irotornq a "heading" 
(KEipaXT), hD), and none of his commentators seem to have made such a 
connection, but Hermogenes does discuss the KOivn ttoiottk in his 
division of the questions, and he approaches it in a manner similar 
to his examination of the headings. What is most immediately 
notable in his consideration of the terminology, however, is his 
discussion of the differing purposes of the recapitulation (aV) in 
the prosecution and the defense. The former reviews arguments and 
evidence; the latter employs the recapitulation primarily as a 
pathetical device.158
In AnSg, the terminology of dvoncEipaXcntiioiq (recapitulation, aV) 
is found only in the text's consideration of the epilogue, though 
the point is clearly made that the recapitulations occur at any time 
within the speech. This is an idea shared with Hermogenes. Though 
Hermogenes1 discussion also centers on the epilogue, the example he 
chooses to illustrate the recapitulation is an internal summary in 
Demosthenes.159
Beyond this, however, there are significant differences 
between Hermogenes' approach to the recapitulation (dvctKE(paXa\u>oi<;, 
aV) and that found in AnSg. In AnSg, recapitulation is primarily 
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emotional appeals in AnSg 201. Here we are told that the epilogue 
£alls into two species, the ’practical and the pathetical' and that 
recapitulation (aV) belongs to the former. A similar distinction is 
forwarded at 206. We have already seen that recapitulation was 
defined in 210 as a ’brief exposition of the headings and 
epicheiremes" —  clearly not an emphasis upon emotional appeal.
When Neocles outlines and explains his four species of 
recapitulation160, all are geared toward an argumentative closing. 
Though a recapitulation might be possessed of figures,161 its 
primary thrust for AnSg is clearly not pathetical.
The more pathetical aspects of the oration AnSg associates 
with the terms irapEK0OtOiq (digression, jH), aufcfioiq (amplification, 
cR) and SiaTUffwoiq (depiction, dQ) . These terms may be set against 
two terms which are unique to the Hermogenic corpus: StaoKEUT] 
(representation, do) and UiroSlOupEOiq (subdivision, mO) . Both of 
these Hermogenic terms were discussed in the first section of this 
chapter. [Pseudo]-Hermogenes, it will be recalled, sees both 
representation (do) and subdivision (mO) as emotive amplification of 
the elements of circumstance (irepiOTaoiq, jQ). Though uiroSiaipeoiq 
(subdivision, mO) is a form of support for the to air* dpXT)? axpi 
TeXouq (from first to last, cK) heading and 5iatOKEUT| (representation, 
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are not satisfactorily differentiated in the text. Nevertheless, 
both are clearly intended as emotional forms of support for a case.
The three AnSg terms —  irap £K 0ao i£  (digression, jH), aufctiatq  
(amplification, cR) and StOtTUITwaiq (depiction, dQ) —  are somewhat 
intriguing in this context, but especially SiaTUirwoiq (depiction, 
dQ) . TTapeKpaotq (digression, jH) was dealt with sufficiently in the 
discussion of terms unique to AnSg. Au|T)Ot̂  (amplification, cR), a 
shared term, is used more or less synonymously throughout all three 
works, though, as the m% indicates,162 there is a greater emphasis 
on the concept in AnSg.
In SiaTUirwotq (depiction, dQ), however, the situation is 
somewhat more complicated. AtaTUITtootq (depiction, dQ) is also a 
shared term, used about equally in AnSg and Invention; there are no 
occurrences in Stasis.163 What is interesting here is that the dQ 
family occurs in AnSg as one of two primary methods of arousing 
emotions in the epilogue.164 Since S iaT U ltu o tq  (depiction, dQ) is 
defined as "a clear and elaborated expression of things said plainly 
and simply in the narration",165 it sounds as if this is a concept 
very similar to [Pseudo]-Hermogenes' 5iaOKEUT| (representation, dO) 
and U ffo S ia tp e o iq  (subdivision, mO) . It is interesting to note that 
SiaTUiraiOl? (depiction, dQ) occurs most frequently in Invention in the
1622.05m% in AnSg; 0.57m% in St; 0.10m% in Inv.
1630.57m% in AnSg; 0.64m% in Inv.
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context of [PseudoI-Hermogenesr discussion of 5taoKeuf| 
(representation, dO); it is there employed exclusively in a non­
technical fashion to mean "describe", a word [Pseudo]-Hermogenes 
uses as a way of communicating how 6taOKEi/T| (representation, dO) 
creates its emotional effect. What is, in AnSg, a technical term 
for a specific pathetical effect is, in Invention, merely a 
descriptive term occurring in the context of his discussion of a 
similar pathetical effect.
Mepiojjoq (partition, division, hW) is also a term unique to
AnSg, with a 1.14m%. While it is not a shared term, HEpiopoq (hW)
does appear in one context which raises questions about the
authenticity of its categorization as a unique term. We have seen
that pEpiO|ioq (hW) was presented as one of the three methods of
creating receptivity (EU[ld-flEia, gH).166 In AnSg 13 we are told that
|iEpiopo<; (hW) is "an outline of the whole subject into parts...".
This definition is followed by an example from Demosthenes 19.4.
Though the term |i£piopo<; (hW) does not appear in the Hermogenic
corpus, it is somewhat telling that this exact example from
Demosthenes 19 does appear there: in Inv 3.2, when [Pseudo]-
Hermogenes is discussing his irpOKGTaOKEUT) (preconfirmation, hZ) :
The preconfirmation [irpoKaTaOKEUTt, hZ] is an earlier 
part of the speech theui the confirmation, as the 
name makes clear. Its task is the setting out, like 
a preface, of the headings and questions from which 
the speech will, with respect to the subject matter,
166AnSg 10. Alexander is the source here, and in 13.
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be formed and filled out, just as can be seen in 
this quote from Demosthenes....167
The definition given in AnSg 13 and that given here in Inv 3.2 both
point to an overview of the whole subject matter,168 and both choose
exactly the same example from Demosthenes. In this capacity, the
two terms appear to reference the same rhetorical task.169
There is, however, another striking parallel in AnSg. In 
paragraphs derived from Neocles,170 a discussion of the itpofleoi? 
(proposition, kL) reveals that it, too, is "am exposition of the 
question as if an overview and announcement of the 
confirmations...".171 In the context of this discussion, we are 
once again given the example from Demosthenes. This comment is only 
one in the discussion of irpofleoiq (proposition, kL);172 there are a 
number of other examples, and the overall discussion is linked to 
Neocles' views of proof —  occurring, not insignificantly, in the
167 'H npoieaTaoiecuri rrpEoPimpov io n  pepcx; Aoyou KcrraoicEuoc;. ci>̂  
8r|XoT icai Touvopa. tpyov Si auTqq to npocKTi'6co6ai to iee<paXaia icai to 
SqTqpaTa. oTc; TTEpinAa«i<; o Aoyo<; oupnXqpooOEi Trjv uttoQeoiv. oTov £otiv 
£ke?vo napa t u  AqpooQEVEi .... inv 3.2.1-5
168Which seems, in AnSg, to distinguish peptopoq (hW) from irpo-fieot̂  
(kL), which previews the whole subject or only a sub-section of it.
169irpoKaTaoKEUTi also has occurrences in St 3.285-301, but the term 
there references a species of complex conjecture (OTOXdOpoq, IE) 
where the demonstration of x is a prerequisite to the demonstration 
y; the orator, wishing to establish y, must first engage in a 
"preconfirmation” (of x) to his case.
170AnSg 161-168.
171AnSg 161. DK translation.
172The kL family has references in both Hermogenic works as well as 
in AnSg, but the appearances in the Hermogenic corpus are never 
technical, rendering the term pragmatically unique to AnSg.
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context of Neocles' views on the enthymeme. Presently, we can 
conclude that, seemingly, Alexander's pEplopoq (hW), [Pseudo]- 
Hermogenes' irpoKCtTOtOKEUT| (preconfirmation, hZ), and Neocles' irpoflEOl̂  
(proposition, kL) all were used to reference what we today refer to 
as a "preview".
Another example of unique terms with common meaning may be 
seen in the use of two phrases. A id v o to t vopoflETOU (dK), which is 
unique to AnSg, is clearly synonymous with Hermogenes' yVW(JIT| 
vopoflETOU (dB). Both refer to the "legislator's intent". In 
Hermogenes, this is on of the legal (vo p u co c , iL) qualitative 
(ttoiottk, jZ) headings (<E(paXf|, hD) . The heading appeals to the 
spirit, as opposed to the letter, of a law as a means of undermining 
a prosecution: "When the law says a foreigner should not mount the 
walls, this is clearly intended as means to protect the city; but I, 
as a foreigner, mounted the walls to defend the city, and so 
surely...&c." In AnSg,173 the appeal to the legislator's intention 
serves a very similar function, as one of the methods of refuting 
inartistic proofs (otTEXVO? 1TIOTK;, jV) . Additional methods for 
refuting inartistic proofs (jV) listed with this one include charges 
of ambiguity (dp<pi|3oXta, aO) in the document, or, AnSg174 counsels 
"bring up another law" —  clearly meaning another law which 
contradicts the one we are being prosecuted under; as such it echoes 
Hermogenes' stasis of dvrtvopxa (conflict between laws, bl). Of
17 3AnSg 188.
174The likely source is Alexander.
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course, ambiguity (dfiiptpoXtcr, aO) is also one of Hermogenes ’ stases. 
Thus, in refuting nonartistic proofs, AnSg takes up many of the same 
lines of argument to be found in Hermogenes’ legal qualitative 
stases and headings.
One final text requires comment here, and with this comment we 
will find it necessary to return briefly to the vocabulary of the 
argumentative trope and note its relation to another aspect of the 
AnSg text. In AnSg 249, where we are given two intriguing bits of 
information in one section. First, Harpocration notes that the 
style appropriate to the enthymeme is parisosis (iraptowOK;, jK) and 
antistrophe (dvT\OTpo(pT|, bM).175 The former term is unique to AnSg; 
the latter has two occurrences in Stasis, neither of which are 
related to the present discussion.176 Second, Neocles goes on to 
remark that these two figures —  parisosis (itapiowot?, jK) and 
antistrophe (avTiOTpo<pf|, bM) —  "fit antithetical [avTifleoK;, bG] 
statements" and then observes that "what is antithetical [bG] is 
more enthymematic [ fC] .. .".177 There are two comments to be made on 
Neocles' observations.
175The former is LANHAM's (1996) isocolon. Parisosis refers to 
colons of equal length —  LANHAM notes (p. 602) that in the 
narrowest sense, this would require an equal number of syllables —  
and corresponding structure. Antistrophe refers to repetition of 
words or phrases in differing contexts.
176Though one is a clearly technical use. In St 1.95 Hermogenes 
uses the term as a class of conditions which are dcJUOTCXTOq (cO), 
lacking stasis. At St 3.178, the term occurs in a semi-technical 
setting, employed incidentally in a comment on the use of the 
heading to an’ dpx̂ is dxp* TeXouq (from first to last, cK).
177AnSg 249. All the quotations are from the DK translation.
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The first comment is to note another obvious parallel in the 
approach to the enthymeme within [Pseudo]-Hermogenes and within 
AnSg. In Invention, recall, [Pseudo]-Hermogenes is adamant about 
the presence of a comparative parataxis in his enthymematic 
contribution to the argumentative trope. The enthymeme —  by 
picking up the contrast inherent in the limited topics of the 
development ( e p j a o l a ,  gB) and linking these to some element of 
circumstance —  forms what he calls a OUJKplCK; (co-reference, 
literally, "linked judgment", 1J). lu jK p t O iq  (1J) is itself a term 
unique to Invention, and a relatively frequent one at that (0.74m%); 
it was discussed at length in the first section of this chapter. We 
may now, in this context, observe that ouyxpiotq (1J) is a relatively 
unusual term for the sort of parataxis [Pseudo]-Hermogenes is 
describing in his discussion of the enthymeme in Inv 3.8 and 3.9.
The more usual term would, in fact, be antithesis (dvTtfleoiq, bG) .
The standard view of antithesis (bG) may be seen in, for
example, the following comment from Anaximenes' Rhetorica ad
A1 exandrum:17 8
An antithesis is that which has both opposite 
terminology and meaning in contrasting clauses or 
either one of these. What follows would be opposed 
in terminology and meaning at the same time: 'It is 
not just for my opponent [|iev] to have my property 
and be wealthy while I, [6e] having parted with my 
substance, am no more than a beggar. ' Opposition in 
words only: 'Let the rich and prosperous give to the 
poor and needy.' In meaning: 'I [pev] nursed him 
while he was sick, but he has been [6e] the cause of 
the greatest evils to me.' Here the words are not 
opposed, but the actions are. Antithesis in both 
respects, meaning and terminology, would be most
178Long attributed to Aristotle, and preserved in his corpus.
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effective, but the two other types are also 
antithetical.179
In Greek, two of the three examples constitute a pev ... 8e parataxis, 
as the bracketed material indicates. One might easily substitute 
any of a number other authorities for the quotation given here.180 
Antithesis (bG) is the more common181 term for a construction of 
parataxis. Returning, then to Harpocration's comments on the 
enthymeme at AnSg 249, we may confidently conclude that he saw 
antithesis as an important aspect of the enthymeme; this constitutes 
another similarity between Invention and AnSg expressed in a 
different technical vocabulary.
Which leads us to our second, and final, observation. This 
similarity has an alter-ego; there is another peculiar disparity 
hiding in this technical terminology. If OUjKptOtq (co-reference,
1J) is Hermogenes' term for an antithesis (dvTifleoiq, bG) , then how 
is he using the term antithesis (bG)? Antithesis (bG) has a 0.79m% 
in Invention —  used slightly more often them CUjKplotc; (1J, 
0.74m%).182 [Pseudo]-Hermogenes, in fact, devotes an entire 
section, Book 4.2, to what he calls antithesis (bG). The discussion 
here lays the foundation for his consideration of figures and style
179 RhAlex 26.1.3 - 26.3.8. The translation is taken from KENNEDY 
(1963), p. 65, though the bracketed material is my own addition.
1800ne might have easily quoted Demetrius, On Style, 22ff, e.g.
181And, admittedly, more general.
182In Stasis, the antithesis (bG) has a 2.67m%; this reflects 
Hermogenes' use of the term as both a stasis and a heading. Neither 
use (as a heading or stasis) parallels the employment of the term by 
either AnSg or [Pseudo]-Hermogenes.
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throughout Book 4. To here consider it at length is unnecessary, 
and would inevitably digress into a consideration o£ style. What 
can be done is to note the author's general perspective on, and the 
definition he assigns to, antithesis (bG).
For (Pseudo]-Hermogenes, antithesis (dvTifleotq, bG) constitutes 
a type of hypothetical condition stated in a grammatical inversion 
from the real condition which it is mirroring, and designed to throw 
light on that opposite (and real) condition. An example will 
clarify. Take the statement "A wise people do not hasten to war";
the phrase is clearly designed to suggest that those who hasten to
war are foolish. Or consider this statement: "When war is 
necessary, a wise people do not hesitate"; again, the phrase is 
designed in the grammatical negative to highlight a positive 
position which one is seeking to support: the wise hastily assume 
the responsibilities associated with inevitable conflict. For 
(Pseudo]-Hermogenes, this is antithesis. Kennedy suggests that it 
is akin to unoSictipeoK; (subdivision, mO), but (Pseudo]-Hermogenic 
antithesis seems to have far more in common with the irXaoTOV 
emxexpiDia (fictional epicheireme, gA) component of the TO dir* dp%T)̂  
d%pi TeXou? (from first to last, cK) heading of Inv 3.10.
Regardless, [Pseudo]-Hermogenic antithesis has absolutely no
parallel in AnSg,183 despite the overlapping vocabulary.
1830r, as we have seen, in Stasis, either.
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Section III. Concluaion
We have, in this chapter, given moderately extensive and 
moderately detailed consideration to a selection of the heuristic 
technical vocabulary present in our chosen works. We have 
considered a wide range of vocabulary which is unique to each author 
or corpus, we have seen shared vocabulary representing different 
concepts, and similar concepts expressed in different vocabulary, 
and similar terms linked to similar concepts. We have, however, 
mostly accomplished this survey through a detailed and —  as much as 
possible —  isolated focus on individual terminology and conceptual 
frameworks. It is, at last, time to step back from the trees and 
look once more upon the forest.
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CHAPTER SIX: SAILING TO BYZANTIUM
I do not think much of the mosque of St. Sophia. I suppose I 
lack appreciation.
— Mark Twain1
But the subjects of the Byzantine empire, who assume and 
dishonour the names of both Greeks and Romans, present a dead 
uniformity of abject vices, which are neither softened by the 
weakness of humanity nor animated by the vigour of memorable crimes.
— Gibbon2
0 Queen of Cities! What a multitude of evils 
has been poured upon you....
— Photios3
Section Z. Distinctions Suanssrixsd
We set sail, recall, for Byzantium. While on the one hand the 
journey has been long, on the othez hand, the travel has better 
equipped us to face Constantinople's robust defenses. By examining 
the heuristic corpus of Hermogenes and contrasting the technical 
vocabulary found there with technical vocabulary from the 
theoretical precursor to the Hermogenic perspective, we have 
discovered some significant alterations, developments and original 
contributions. This we have done in some detail. Here, it is wise 
to pause and review that information with a broader perspective.
Hermogenes' heuristic world is one in which stasis theory has 
come to dominate the inventional landscape. Such a conclusion is, 
of course, neither particularly insightful nor especially original;
1The Innocents Abroad (1869), Ch. 33.
2The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (1776 - 1787), Ch. 48.
3 ‘'“n rroXu; paoiXiq, ottiiv kqkmv ireptKEjCVTcu oxXoq.... Homily ii.
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one might find such a statement in any number of articles on 
Hermogenes. The present study, however, offers some slightly more 
detailed and concrete observations to back up this bit of 
conventional wisdom. A simple review, for example, of the relative 
frequencies of the stases and headings in Hermogenes and AnSg 
reveals, as we have seen, that most of the headings and stases are 
absent in AnSg, or used extremely rarely. Furthermore, we have also 
seen how AnSg demonstrates an acquaintance with some aspects of 
stasis theory while allowing that knowledge to operate 
simultaneously alongside a number of alternative (and somewhat 
inconsistent) approaches to the rhetorical problem, thus providing a 
window onto the world Hermogenes would reorder.
Stasis theory, however, has not been the primary focus of this 
dissertation; stasis theory was necessarily caught in the 
inventional net we tossed out, but it was not what we went fishing 
for. When we turn, then, to matters more central to our study, there 
are other conclusions to be drawn.
The Hermogenic corpus restructures the technical vocabulary of 
the rhetorical process —  kgtqckeuti (confirmation, gX), eiuXExpirmci 
(epicheireme, fZ), ev8upT)pa (enthymeme, fC) , &c. —  just as it does 
the technical vocabulary of rhetorical analysis (in Stasis), and, 
for that matter, rhetorical presentation (in On Style), as well. We 
saw in Chapter One that Hermogenes1 approach to stasis and style 
consisted not in a radical departure from the received tradition, 
but in the reordering and restructuring of the received elements 
into a more cohesive and useful whole —  internally, and in
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relationship to one another, as well. In the same way, we £ind that 
some of the most significant and original aspects of invention 
within the Hermogenic corpus are couched in a powerful reordering 
and subtle refining of vocabulary clearly operative in the 
theoretical perspective of the time. The body of the argumentative 
trope presented in On Invention, Book 3, has no unique vocabulary. 
What it does have is a forceful restructuring of the received 
vocabulary into a cohesive, operational whole, with a formidable 
rhetorical punch.
In AnSg this same vocabulary was, as we have seen, loosely 
linked, opaquely applied, and simplisticly structured. The 
framework of the overall perspective there —  whether Alexander's, 
Neocles', or Harpocration's —  echoes the ancient Aristotelian 
divisions, but in doing so, it seems to improperly prioritize some 
aspects of the actual operational theory of the day. The Hermogenic 
author of Invention cannot, given his cultural framework, wipe the 
slate clean. He was constrained by the received tradition. What he 
could do, and what he did, was to bring cohesion to that system 
through a subtle but substantive interweaving of the elements in a 
way that emphasized their coherence to the past tradition.
The Hermogenic restructuring of invention was not, of course, 
limited only to the elements of the argumentative trope, and we have 
had the opportunity to note in moderate detail other specific 
distinctions indicated in the use of the technical vocabulary; this 
was accomplished via our summaries in Chapters Three and Four, the 
comparative commentary in Chapter Five and in our examination, in
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Chat same chapter, of unique vocabulary. We have repeatedly seen, 
for example, how vocabulary unique to AnSg proved itself to be an
adapted echo of Aristotelian theory. We have remarked already in
this summary on the uniqueness of the vocabulary in Stasis. We have 
also noted, in the preceding chapter, some of the more eccentric 
uses of vocabulary in On Invention, such as the Hermogenic author's 
particular view of avTifleotq (antithesis, bG). These discussions have 
provided a perspective on those alterations of the inventional 
landscape which rested on the bedrock of the Hermogenic corpus. A 
further attempt to summarize here all the details discussed in the 
previous chapters would be pointless. Better, by far, to turn our 
attention to what use might be made of those details.
Section IX. Directions Indicated
Of course, this study has narrowly focused on Book 3 of On 
Invention. The text is, recall, untranslated, and much more needs 
to be done here. There is no doubt that the present study, if it 
were exactly duplicated with an exclusive and more detailed emphasis 
on the technical vocabulary of narration, would yield another set of 
comments equal in size to the present work.
Turning further afield, and closer to our original goal, this 
study has provided rhetoricians with a tool by which they might 
begin a tentative exploration of rhetorical developments which were 
the foundation of rhetoric in Byzantium. So little is known about 
the rhetorical practice of this period that the first question to 
address is how quickly and thoroughly the Hermogenic transition 
actually took root. Conventional wisdom gives a date of, roughly,
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the sixth century. But there are peculiarities and inconsistencies 
here, and those who forward such comments seldom take into 
consideration the ebb and flow of literary knowledge which followed 
the waxing and waning fortunes of the iconoclasts.
There is much, much left to explore. How, precisely, might 
the present study assist in such exploration? As we remarked in 
Chapter One, once the distinction between the Hermogenic perspective 
on invention and its earlier counterparts is more thoroughly 
established, one may employ this distinction in the interrogation of 
Byzantine texts in order to come to a more complete understanding of 
their sources and approaches. Here, perhaps, a very brief, very 
tentative concrete example might prove helpful.
Section XXX. Application Denonetrated 
Here we shall, in a most cursory fashion, attempt to show how 
the information gained in the previous chapters might assist one to 
interrogate Photios of Constantinople's Bibliotheca.
Photios is generally regarded as "the most important figure in 
the history of classical studies in Byzantium”,4 and his influence 
was widespread:
...since the Renaissance philosophers and 
philologists have venerated him as the genius who 
among others was instrumental in transmitting to 
later generations through the Byzantine period 
classical and Hellenistic culture.5
4N. G. WILSON (1983), p. 89; though any recent source dealing with 
Photios' life could easily have provided a similar quotation.
5DVORNIK (1948), p. 1.
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His learning has been respected —  sometimes feared —  throughout 
history. He has been, however, from his own time to today a figure 
of enormous controversy. No lesser a Byzantinist them Romily 
Jenkins, in his writing on the history of Byzantium, uses the 
phrase "unscrupulous and despotic"6 to describe the Patriarch. No 
lesser a scholar than Dvornik, on the other hand, speaks of "a 
prelate who deserved a better memory"7 than the one he has generally 
been given by Byzantine historians, and then goes on to devote some 
five hundred pages to setting the record straight. Heretic in the 
West, Saint in the East, his life is a complex one, and his 
biography obscure in a number of places. Fortunately, it is here 
the text of his best know work —  not the minutiae of his life —  
that concerns us. Nevertheless, a very brief overview of his life 
will help contextualize his works.
Photios8 was born in the early part of the ninth century; some 
suggest a date of c. 810. He twice served as Patriarch of 
Constantinople, living in monastic exile in the interim years of 867 
to 878, when he was out of favor. He died sometime around 896. His
6JENKINS (1995), p. 168.
7DVORNIK (1948), p. 5.
®Regarding Photios' biographical details, the most complete text is 
still the three volume set by HERGENR6THER, written in the middle of 
the 19th century. Much of the information contained there is 
seriously dated, and has been corrected by DVORNIK (1948), whose 
conclusions are those widely accepted today. Readily accessible, 
more general, and up to date biographical overviews may be found in 
TREADGOLD (1980), ch. 1; WHITE (1981), ch. 1; WILSON (1983), ch. 5; 
one might also consult NORWICH'S 1993 popular history of Byzantium, 
vol. 2, chs. 5, 6 for a more entertaining and individual view of the 
Patriarch’s life and career.
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family was important in Constantinople, and he had some tenuous 
connections, through marriage, to the court. He chose the life of a 
bureaucrat, and served on at least one embassy (perhaps to negotiate 
or serve as a witness to a prisoner exchange) before political and 
social pressures led him to the throne of the Patriarchy in 858. He 
went from layman to Patriarch in five successive ordinations on five 
successive days.
He was chosen, in part, because his family had been iconodules 
-- supporters of the icons -- during the iconoclastic frictions 
recently passed,9 but he simultaneously had something of a 
reputation for being a moderate and temperate man when dealing with 
the now condemned iconoclasts. Ignatius, the patriarch whom Photios 
replaced after the former's legally questionable (and forcible) 
dethronement, had tended to more fanaticism in dealing with the 
iconoclasts, exacerbating tensions in the capital and throughout the 
empire. Photios' moderation was considered yet another sign of his 
extraordinary thoughtfulness and depth, at least by those who backed 
him; Ignatius' party naturally thought otherwise. His reputation as 
a scholar had been well established before his enthronement, and 
even his enemies openly acknowledged his brilliance, though the 
story they circulated was that his erudition had been given to him 
by a Jewish magician in a pact that involved, among other things, 
the renunciation of the True Faith of the Cross. The story.
9See DVORNIK (1967), for a fuller discussion on the iconoclastic 
tensions still present when Photios took the Patriarchal Throne.
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circulated in Photios' day, shows how generally acknowledged —  and 
how sometimes threatening —  was his intellect.
The texts that have come down to us from his hand —  and there 
are many —  indicate a voracious appetite for general knowledge, for 
information on distant lands, for secular learning and for 
theological debate of the most intricate type. It was, after all, 
Photios whose objection to the filiogue10 in the creed recited by 
the Latin West, led to a theological impasse which has not been 
completely resolved to this day.11 Beyond intellectual curiosity, 
however, the texts we have received indicate a disciplined and well 
trained mind; in short, a well educated mind. But the exact nature 
of that education remains a mystery. Photios never mentions any of 
his teachers; neither (with the exception of the magician story
10The term has to do with the procession of the Holy Spirit, and 
thus involves intricacies of Trinitarian theology. In short, the 
Latin West, with arguments from Augustine of Hippo's De Trinitate 
and probably in an attempt to strengthen their hand against the 
Arians' denial of the full divinity of the Son, said in the creed 
that the Holy Spirit proceeds "from the Father and the Son" -- thus 
stressing the Son's equality to the Father. The Eastern Churches 
claimed this confused the personal nature of the Trinitarian 
revelation, replacing it with an instrumentalist or "naturalist" 
view of the Trinity, thus weakening the relational aspect of the 
actions of the Godhead in the redemption of the individual soul. 
Richard HAUGH gives a fine, readable history of the tensions. See 
also R. G. HEATH (1972); DVORNIK, (1948).
11Photios' erudite, detailed and intricate arguments are most 
thoroughly outlined in his Aoyoc ncp! Try; too ‘Ayiou [lvcupaTor; puoTayooyiat;. 
[On the Mystagogy of the Holy Spirit]. While the theological 
difficulty is still unresolved, it is worth noting that the upcoming 
translations of the Creed, endorsed by the Catholic Liturgical 
Committee, seriously weaken the filioque, saying that the Holy 
Spirit proceeds "from the Father through the Son" (as opposed to the 
present "from the Father and the Son") in the interest of "greater 
theological accuracy of translation, and in charity toward our 
brothers and sisters of the Eastern Churches." [Quotations from Fr. 
John Horgan of the Vatican College].
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mentioned above) do any of those who correspond with him or write 
about him. And yet he was the leading literary figure of the great 
Byzantine renaissance that came to flower at the end of the 
Iconoclastic controversy.
Photios1 works are numerous. He has left us, in addition to 
an immense amount of personal correspondence,12 The Amphilochian (a 
series of letters addressing theological questions that were 
presented to him),13 a Lexicon from his youth,14 eighteen homilies,15 
numerous theological tracts,16 and his most famous work, The 
Bibliotheca.17
Like most things in Photios' life, the composition of the 
Bibliotheca is a matter of some controversy. The facts are these: 
The Bibliotheca is a collection of commentaries on, criticisms of, 
reflections about, and excerpts from, various books read by Photios. 
The authorship of the text is not, and has never been, in question. 
Three hundred eighty-six distinct works are dealt with. The
12MIGNE, vol. 102; BALETTA (1864); LAOURDAS and WESTERINK (1983-85), 
have published the most recent critical text.
13MIGNE, vol. 101; LAOURDAS and WESTERINK (1983-85), have published 
the most recent critical text.
14NABER (1965); THEODORIDIS (1982). The latter is the better text, 
but has so far appeared in one volume, representing the first half 
of the lexicon, only. Volume 2 is pending.
1SMIGNE, vol. 102; LAOURDAS (1959) . There is an excellent, eloquent 
translation of all the homilies of Photios by Cyril MANGO (1958).
16MIGNE, vol. 102.
17MIGNE, vols• 103-104; HENRY (1959-1978) has published the most 
recent critical text, along with a French translation and a brief 
introduction.
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Bibliotheca is a lengthy work, running to 1,632 pages in eight 
volumes in Henry's edition,18 which constitutes nearly 50,000 lines 
of Greek text. There are some twenty-five manuscripts containing 
more or less complete copies of the text; these are descended from 
only two manuscript families, A and M, dating to the tenth and 
twelfth centuries, respectively.19 There is no significant general 
variation in the manuscripts with one exception. A contains an 
introduction and conclusion (absent in M), giving the Bibliotheca 
the form of a (very lengthy) letter addressed to Tarasius, a brother 
of Photios. The historicity of such a brother is well established 
through numerous independent references. The introduction makes 
clear that the work was composed at Tarasius' request, to give him 
an overview of books which Photios had read, but he had not. The 
request was occasioned, according to the introduction, so that 
Tarasius might have some comfort during Photios' absence, while he 
(Photios) was away on an embassy "to the Assyrians” having received 
an imperial appointment to accompany the embassy.20
Around (and beyond) these facts, there has been enormous
speculation, most of which need not concern us here. What we wish
is to example how the review of technical vocabulary just completed
might assist one in first approaching this enormous —  and
18HENRY (1959-1978). Henry's ninth volume is a selective index.
19HENRY (1959-1978), vol. 1, pp. xxvii - xxxvi summarizes the 
history, which is contained in full in E. MARTINI, 1911, 
Textgeschichte der Bibliothek des Patriarchen Photios von 
Konstantinopel.
20TREADGOLD (1977), p. 343ff; also TREADGOLD (1980), chs. 1, 2 deal 
extensively with the introduction and conclusion of the text.
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enormously significant —  Byzantine text. Nevertheless, a quick 
review of the research on Photios is in order, if only to emphasize 
the limited attention invention has received in Byzantine criticism.
Rene Henry notes, in his consideration of the Bibliotheca as a 
source for dating Proclus’ Chrestomatie:
One could say that, without [the Bibliotheca], a good 
number of works known today would be completely lost.
One might also say that the reports left by Photios 
provide dense material for the design of first 
books... as well as for modest "inaugural 
dissertations."21
His observations are well justified. Of the books Photios reviews
in the Bibliotheca, we know of thirteen only in translations from
the Greek (into Latin, Coptic, or Slavic), another fifty-one only in
Greek fragments, an additional twenty-seven in a form substantially
truncated from the one Photios had available to him, and one-hundred
and ten of the works Photios reviews are lost to us, entirely.22
Also true to Henry's observations, a smorgasbord of indigestible
studies on Photios and, especially, his Bibliotheca have appeared,
covering everything from the circumstances of composition to the
history of the manuscript after its writing, to Photios1 own views
within the Bibliotheca on everything from the Jewish priesthood to
Roman history to the Attic Orators.23
210n sait que, sans elle [the Bibliotheca], bon nombre d'ouvrages 
seraient aujourd'hui completement inconnus. On sait aussi que les 
comptes rendus laisses par Photius ont fourai la mati&re a des 
livres de premier plan....aussi bien qu’A de modestes «dissertations 
inaugurales». HENRY (1934), p. 615.
22TREADGOLD (1980), p. 9.
23See, e.g., DILLER (1962); HAGG (1973); MAAS (1990); MENDELS 
(1986); SMITH (1992); WILSON (1968).
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Among these past studies are some which have focused, to 
varying degrees and for differing reasons, on the question of the 
rhetorical perspective or rhetorical vocabulary contained in the 
Bibliotheca, though such studies must be approached with some 
caution. Henry's article on Proclus and Photios’ technical 
vocabulary of style,24 for example, actually concentrates on the 
vocabulary of Proclus, as reported in Photios. The reason, as 
Henry makes clear, is that the Chrestomatie "contains a theory of 
style of which Photios has captured the essence. This theory gives 
an important clue to the date of Proclus...."25 In other words,
"the author [Henry] takes it as a given that Codex 239 of Photios 
faithfully reflects the theory of Proclus",26 and the vocabulary 
employed there is of interest as a method to explore Proclus, not 
Photios.
Furthermore, and quite apart from such complications, the 
briefest examination of the literature concerning Photios' 
Bibliotheca indicates, as with Hermogenes, a singular preoccupation 
with the issue of style.
Gunter Hartmann has a valuable study on many of Photios' 
literary criticisms, though he is sometimes unreasonably critical;
24HENRY (1934).
25L'ouvrage [the Chrestomathie] contenait une thdorie du style dont 
Photius a gardd la quintessence. Cette thdorie donne un rep&re 
important pour dater Proclos.... HENRY (1934), p. 616.
26L'auteur admet en fait que le Codex 239 de Photius reflate 
fidelement la thdorie di Proclos... HENRY (1934), p. 618.
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he denounces Photios' "medieval moralizing" for example,27 though it 
is difficult to see how Photios' moralizing is any different than, 
say, Philostratus', and indeed is less heavy handed than 
Philostratus in a number of cases. Additionally, Hartmann's sense 
of the rhetorical dimension in Photios' work is somewhat limited, as 
evidenced in, to take one example, this comment: "Classical literary 
theory provided him [Photios] with a scheme for criticism, but he 
does not rarely tear himself away from the all too confining 
tutelage of rhetoric: he speaks and interprets out of his own 
era".28 Hartmann's rhetorical insensitivities notwithstanding, his 
conclusions are important. He notes, on several occasions, that 
Photios' scheme of criticism is generally rooted in the received 
tradition, but has, also, an element of independence.29
Van Hook's two articles30 on the literary criticisms of 
Photios, while somewhat dated —  they are from the beginning of the 
previous century -- are still valuable in indicating the stability 
of the standard judgment on Photios’ criticisms, namely: that they 
contain strands of both the expected and unexpected. Regarding 
Photios' originality, Van Hook notes that the Patriarch "does not
27HARTMANN (1928), p. 54
28Die antike Literarasthetik gibt ihm das Schema ftir die Kritiken; 
doch er reifit sich nicht selten von der allzu lastenden Bevormundung 
durch die Rhetorik los, er erkiart und fiihlt aus dem BewuStsein 
seiner Zeit heraus. HARTMANN (1928), p. 54.
29See, e.g., HARTMANN (1928), p. 29: "Mag dies Schema auch in der 
Hauptsache alte Tradition sein, so finden sich immerhin manche 
eigene Zusatze...." [Though the scheme is on the whole within the 
old tradition, one nevertheless finds some of his own additions....]
30VAN HOOK (1907, 1909).
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use overmuch the stereotyped terms of the later rhetoricians"31 and 
goes on to list "a few terms which are striking by reason of 
infrequent occurrence in previous literature".32 All thirteen of 
the terms he then presents are related to questions of style. Van 
Hook makes no attempt to account for Photios' deviation from the 
inherited tradition.
Bernhard Wyss has an enlightening article devoted to Photios1 
comments on the style of St. Paul in the New Testament. Such 
comments are made not in the Bibliotheca, but in Photios' epistles 
and in the Amphilochia. They are important, however, for their 
conclusions that a number of Photios' passages clearly indicate a 
familiarity with Hermogenes' theory of style.33 Hartmann also 
provides compelling evidence for Photios' acquaintance with 
Hermogenes' Ideas of Style, and Hartmann's textual arguments are in 
fact rooted in the Bibliotheca itself;34 such conclusions are also 
echoed in Henry's doctoral dissertation.35
George Kustas recognizes the vocabulary of Hermogenes' ideas 
of style in Photios, but argues that Photios means something outside
31 VAN HOOK (1909), p. 186, n. 4.
32VAN HOOK (1909), p. 186. n. 4.
33See, e.g., WYSS (1955), p. 243ff.
34HARTMANN (1928), p. 8-9.
35HENRY (1932), pp. 108ff. Besides the Patriarch's acquaintance 
with Hermogenes1 ideas of style, Henry considers several other 
aspects of the vocabulary of style in Photios. The survey does not, 
however, examine Photios' technical vocabulary in areas other than 
style.
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the usual Hermogenic associations with those terms,36 a claim for 
which he finds some support in Hartmann's article as well.37
The most detailed study of Photios' use of rhetorical 
vocabulary is by Emil Orth,38 who examines and compares Photian 
stylistic vocabulary with that of earlier critics. Orth's interest 
lies in discovering whether the Patriarch is or is not basing his 
judgments of the authors he critiques on past judgments —  in short 
whether Photios is plagiarizing previous critics. Orth's 
conclusions are clear: "In virtually every author critiqued, there 
is no trace of Photian dependence on an earlier critic".39 The 
exceptions (which Orth discusses) are Photios' consideration of the 
ten Attic Orators in which the Patriarch acknowledges Caecilius as a 
source, and in which whole sentences are shared with Pseudo- 
Plutarch.40 This overall critical independence of Photios in his 
Bibliotheca is echoed by Henry, who notes that Orth has proved the 
point "beyond any doubt".41
36KUSTAS (1962), p.153-155. See esp. p. 154, n.4.
37HARTMANN (1928), p. 33-34.
38ORTH's (1928, 1929) two volumes, Photiana and Die Stilkritik des 
Photios und Iilterer Kritiker, contain a reliable and considerable 
amount of analysis of Photian vocabulary of style, but are largely 
unreliable with respect to their speculations on Photios' life and 
methods of composition (on which, see TREADGOLD, 1980) .
39"Bei fast alien kritisierten Autoren ist keine AbhSngikeit des P 
von einem frtiheren Kritiker zu bemerken." ORTH (1929), p. 56.
40See Rebekah SMITH (1992), for a further discussion of the topic.
41"Dans le domaine de la critique litt6raire, par exemple, il est 
vrai que les patients traveaux d'E. Orth ont 6tabli, sans 
contestation possible, 1'originality des jugements que Photius porte 
sur la valeur des ouvrages qu'il resume...." HENRY (1934), p. 614.
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We can see that studies of Photios and the Bibliotheca, almost 
without exception, have given practically exclusive attention to 
Photios’ ideas of style as they are expressed within the body of his 
criticism, and that, further, such studies are not infrequently 
insensitive to the rhetorical dimension of the work.42 Finally, it 
should be noted that Photios' Bibliotheca is, in all probability, 
the most studied literary artifact of Byzantium. We once again find 
that, for the rhetorician, there is much to be done around 
Constantinople. Here, we may at last pick up the present study, as 
a means to interrogate the Bibliotheca.
If the Hermogenic perspective was thoroughly established by 
the sixth century, Photios is composing his Bibliotheca some three 
hundred years into the Hermogenic hegemony. One would expect to 
find the Hermogenic perspective more thoroughly represented in 
Photios than, say, the Aristotelian vocabulary. Oddly, this is not 
the case at all. When we take exactly the same conceptual families 
which we have used in the present study and search them out in 
Photios, we discover that, among unique vocabulary, Photios is 
actually slightly more likely to use a unique AnSg family than he is 
a unique family from the Hermogenic corpus.43 This is peculiarly 
striking, especially when one notes that, of the three categories of
42This is remarkably similar to what we found when we surveyed the 
secondary literature on Hermogenes.
430f the 65 families unique to AnSg, Photios uses 63% (41) of them, 
while using 59% (53) of the 89 terms unique to Hermogenes. One 
would certainly have expected a stronger showing of Hermogenic 
terminology.
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unique Hermogenic vocabulary44 we have reviewed, the group least 
likely to show up in the Bibliotheca is the unique vocabulary from 
Stasis.
Admittedly, Photios was not teaching his brother how to 
declaim, and he reviewed a large range of literature; but absolutely 
no less than 32 of his codices are devoted to orators.45 One would 
not have been amiss to expect a somewhat stronger showing of the 
technical vocabulary of stasis.
One might also note that avTxfleoiq (bG) has nine occurrences in 
Photios' Bibliotheca (giving it a O.02m%) . Do these nine 
occurrences reflect an understanding of the terminology as it 
appears in On Invention, or do they reflect the more common use of 
the bG vocabulary?
We find three of the four unique (introductory) elements of 
the argumentative trope do, in fact, have occurrences in Photios, 
though the relative frequencies of the ones that do occur are also 
quite low.46 As for the body of the argumentative trope, again we 
see that three out of four of these families are present 
(epenthymeme, fM, is the missing term), and with somewhat stronger
44Families unique to Stasis, unique to Invention, and present in 
both of these without occurrence in AnSg.
45TREADGOLD (1980); see his indices.
46The families and Photian relative frequencies are: kX: 0.12m%; 
mU: 0.03m%; bJ: bC: 0.03m%.
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relative frequencies than we found in the introductory elements, 
though the showing is still not robust.47
Is Photios less dependent upon the Hermogenic corpus than 
conventional wisdom would lead us to expect? Is he rounding out his 
rhetorical perspective with the sort of semi-Aristotelian theory 
represented in AnSg? Or is he embracing and supplementing his 
perspective from entirely different, and perhaps unexpected, sources 
-- say, Arabia?48
Of course, without a close scrutiny of the text, we cannot 
answer these questions. What we can note is that this dissertation 
has provided us with a set of detailed observations with which we 
might go to Photios and begin a fruitful scrutiny. The present 
study provides us direction on where to look, and a general 
perspective on what to expect when we look there. It is a modest 
tool bag, but at least, with it, we can begin to chip away at 
Byzantium's impenetrable walls.
47The families and Photian relative frequencies are: fZ: 0.27m%; 
fC: 0.llm%; fM: gB: 0.88m% .
48We are so accustomed to considering the two worlds of Byzantium 
and Arabia as enemies that we are in danger of forgetting how much 
influence the Orient had in Byzantium. More than one Emperor was 
conversant in Arabic, and there are striking similarities between 
some of the more ornate aspects of Byzantine epistles and formal 
Arabic, which prizes grace of expression over almost all other 
considerations.
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APPENDIX I:
TECHNICAL VOCABULARY GRAND LIST 
(TVGL)
aB 1 ocypatpo? -ov
1 n cayojv o
aN 37 dXXiufopiKO? -T) -ov
aC 2 aO 38 d|i(pi(3aXX(i)
aC 3 ay at via t| aO 39 aptpipoXia t\
aC 4 ayuvtaw aO 40 oqiqnpoXos -ov
aC 5 ayuv ito(iai aP 41 d|i<piopTiTe(i)
aC 6 ayuviOTtKO? -r\ -ov aP 42 ap(ptapfiT7i|ia to
aD 7 5Ti}i6aiov dSiKiipa 
a6o££(u
aP 43 Ot(l(piOpT|TT)(iaTlK6̂  -T|
aE 8 -OV
aE 9 a5o|ia -f) aQ 44 d|i(piOpT|Tf)01|10̂  -OV
aE 10 a8o£o<; -ov aQ 45 dp(piopfiTTioi<; t)
aF 11 otSuvaTeii) aQ 46 OC|i(piOPT)TT|TÔ  -OV
aF 12 aSuvaTO? to aR 47 avaSnrXoofiai
aF 13 aSuvaTO? -ov aR 48 avaSiirXuoi? T)
aG 14 aipeu
aloxuvTi t)
aS 49 dva6po|iT) T)
aH 15 aS 50 ava6po(ioq -ov
aH 16 aloxuvTEov aT 51 avaipEu
aH 17 aioxuvTiKoq - t) -ov aU 52 avaKaXeu
aH 18 aloxuvii) aV 53 avaKEcpaXaiou)
al 19 aiTEU) a V S4 avaKEtpaXaiuoK; ti
al 20 atTTipa -oto<; to aV 55 dvaKEtpaXaiuTiKO? -t|
al 21 aiTTion; t) -ov
al 22 aiTiiToq -ov aU 56 dvaxXTioiq T)
aJ 23 avria T) aU 57 avaKXTiTiKoq -T) -ov
aJ 24 a’lTiatopai aW 58 ava|iipvT|OK(i)J / faJ 25 aiTiaopai aW 59 avajiVTiaiq "n
aJ 26 atTioq -a -ov aW 60 avapvrioTiKO^ -ov
aJ 27 avrtoc 6 aN 61 avajiVTfOTo? -ov





aX 63 avavEuoK; t)
aL 30 aX 64 OtVaVEQJTlKOC —T| -ov
aL 31 kK 65 dvaiTEi'Su)
aM 32 aY 66 dvaoKEudtu
aM 33 dKoXou'flia, tj aY 67 avaoKEuaoTiKoq -f|
aM 34 OtKOXOU'Soq -ov -ov
aN 35 aXX-nyopEO) aY 68 dvaOKEUT) T)
aN 36 aXXiiyopta t) aZ 69 avaTpETTTlKOq -T| -OV
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aZ 70 avaTpeiTw bK 106 dvTlirpOTEtVO)
aS 71 avotTpexw bK 107 dvTlirpOTV8T1|!l
aZ 72 avaTpTjung -eon; ti bL 108 avTiOTctoiato)> / caZ 73 OtVaTpOITTI T) bL 109 avTtoTaoi? ti
bA 74 avaxociTitu bL 110 aVTlOTOCTtKOq -Tl -OV
bA 75 avaxavrian; "H bM 111 aVTlOTpEipO)
bA 76 avaxaf-Tio^a to bM 112 aVTlOTpECpOJV 1 * €bA 77 avaxatTtopoq o bM 113 aVTlOTpoqjTl Tl
bB 78 av-flopito) bM 114 avTiOTpo(po<; -ov
bB 79 av-fiopiopo? o bN 115 dvTiTa|i<; tj
bB 80 av6opiOTiKO<; -f| -ov bM 116 dvTiTaoow




bC 82 bN 118 aVTlTt'STmi
bD 83 bO 119 avTovoiidtw
bD 84 dvTE2fKX71|ia TO bO 120 avTovopaCuv > / (
bD 85 dvTEJfKXTmaTlKO? -11 bO 121 avTovoiiaata ti
-ov bP 122 dt'ta ti
bE 86 aVTÊ ETOttti) bQ 123 irapa ttiv atiav
bE 87 aVTE^ETaOt? Tl bR 124 â tOTTtOTOOUVTl T)
bE 88 aVTEfcETaOTEO? -a bR 125 dttomoTia ti
-ov bR 126 allOTTlOTOC -OV
bE 89 aVTE^ETaOTlKOg —T| bP 127 at to? -ta -tov
-ov bP 128 at too)
bF 90 avTtStiiyEO^ai cO 129 atuoTaTO? -ov
bF 91 dvTt5tiuT)Oi<; ti bS 130 aiTajjXEXTa tj
bG 92 dvTt'fiEOK; T) bS 131 airayjfEXXo)
bG 93 aVTt'flETXKOq -T) -ov bS 132 airaxxEXTiKOQ -f| -ov
bG 94 dvTVfiETO? -ov bT 133 airayo)
bH 95 dvTiXanpdvu bT 134 dirayo>yT| tj
bH 96 avT iXt|itteov bT 135 dnayojyoq -ov
bH 97 aVTlXTllTTtKO? —T| -OV bU 136 aird'flEia tj
bH 98 avTtXTiti/K; ti bU 137 aira'8f|q -e q
bl 99 dvTivo^ita t| bV 138 airaiTEO)
bl 100 dvTlVOHlKOq -T| -ov 
dvTiirapdoTaot? ti
bV 139 airaiTTiot? ti
bJ 101 bW 140 eXejxwv airaiTTiot<;t
bJ 102 dvTnrapaoTaTiKoq -ti 00
-ov bV 141 diraiTTiTtKoq -f| -ov
bJ 103 dvTiiTapaoTaTiKtoq bX 142 diTEpiEpxaoTOi; -ov> + cbJ 104 avTiiraptOTTmt bX 143 aiTEpiEpyia ti
bK 105 avTitrpoTaoiq ti bX 144 aiTEpiEpyo^ -ov
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by 145 aiTEpiOTaTOC -ov cL 183
bZ 146 dirv8avoc -ov cL 184
bZ 147 diriflavoTTic ti cM 185
cA 148 dtnoTEoj CM 186
cA 149 d'tn.oTTyn.KOc ~̂ \ ~6V CM 187
cA 150 duiOTta t] CM 188
cA 151 airioToc -ov cM 189
CA 152 dirtOTOOuvn ti cN 190
cB 153 airXaoToc -ov cO 191
CB 154 airXooc -ti -ov cO 192
cB 155 airXouc -ti -ouq cO 193
CB 156 dtrXow CP 194
cC 157 dlTOSElKVUpi CP 195
cC 158 airoSEiKTiKOc —t| -ov CP 196
cC 159 atroSEifctc ti CP 197
CD 160 d'lroKOc'SiOTTipi cQ 198
CD 161 diroKaTaoTOtotq ti cQ 199
CD 162 airoKaTaoTaoTiKoq -ti cQ 200
-ov CQ 201
cE 163 auokfipuKTOc -ov cR 202
cE 164 airoKTipufcic ti cR 203
cE 165 airoKTipuoou cR 204
cF 166 airoXauoic ti cR 205
cF 167 diroXauopa to cR 206
cF 168 duoXauoTiKOc -f) -ov cR 207
CF 169 diroXauoToc -ov CS 208
CF 170 diroXauoj cS 209
cG 171 diroXojfEopai cS 210
cG 172 aTTOXOifTlTlKOC —T| -OV CT 211
cG 173 diroXojfia T| cT 212
cH 174 iri'9avT| airoXoyia cT 213
cl 175 diropEio cT 214
cl 176 diropla ti aA 215
cl 177 airopoc -ov aA 216
CJ 178 dirooTpECpu cU 217
CJ 179 dirooTpotpTi ti cU 218
CJ 180 airooTpotpoc -ov cU 219
kP 181 dirpooiptaoToc -ov 
to air’apxTiC axpt
cV 220
























aû Tiotc T) 







a(pT ijTm a t o  




papuc -E ia  -u  
papuTTic ti 
papuTovo? -ov  
paoavtCu 
paoavtoTEoq -a  - 
paoavioTTic o
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cV 223 paoavoq T) 
p'ta 71
dH 263 5xaXE|t? ti
CX 224 dl 264 6tavEO(iai
cX 225 piataj dl 265 SiaVOTlTlKO? -T) -ov
CX 226 piaio? -a -ov dl 266 Stavota ti
cX 227 piaioq -ov dJ 267 pT|Tov Kal Stavota
cW 228 piatoq opoq dK 268 Siavoia vopo-flETou
CX 229 piau) dl 269 Stavox^u
cY 230 pouXeuot? t) dL 270 Sxaopifca)
cY 231 pouXeuTTipioq -ov dM 271 StairopEu
CY 232 POUXeUTlKO? -T) -ov dM 272 6tair6pTioi<; ti
cY 233 POUXEUTOq -T) -ov dM 273 StairopTiTiKO? -ti -ov
cY 234 POUXEUU) dN 274 Stap^pou
cZ 235 POUXTlOl? T) dN 275 Stap-Spuoiq tj
cZ 236 POUXT)TEO<; -a -ov dN 276 Sxap'flpuTtKO?, -f|, -ov
cZ 237 POUXT)TO<; -T| -OV dO 277 SiaoKEuatu
cZ 238 pouXofiai dO 278 SiaOKEUT) Tl
dA 239 yvunaTEUu) 
yvufiTi T)
yvû iTi v o (io,6e t o u
dP 279 SiaoTaoiatu
dA 240 dP 280 6xaoTaoi<; ti
dB 241 dP 281 StaOTOTlKOC -T) -ov
dA 242 &vco|j.ovik6<; -ti -ov dP 282 StaoTOtToq -ov
dC 243 Seivooj dF 283 6iaTi'6Tmt
dC 244 6Eivwoiq ti dQ 284 SiaTUTTOO)
dC 245 8eivo)Tik6<; -ti -ov dQ 285 SxaTUTTuoK; ti
dD 246 SEUTOpoXoyEti) dQ 286 StaTUITUTlKO? —T| -ov
dD 247 SEUTopoXoyia t| dR 287 6tTi2fEO(iai
dE 248 6iapaXXw dR 288 6tT|JfTma TO
dE 249 8iapoXf| ti dT 289 SlTlJfTmaTlKO? —T| -6v
dE 250 StapoXla ti dS 290 apETal SiTiynoEtiK;
dE 251 6iapoXtKO<; -ti -ov dT 291 StTIJfTlOK;̂  Tl
dE 252 StapoXo? -ov dT 292 fctTtfTlTtKOq -Tl -OV
dF 253 SiaflEOK; T) dU 293 StKatoXoyia ti
dG 254 SiaipEOiq ti dU 294 SiKaioXoyiKoq -ti -ov
dG 255 SxatpETiKoq -ti -ov dU 295 SiKaioXoyo? o
dG 256 SiaipEToq -ti -ov dV 296 SiKaio? -a -ov
dG 257 StatpEu dV 297 Sixato? -ov
dH 258 6iaXE5fO[iai dV 298 SixaxoauvTi ti
dH 259 StaXEyo) dW 299 liopiov tou Sixalou
dH 260 610cXEKT1KT| Tl dV 300 SiKaioti)
dH 261 SiaXEKTtKOq -Tl -ov dV 301 SixavtKO? —T| -ov
dH 262 SiaXEKTOq T) dX 302 SiXTippa to
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dX 303 6iX7ipnaTov TO
dX 304 6 iXT||inaT0<; -ov
dY 305 Sioplto)
dY 306 6 top to 1? T)
dY 307 5ioptO|io<; o
dY 308 StOptOTlKO? -f| -OV
dZ 309 6nrXaoiao^6<; o
dZ 310 SlITXOOq -7] -ov
dZ 311 6nrXou<; -fj -ouv
dZ 312 SnrXou
eA 313 Sokeu
eA 314 5o£a t)
eA 315 Sofcatu
eA 316 6o£aaia T)
eA 317 6o|ao|ia to
eA 318 SofcaoT-fe o
eA 319 SolaoTiKoq -T) -ov
eA 320 6o£ccot6<; -T) -ov
eA 321 6o|iq t)
eB 322 6uva|iai
eB 323 6uvafit<; ti
eB 324 Suva^ou





eD 328 eyypaiTToq -ov
eD 329 eyjfpatp-f) t)
eO 330 ê ypatpô  -ov
eD 331 ejfypdtpa)
eF 332 ejkocXecj
eF 333 EJfKXT^a TO
eF 334 EJKXtmaTltu
eF 335 EyKXT^aTlKOq -T| -ov
eF 336 EJfKXT|Ot<; Tl
eG 337 EyKUjpiata)
eG 338 EyKdjptaOTlKO? -T) -ov
©G 339 EJKWpUOV TO
eG 340 EJfKUJfllOq -OV
eH 341 e*6o? to
eH 342 E'Soj
el 343 ElSlKOq -T) -OV
el 344 <Tr 'ElOO? TO
eJ 345 E1KO? TO
eK 346 Eiotpopa vô iou
eL 347 EKpaivaj (to 
£KPT)o6|lEVOV)
eM 348 ek'6eoi<; t)
eH 349 EK'SEOjiOg -OV
eM 350 EK'SETIKO? -T| -ov
eM 351 EKTt'S'tmi
eN 352 EKTOQ (TO)
eO 353 EKTpETTU
eO 354 EKTpOTTT) T)
eO 355 EKTpOTTOq -OV
eP 356 EKtppdCb)
eP 357 EKtppaOl? T)
eP 358 EKtppaTiKOq -ti -ov
eQ 359 EXaooou
eQ 360 EXaoouv -ov
eQ 361 eXottow
eQ 362 EXaTTWV -OV
eR 363 EXEJKTlKOq -f) -OV
eR 364 eXejxo? o
eR 365
eS 366 eXeeivo? -ti -ov
eS 367 eXeeoj
eS 368 eXeo? o
eT 369 EXXEltfTlKO? -fl -ov
eT 370 EXXEI1TU
eT 371 eXXeuj/k; t|
eU 372 EXirltu
eU 373 >. / ceXttk; ti
eU 374 EXiriOTtKOq -Tl -ov
eU 375 eXttiotoi; -ti -ov
eV 376 EfiPodu
eV 377 Eiipotiiia to
eV 378 E|iPOT101<: T)
eW 379 E|HT11TTW
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eW 380 E|!TT tTTTUV fj 419
eX 381 qicpaivu fj 420
eX 382 EptpaOiq T) aV 421
eX 383 Ê lCpaTlKOg -f| -OV fK 422
eY 384 EvavTioonai fK 423
eY 385 EvavTioc; -a -ov fL 424
eY 386 EVCCVTIOTTK T) fL 425
eZ 387 EvapyEta ti fM 426
eZ 388 EvapyTiQ -e <; fM 427
fA 389 EvSiaoKEuatw fM 428
fA 390 EVSiaOKEUTl fN 429
£B 391 EvSo^oq -ov fO 430





fC 393 fO 432
fC 394 fp 433
fC 395 fp 434
-OV fp 435





fC 397 fQ 437
fC 398 fR 438
fD 399 fR 439
fD 400 EVOTaoiq ti fR 440
fD 401 EVOTOTIKO? -Tl -OV fS 441
fE 402 e v t e XXu fS 442
fF 403 EVTEXVatld fS 443
fF 404 evtexvti<; -eq fT 444
fF 405 EVTEXVta T| fT 445
fF 406 EVTEXVOq -OV fT 446
fE 407 EVTOXT) Tl fT 447
fE 408 EVTOXlKO? -fl -OV fU 448
fG 409 EtrayyEXta f| fU 449
fG 410 ETrayjEXXu fU 450
fG 411 EnayyEXTtKog -f| -ov fV 451
fH 412 Eiraya) fV 452
fH 413 EiTayuyfi f] fV 453
fH 414 EirayaiyiKO? -f| -ov fV 454
fl 415 EtratvETO? -fi -ov fW 455
fl 416 EiraivEu fw 456
fl 417 Eiratvoq o fW 457
fj 418 Euavayu £W 458
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E irocvayw yT i t i  
E ir a v a y u y o g  - o v  
E ira v a K s q ja X a x o o iia i  
E ira v a X a iip d v o )  
E iravaX T |i|n<; f| 
Eirava|ii^ivTiOKu 
E ira v a p v T io K ; t i  
E'TTEV'9U(iE6(ia t
E T re v '9 u (iT i[ia  t o
EHEV-SupTlOK; Tl 
E H iP a T T lp tO ?  -O V  (TO)
Eirtypa<pf| f| 
ETTl^patptKO? - f )  -O V  
E iT iy p a q ja )  
E ir i6 E tK V U |il  
E T T tS E tK T iK T l Tl 




E TTtE IK EU O pat 
EUlEtKT)? -£<; 
E 1T ll:E U 2V U |l\ 
E i r i t e u y v u u
ETTtCEU^i<; T|
ettvSe o k ;  ti
ETTVSETO V TO  
E ir t -f iE T O q  - o v  
ETrt-flEdJpEa)
EUV'flU liEU
ETTl'SupTlTlKOq —T| -O V  
s i r i ' d u p i a  t)
ETTtXEJO) 
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IP 940 o u |i irX E K (o mA 979
IQ 941 O l^TTX O K T| T) mB 980
IQ 942 O U ^nrXO KO q -O V mB 981
1R 943 O U |l(pE p O V  TO mB 982
1R 944 O U ^tpE p T O ?  -T )  - o v mC 983
1R 945 O U |i(p £p U mC 984
IS 946 O U V -f lE O ia  T) mC 985
IS 947 o u v Se o i ? TI mC 986
IS 948 O U V -d E T tK O ?  -T |  -O V mD 987
IS 949 O U V flE T O ^  -O V mO 988
IT 950 o u v t o ^ k ;  t) mD 989
IT 951 o u v T a o o u ) mD 990
IT 952 OUVTOCTTU mF 991
IS 953 o u v t i -6ti|i i mF 992
IU 954 O U V TO fiEU G ) mF 993
IU 955 O U V T O p ia  TI mF 994
IU 956 o u v T o ^ o X o y t a  ti m£ 995
IU 957 o u v T o p o X o y o ?  - o v mE 996
IU 958 o u v t o ^ c  - o v mB 997
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ouvuvu^ieu 
ouvw vufna t) 
ouvuvu^o? -o v
O U O T a O t?  T) 
O UO TO TlKO q -T ) -O V 
O U O TaTO ? - o v
o u oTotxeu  
ouoTotxta T) 





O X ^ O t TO
ox'nMOtTttu 














T eK |iT )p lO V  TO 
TEKp-nptOU) 
T£K pT |p i(l)|IO  TO
TeK|iTlpi,UOiq TJ 
TeXetoq - a  -o v  
teX e io w  
teXeo? - a  -o v  
teXeow
t e Xe u t o io i; - a  -o v
TeXEUTaw
t e Xeu tew
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mE 998 t e Xeutti t) mS 1037 UTToiiv'ncnq T)
mF 999 t e Xe u mS 1038 uiropvnoKw
mF 1000 TeXiodtw mS 1039 UlTOIiVTlOTlKOq -f| -OV 
uiTOOTaoiq tjmF 1001 TEXoq to mT 1040
mG 1002 TEXvatu mP 1041 uitot 1-9 Ti(ii
mG 1003 TEXvao|iai mU 1042 U'TTOCpEpti)
mG 1004 TEXVT) TI mU 1043 uiroqpopa t)
mG 1005 TEXVT)|i0)V -OV mV 1044 (pavEpoq -a -ov
mG 1006 TEXVTITIKOQ -T| -OV mV 1045 (pavEpou
mG 1007 TEXVtKOg —T| -OV mW 1046 <p-0ovEpxa t)
mH 1008 TOTTlKOq -T) -OV mW 1047 (p-fiovEpoTTOtoq -ov
mH 1009 TOUOq O mW 1048 cp-OovEpoq -a -ov
mJ 1010 Tpoirf) T) mW 1049 (p-dOVEU
mJ 1011 TpOTTXKOq -T) -OV mW 1050 tp-flOVTlTtKOq -T) -ov
mJ 1012 TpOTTOq O mW 1051 (p-flOVTlTOq —T| -ov 
(p-Oovoq omK 1013 UTTEpPOTOV TO mW 1052
mK 1014 UTTEpPCtTOq -f| -OV mW 1053 qj-Povoq -a -ov
mK 1015 UTTEpPOTOq -OV mX 1054 cpopEu
mL 1016 UTTEpPoXafiTlV mX 1055 (popiiTEoq -a -ov
mL 1017 UTTEpPoXf) T) mX 1056 <pOpT)TXKOq —T| -OV
mL 1018 UHEppoXtKOq -T) -OV mX 1057 (pop-HToq -a -ov
mL 1019 uiropdXXo) mX 1058 cpopoq o
mO 1020 uTTo6taipE|ia to mY 1059 qppaCu
mO 1021 UTToStalpEOtq T| mY 1060 (ppaoxq T|
mO 1022 UTTOSlCUpETtKOq —T| kP 1061 (ppoxptaoTEOv
-ov kP 1062 (ppot|iiov
mO 1023 UTToSiatpETOq -T| -OV mZ 1063 XapaKTTip o
mO 1024 UTTOStaipEU mZ 1064 XapaKTTipiaCu
mP 1025 UTIO'SEOtq T) mZ 1065 XapaKTTiplto)
mP 1026 UTTO'SETIKO? -T| -ov mZ 1066 XapaKTtipiKoq -t| -ov
mQ 1027 UTTOKptVO|iai mZ 1067 XapotKTTipiov to
mQ 1028 UTTOKpiOK; T] mZ 1068 XapaKTT|pio|ia to
mQ 1029 UTTOKptTtKOq —T) -OV mZ 1069 XapaKTTipiopoq o
mR 1030 utroXappavu mZ 1070 XapotKTTipioTiKoq -t)
mR 1031 utroXTimirK; T) -ov
mR 1032 uttoXt)\|;i<; ti nA 1071 Xetpov
mO 1033 UlTOflEptapOq 0 nB 1072 Xpaopax
mS 1034 UTrÔ t|ivf|OK0J nB 1073 Xpdu
mS 1035 UTTO(lVEia T) nC 1074 Xpexa ti
mS 1036 UTTOIlVTipa TO nC 1075 Xpetfi ti
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X p o v o ?  o  
X p u ^ a  t o  
X p a ^ a T U w  
XPUjiOtTtKO? -T | -O V
X p u ^ o tT t v o ?  —T| - o v  
tyeyu)
yeuSonapTup o, t) 
yeuSo^apTupeu 
\|/eu5o|iapTupla t |  
H/euSo^apTupxov t o  
\|feu6o|iapTu<; o, t i  
H/ojioq -a -ov 
o
iy u x T )  ti 
y u x T T io q  - f )  - o v  
ij/ u x i k o ?  - ti - o v
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TECHNICAL VOCABULARY GRAND LIST (TVGL) 
ARRANGED IN CONCEPTUAL FAMILIES
aA 215 acpop̂ iau)
aA 216 oc(pop(lT| T)
aB i aypacpoq -ov
aC 2 ajfUV 0
ac 4 dywvtau
ac 5 ayuvttopai
ac 6 ayuVtOTlKO? -T| -ov
ac 3 ajfuvxa ti
aD 7 6ti|i6oiov aSiK-qfia
aE a a6o|eu
aE 9 d6o£ia r\
aE io a6o£o<; -ov
aF 11 aSuvaTEU
aF 13 aSuvaToq -ov
aF 12 dSuVOtTOS TO
aG 14 aipeu
aH 16 aiOXUVTEOV
aH 17 OCtOXUVTtKOq -T| -OV
aH 18 atOXUVO)
aH 15 aloxuvi) TI
ai 20 atTTipa -oto<; to 
al 21 aiTTlOiq T)
ai 22 aiTTlTOq -OV
al 19 ex ITEM
aj 24 aiTiatopai
aj 25 octTtaô iax
aj 26 atTto? -a -ov
aJ 27 atTlOq O
aj 23 atTia T)
aK 28 aKEtpctXOQ -ov 
aL 29 otK̂ ato)
aL 30 oo<|iatoq -a -ov
aL 31 otK̂lTl T)
aM 32 OtKOXOUflEU
aM 34 aKOXOU-fioq -ov
aM 33 aKOXOU-Sta, TI
aN 35 aXXTUfOpEU
aN 37 aXX-njfOpiKOq -T| -ov
aN 36 dXX-nyopiot t)
ao 38 dp<pipdtXXo)
aO 40 d(l(pipoXO<; -ov
ao 39 aptptpoXia ti
aP 41 d|KpiOPT)TE(i)
ap 43 dptpiaptlTTmaTXKOS -T)
-ov
ap 42 dpqnopTiTTipa to
aQ 44 d|l(ptapT1TT10t(Jl0q -OV
aQ 46 dfi(piopf|TTlTO<; -OV
aQ 45 d|J<piOPT|TT10t<; T)
aR 47 dvadnrXoo^at
aR 48 dvaSvrrXuoiq t|
as 50 dvd5pO|iOQ -ov
as 71 avaTpEXW
as 49 dvaSpOflT) T)
aT 51 avaipEU
au 56 OtVaKXTIOlQ T)
au 57 dvaxXTlTlKO? -TI -ov
au 52 dvaxaXEO)
av 53 dvaKE(paXaiou
av 55 dva<E(paXaiuTtx6<; -T)
-ov
av 421 EiravaKE(paXai6ofiai
av 54 dvaKE(paXaio)Oiq t\
aw 58 ava|l l̂ vf|OK(i)
aw 60 dva|ivT|OTtK6<; -ov
aw 61 dvailVTlOTO? -ov
aw 59 dvd|ivT)oi<; t]
ax 62 dvaVEo6|!CXl
ax 64 avaVEOTlKO? -f| -OV
ax 63 avavEuoK; t)
aY 66 avaoKEuaCu
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aY 67 a v a o K E u a o T iK O s  - f | bJ 104 d v T X ira p lo T T ip x
- o v bJ 101 a v T x ir a p d o T a o x ?  t)
aY 68 o c v a o K E u fi •?) bK 106 aVTXTTpOTEXVO)
aZ 69 avaTpE TTT lK O ? -T | -O V bK 107 d v T x irp o T X -fitm x
aZ 72 a v d tT p T itjr i^  -E to q  T) bK 105 OtVTlTTpOTOtOK; T)
aZ 73 OCVatpOTTT) TI bL 108 d v T io T a o ia t w
aZ 70 a v a T p E ira ) bL 110 dvTlOTOCTXKOq —T| -O V
bA 75 d v a x a v r x o x ^  t) bL 109 a v T x o T a o x ?  T)
bA 76 a v a % a t T t o p a  to bM 111 dvTXOTpEtpa)
bA 77 a v a x o t iT tO | io < ;  o bM 112 aVTXOTpEtpuV
bA 74 a v a x a i T i t w bH 114 avTX O Tpotpoq - o v
bB 78 a v -S o p x tu bM 113 aV TX O Tpoq jfl T)
bB 80 a v f lo p x o T T K o q  - f )  - o v bN 116 d v T X T a a o u )
bB 79 d v -S o p x o p o q  o bN 117 OCVTXTOtTTOJ
bC 81 dv-S uT ro tpE pu bN 118 dvTXTX-STipX
bC 82 d v 'S u 'tro tp o p d  t| bN 115 a v T X T a ^ x ?  T)
bD 83 dvTEJfKOtXEOl bO 120 d v T o v o ( ia C u v
bD 85 a v T E ^ K X T iiia T iK o q  - ti bO 121 a v T O v o jia o x a  T)
- o v bO 119 a vT o vo p a C a )
bD 84 d v T E y K X r ^ a  t o bP 127 d |x o q  - x a  - x o v
bE 86 a V T E ^E T a td ) bP 128 afcxow
bE 88 OCVTE^ETaOTEO? - a bP 122 a £ x a  T)
-O V bQ 123 i r a p a  tt)v  a fc x a v
bE 89 aVTElETCXO TlKO q - f | bR 124 a ^ x o irx o T o a u v T i ti
- o v bR 126 d fcxo irxoT O ? - o v
bE 87 OCVTE£ETOCOT£ T) bR 125 d ^ x o n x o T x a  t|
bF 90 a v T i6 iT i j fE O ( ia t bS 131 a ira y jfE X X u
bF 91 a v T tS iT iy r io x ?  ti bS 132 a ira y jfE X T X K o c  - ti - o v
bG 93 d vT t-6E T lK O < ; - f )  - o v bS 130 d ir a y jfE X x a  ti
bG 94 o cvtvSe t o s  - o v bT 133 otTTdya)
bG 92 a v T v S E O x q  ti bT 135 a ir a y u y o q  - o v
bH 95 a v T x X a ^ p d v t i) bT 134 a i r a y u y f i  ti
bH 96 aVTXXTlTTTEOV bU 136 d i r d ‘0 £ x a  t)
bH 97 dvTxX'mrTXKO<; - t) - o v bU 137 a ira 'd T iq  -eq
bH 98 avTxX T)nri< ; T| bV 138 a ira x T E u
bl 100 OfVTXVOpiKO? -T) - o v bV 141 a iraxTT iTX K oq - f )  - o v
bl 99 d v T x v o j ix a  "n bV 139 a ira xT T io xQ  t)
bJ 102 a v T x ira p a o T a T X K o q  -t| bW 140 e Xe j x w v  o n ra xT T io xq
- o v Cn)
bJ 103 a v T X T ra p a o T O ^ x K w s bX 142 a iT E p x E p y d o T o q  - o v
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bX 143 d u e p t E p x t a  ti
bX 144 a i r e p t E p y o q  - o v
bY 145 d t r e p t o T a T o q  - o v
bZ 147 aiTt'SavoTTiq t)
bZ 146 d n v S a v o q  - o v
cA 148 dirtoTEU)
cA 149 dlT tOT7]TtKO£ — T| - O V
cA 151 a i r tO T o?  - o v
cA 152 atr tO T oo u vr i  t)
cA 150 a T r t o T t a  t)
CB 153 d i r X a o T o q  - o v
cB 154 ati Xo o q  -ti - o v
cB 156 a i r X o w
cB 155 a t r X o u ?  -ti - o u q
cC 157 d u o S E t K v u p t
cC 158 a i r o S E t K T t K O ?  — 7| - O V
cC 159 dirofiEtfcn; ti
cD 160 diroKa'fltoTTiiii
cD 162 a u o K a T a o T a o T t K O ?  -t| 
- o v
CD 161 d i r o K a T a o T a o t q  tj
cE 163 airoKTipuKToq - o v
CE 165 d u o K T i p u o o u
cE 164 dTTOKTlpU&tg 7)
cF 167 a i r o X a u o p a  to
cF 168 a i r o X a u o T i K o q  -ti -ov
cF 169 d u o X a u o T O ?  - o v
cF 170 diroXauui
cF 166 d i r o X a u o t ?  t|
cG 171 a t r oX o xE O fi at
cG 172 diroXoxTixiKO^ -ti -ov
cG 173 a i r o X o x t a  t|
cH 174 irt-6avT| diroXojfta
cl 175 diropEo)
cl 177 d iropo? - o v
cl 176 a i r o p t a  ti
CJ 178 dirooTpEtpu
CJ 180 dirooTpocpoq - o v
CJ 179 dlTOOTpO<pT| Tj
C K 182 TCJ otir’d p x ^  0tXP1 
t e X o u ?  
cl 184 doatp-fe -eq 
cl 183 a o a c p e ia  t) 
cm 185 a o T e i t o p a i  
cm 186 a o T E i o X o y i a  t)
C M  187 a O T E l O q  - a  - o v  
C M  188 OtOTElO? - O V  
C M  189 a o T E i o p o q  o  
CN  190 a o U v S E T O ?  - o v  
CO 129 d f c U O T a T O q  - o v  
co 191 a o u o T a a t a  ti
c O  192 daUOTCXTEO)
C O  193 a O U O T a T O q  - O V  
CP 194 a T E X E t a  T) 
cP 195 a T E X E O T O ?  - O V  
cP 196 a T E X E U T T I T O ?  - O V  
cp 197 aTEXriq - e ?
CQ 198 OTEXVECi)
CQ 199 aTEXVTiq - E ?  
cQ 201 aTE%voq -ov 
cq 200 a i E X v l a  r) 
cr 202 a u ^ a v u  
C R  203 au|71 T|
CR  205 aU^TJXlKO? -T| - O V
c r  206 aufcipoq - o v
CR  207 a u £ w  
CR 204 aulllOl? T)
cs 209 aqjavfiq -kq 
cs 210 dqjaviCw 
cs 208 o n p d v E i a  ti 
ct 211 aipTijfEopai 
CT 212 a(px|2f71|ia T O
cT 213 dcpTiyTlliaTlKO? -T) - o v  
ct 214 a(pxunot<; T) 
ca 217 p a p u q  - E t a  - u  
c u  219 p a p U T O V O q  - o v  
c u  218 papUTTiq T|
cv  220 paoavttci)
c v  221 p a o a v t a T E o ?  - a  - o v
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cV 222 paoavioTTis o 
paoavo? T)
dH 261 SxaXEKTXKO? —T) -OV
cV 223 dH 262 SiaXEKTOC 7)
cW 228 pxaxo? opoq 
p'xa t)
dH 263 6xaXE|x? T|
cX 224 dl 264 SxavEO^ax
cX 225 pxatu dl 265 SiaVOTlTXKOC —T| -ov
cX 226 pxaxo? -a -ov dl 269 6xavoxyaj
cX 229 Piatt) dl 266 Sxavoxa ti
cX 227 piato? -ov dJ 267 Ptjtov kox 6xavoxa
cY 231 pouXeuTTipto? -ov dK 268 Sxavoxa vopo'SETou
CY 232 POUXEUTXKO? —T| -OV dL 270 Sxaopxtu
cY 233 pOUXEUTO? —T| -ov dM 271 SxairopEu
cY 234 pouXeuu dM 273 8xairop7iTXK6? —f| -ov
CY 230 pouXEuaxq T| dH 272 SxaiTOpTlOX? 71
cZ 236 PouXtiteo? -a -ov dN 274 Sxop'dpou
cZ 237 PouXtito? -ti -ov dN 276 Sxap'SpuTXKoq, —*n. -ov
cZ 238 pouXo(iat dN 275 Sxap-dpuox? T)
cZ 235 PouXtiok; T) dO 277 6xaoKeudta>
dA 239 yvupocTEuu) dO 278 SxaOKEUT) 71
dA 242 yVWpOVXKOq -7) -ov
y V U liT ]  T|
dP 279 SxaoTaoxatu
dA 240 dP 281 6xaoTaTXKO<; -t| -ov
dB 241 yvu|iT) vopo-fiETou dP 282 SxaOTOTO? -ov
dC 243 Sexvou dP 280 SxaoTaox? t)
dC 245 5exvu)Txk6<; -t| -ov 
5eivuot<; ti
dQ 284 SXCXTUTTOO)
dC 244 dQ 286 SxaTuiruTXKO? -T| -ov
dD 246 SeuTopoXoyEu dQ 285 SxaTUTTUOX? T)
dD 247 SEUTopoXoyia ti dR 287 SxTiyEopax
dE 248 SiapaXXu dR 288 6xt|y7i(ia to
dE 250 SxapoXxa t) dS 290 dpeTax SxTiynoEu?
dE 251 SiapoXtKO? -t) -ov dT 289 SxTlJTipaTXKOq —T| -OV
dE 252 SiapoXo? -ov dT 292 SxTiyTlTXKOq - T j  -OV
dE 249 StapoXT) T) dT 291 SxTiyTlOX? 7]
dF 283 StaTi^Tmx dU 294 SxKaxoXoyxKO? -f) -ov
dF 253 SxaflEaxq ti dU 295 SxKaxoXoyoq o
dG 255 StatpETlKO? - T |  -ov dU 293 SxKaxoXoyxa 7|
dG 256 SxaxpEToq - T |  -ov dV 297 5xkcxxo<; -ov
dG 257 SxaxpEu dV 298 SXKOXOOUVTl 7)
dG 254 Sxaxpsoxs T) dV 300 SxKaxoa)
dH 258 5xaXEyonax dV 301 Sxkovxko? -fi -ov
dH 259 SxaXEyti) dV 296 SxKaxoq -a -ov
dH 260 SxaXEKTXKT) T) dW 299 popxov TOU SXKOtXOU
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dX 303 6lXT||l|!aTOV TO
dX 304 6iXf|ppotTO<; -ov
dX 302 StXtippa to
dY 305 StopiCu
dY 307 Stoptapo? o
dY 308 6lOpiOTlKO<; -T| -ov
dY 306 6topia\<; *n
dZ 310 6itt\6o ? -t) -ov
dZ 311 StTTXOU? -t) -OUV
dZ 312 SxuXouj
dZ 309 SnrXaaiaopoQ o
eA 313 Sokeu
eA 315 8o£atu)
eA 316 6o£aoia t)
eA 317 6o|aapa to
eA 318 8o£aoTT|<; o
eA 319 6o|aoTtKO<; -f| -ov
eA 320 So^aoTO? -t) -ov
eA 321 5o|i? ti
eA 314 5o£a T)
eB 322 Suvapat
eB 324 Suvapow
eB 325 Suvcxtoq —tj -ov





eD 328 ejfypaiTTO? -ov
eD 330 eyypa<po<; -ov
eD 331 E2r2fpd(pa)
eD 329 ey?pa(|pTi t)
eF 332 EjfKaXew
eF 334 EyKXTipaTitu
eF 335 EJfKXTipaTlKO? -T) -ov
eF 336 e j kXtiok; tj
eF 333 EJfKXTipa TO
eG 337 EJfKbjptd̂ b)
eG 338 EJfKCijptaOTlKOq -TI -ov
eG 340 EJfKUipiO? -OV
eG 339 EJKUpiOV TO
eH 342 £‘8 (1)
eH 341 E-Soq to
el 343 EiSiKoq -Tj -ov
el 344 ElSOQ TO
eJ 345 ElKOQ TO
eK 346 elatpopd vopou
eL 347 EKpaivu (TO 
EKpTlOOpEVOV)
eM 349 EKflEOpOQ -OV
eM 350 ek'Se t ik o? -t) -ov
eM 351 EKTl-STipt
eM 348 EK'ftEOlQ TI
eN 352 EKTOQ (TO)
eO 353 EKTPETTU
eO 355 EKTpOITOQ -OV
eO 354 EKTPOTTT) T)
eP 356 EKtppatfa)
eP 358 EKtppOTtKOQ -TJ -OV
eP 357 EKippaOiq T|
eQ 359 EXaooou
eQ 360 EXaoouv -ov
eQ 362 EXOCTTOJV -ov
eQ 361 e Xocttou
eR 363 eXejktiko? -T) -ov
eR 365 e Xe j x w
eR 364 eXejxoq 0  ^
eS 366 eXe e iv o q -TI -ov
eS 367 e Xe e u
eS 368 EXEOq o
eT 369 EXXEtTTTlKOq -T| -OV
eT 370 e XXeiitu
eT 371 EXXEltpiq TI
eU 372 EXlTU<i>
eU 374 eXttiotikoq —T| -ov
eU 375 EXmoToq —t) -ov
eU 373 e Xitiq ti
eV 376 Eppoau
eV 377 EpPOTipa TO
eV 378 EpPOTlOiq TI
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eW 380 E|11T tUTWV
ew 379 e îrtirTu
eX 381 qi(p0UVU)
eX 383 EmpaTlKOq -T) -OV
eX 382 £(i(pa01<; T)
eY 384 EVOCVTlOOpOCl
eY 386 EVGVTtOTTI^ T|
eY 385 EvavTio? -a -OV
eZ 388 EvapjfT)? -E?
ez 387 Evap^eta t)
f A  389 Ev6xaOKEUatU
f A  390 EVStaOKEUT)
f B  391 Ev6o Ô<; -ov
f c  392 EV-flU^iEOpai
f c  393 EVPU|1£W
f c  395 EV'fiUUTlliaTtKOq -T|
-OV
fc 396 EV'9u[jnmaT(j8‘nq -eq
f c  397 E v - S u p i t o p a i
fc 398 EVflupitld
fc 394 EV-6up71(ia TO
fD 399 EVlOTTipi
fD 401 EVOTOtTIKOq -T) -OV
fD 400 EVOTOOt? T)
fE 407 EVTOXT| T)
fE 408 EVTOXlKO? -T| -OV
fE 402 EVTEXXu
fF 403 EVTEXVatU
fF 404 EVTEXVTig -Eq
fF 406 EVTEXVO? -OV
fF 405 EVTEXVta T)
fG 4io EirayyEXXu
fG 411 ETTajfJfEXTlKO? -T| -OV
fG 409 ETrayyEXxa t)
fH 412 ETTayti)
fH 414 EUaytilJflKO? -T| -ov
fH 413 EirajfUJfT) T)
fl 415 EiratVETO? -T| -ov
fl 416 EITatVEd)
fi 417 Eiratvoq o
fj 418 Eiravayu
fj 420 Eiravajfwyoq -ov
f j  419 Eiravajfuyri tj
fx 422 EiravaXa|ipavtij
fx 423 EiravaXT)i|;iq t|
fL 424 EiravainpvnoKw
fL 425 Eirava(ivnoi<; t)
fM 426 EirEvPupEOIiai
fM 428 £'JT£V‘8UJ1T|01<J *1
fM 427 E‘n,EV‘6upT)|ia TO
fN 429 EinpaTTipiOq -ov (to)
fo  431 E ir iy p a q jiK O ?  -f| -ov
fo  432 Eiriypacpu
fo 430 ETTiypaflpfl T|
fp 434 ETriSElKTIKT) T)
fp 435 EITtSElKTlKOq -T) -ov
fp 433 Eiri5ElKVU|il
fQ 436 EiriSfnjfEOpai
fQ 437 ETri6lf|JfT)01<; T)
fR 439 ElUElKEUOfiai
fR 440 ElTlElKTiq -eq
fR 438 EirtElKEia T)
fs 441 ETritEUJfVUpt
f s  443 E i r i t e u ^ i i ;  t|
f s  442 E i r i t e u y v u w
fT 444 eitvSe o k ; TI
fT 446 ETTVPSTO? -O V
fT 447 ETT iPEUpEb)
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mW 1047 (p'SoVEpOTTOlO? - o v
mW 1048 qj-flovspo? —a -o v
triW 1049 (p'SoVEb)
mW 1050 q jflo v rjT X K O q  -TJ -OV
mW 1051 qj-SoVTITOq -T J  -ov
mW 1053 (p-fiovo? —a —o v
mW 1052 q j-fiovo?  0
mX 1054 q jo p cu
mX 1055 qjopTJTEO^ -a - o v
mX 1056 qjo p iJT lK O ?  -TJ -OV
mx 1057 qjop-rjToq - a  -o v
mX 1058 q iopo^ O
mY 1059 q jp a to )  
mY 1060 qjpaox? TJ
mZ 1064 ^ o p a K T T J p ia tU  
rnz 1065 ^apaKTTJpiCu 
mZ 1066 xapCXKTTJptKOq -TJ -O V  
rnz 1067 ^ a p a K T T |p tO V  TO 
rnz 1068 XOtpOtKTTJpiapOt TO 
rnz 1069 xapaKTTIpiOpO? o  
rnz 1070 ^ a p a K T T J p iO T tK O ?  —T|
-ov
rnz 1063 XOpOKTTJP O 
nA 1071 ^Etpov 
nB 1073 xpau
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nB 1072 x p a o | i a t  
nC 1075 XPEITI T|
n c  1074 ^ p e t a  t i
nD 1076 ^povog o 
nE 1078 XPU^aTttU) 
nE 1079 ^pajpaTlKO? -T| -OV 
nE 1080 ^pajpaTlVOq —71 —OV 
nE 1077 xp2|10t TO 
nF 1081 ij/eyoj
nG 1082 yeuSonapTUp O, T| 
nG 1083 \jjEu6opapTUpeu 
nG 1084 ijfEuSOfJiapTUpia TI 
nG 1085 ! | /E u 6 o p a p T U p t O V  TO  
nG 1086 \j/Eu6oii6tpT\JQ O, 71 
nH 1087 \(/6yXO? —a —ov
nH 1088 lyoyo? o
nl 1090 ^UXTJXO? —TI —ov 
nl 1091 tjjuXIKO? —71 —OV 
nl 1089 yuXT| TI
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aC 2 I n  caywv o ayoov 42.4 
aycova 66.3 
ayu>voov 7.12
aC 3 ayuvxa ti dycovla 226.2: 226.2
aC 5 ajfcovitô ai 6yojvi£opevoi 33.4
aC 6 ayuvtoTiKoq -n -ov 6ywviOTinr|v 196.5 
dycjviOTncrfc 36.7
aE 10 a6o£oq -ov a8<*a 120.2
aF 13 aSuvaToq -ov &5uvaTov 5.3
aG 14 atpecii aipouvTa 222.2 
eTXev 78.2: 78.3
aH 15 atoxuvT) t| aioxuvn 226.1: 226.2
al 19 aiTEO) aiToav 217.4
aJ 23 > ✓ fatTia ti aiTiai 135.5
oItiwv 50.4: 135.5: 135.10 
aiTi'a 90.4 
am<? 133.4
aiTlav 40.5: 93.2: 135.3: 182.4 
gmti'ck; 118.3: 134.4: 140.6
aJ 25 axTxaopax oiTiaoopEPa 189.1
aK 28 OKexpaXoq -ov dicEcpaXcx; 26.8
aM 33 dkoXou-Qia, i) ateoXouQiav 124.2 
aieoXou0ia<; 88.2: 141.4
aM 34 ocKoXoufloq -ov 6koXou6ov 131.3 
oncoXoudtoc; 33.2: 180.2
aN 36 aXXtijfopia T| aXXqyopia 85.5
aO 39 apcpxpoXxa t) ap<pi3oXiqi 188.2
aO 40 aptpxpoXo? -ov apcpiPoXoic; 85.2
aP 41 aptpxopTiTea) dp<pio0qTE?v 202.5 
dp<pioPr|ToupEvov 55.2: 80.5
aP 42 apcpxopT)TT)na to apcpioPoTripaoi 252.2
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aQ 45 d|i(piopfp"ncn<; *1 apcpioPnTqoccov 195.2
aR 48 dvaSvrrXwotq t) avo5inXa)OEic; 72.2
aS 49 ava6pc^f| t) avaSpopalc; 140.3
aT 51 avatpew dvQprjoSai 141.8






aV 54 avaKEtpaXaiajoi? t) avaKEcpaXaicooEux: 214.2
avaKE9aXa(b>oiv 206.4: 211.2: 221.1
dvaKE9oXaicooi<; 203.3: 206.2: 210.1; 
215.1: 216.2: 216.5; 217.1: 217.4; 218.1: 
218.3
aV 55 avaKEtpaXatuTiKO? -t) 
-ov
dvaKE9aXaiu>Tiicr| 221.2
aW 58 avaniiiVTioKO) 6vapvQoai 13.3 
dvapipvQOKEiv 208.7: 219.1 
dvapipvr|OKOVTE^ 82.10: 211.6
dvopvqoopEv 205.5: 211.4: 212.5: 213.4: 
213.6 
dvEpvqoEv 12.7
aW 59 ava[iv7iox<; “n dvapvqoEi 204.3
dvdpvnoiv 204.4: 212.6: 213.1: 219.2
aX 63 avavEuoiq ti 6vcxve<a)Ok; 10.3: 12.1: 13.7; 13.8
aY 66 dvaoKEuatu dvaoKEuaoai 1.6 
avaoKEuaoopcv 194.2
aY 67 avaoKEuaoTiKoq -t) 
-ov
dvaOKEuaoTiKoi 185.2; 185.4
aZ 70 avaTpEiru 6voTETpappEvqv 142.3 
dvaTpEnEiv 45.7
bA 74 avaxaiTitu dvExainoE 74.3
bD 84 dvTEJKXTma TO avT£yicXri|jaTc*)v 195.2
bE 87 OtVTE^ETaOl? T| dvTÊ ETaoEic; 232.2
bF 90 dvTidtTijfEO^at avTi5ir|YOupE9a 56.4: 56.5
bF 91 dvTt5tTiyTioi<; T) avTi5iryyr|OEiQ 56.5
bG 93 dvTlflETlKO? -TI -OV dvTi0£TiKO?c; 249.4 
6vti0etik6v 249.6
bM 113 aVTlOTpOtpT) T| avTiOTpcKpac; 249.3
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bN 117 aVTlTCtTTW a vT iT a ^ o p cv  189.5
bR 126 aliOTriOTOQ - o v a ^ io n iO T a  145.9  
d^ionioTcx; 14.2
bP 127 a£\oq -to t - t o v afciov 217.6
bP 128 &£tou) a $ io i 120.4  
a£iu>oai 154.3
bS 131 dnrayaeXXw arrqyyEiXE 13.4; 166.4 
6nayy£i'Xai<; 17.9
bU 137 aira-STis -tq 6 n a 0 n  2 0 9 .2
bX 144 atrep tep jfo ?  - o v 6 n e p ie p y o ^  2 4 0 .3 ;  2 5 3 .8
bZ 146 aiTvSavot; - o v a n iO a v a  6 6 .2
cA 151 aiTtOTOt; -o v a n to T a  41.2
cB 153 dtrX aoTo? - o v a n X a o T o v  9 4 .3
cB 155 i . n  r* r>onrXouq —T| -o u q anXac; 2 4 8 .3
6ttAq 85 .3 ; 2 4 7 .3 : 2 4 9 .2
dm Xa 194.1




d n X o u v  139.3; 142.1
a n X w c  152.5; 182.2: 186.1; 221.7: 233 .9 : 
2 4 8 .1 0
cC 157 CJTToSetKVUHt dno&E5ciy|jEvou 131.2 
ottoSeT^ch 183.4; 183.9
cC 159 d iro 6 e t|t< ; “n 6tto8e(£eoi 2 0 2 .3  
anoSEi'^EOiv 198.3; 199.2 
anoSEi'^Eoov 213.4 
anoSEi^Eux; 144.3; 160.2; 2 0 2 .8  
AnoSfii^iv 1 5 9 .2 :2 2 0 .5  
ottoSeiSk; 143.6: 144.4  
ano8E($£i<; 52 .6 ; 177.3
cD 161 a iro K a T a o T a o tq  “n anoKaTaoTaoEco^ 183.7 
anoKaTaoTaoi^ 183.5
CF 166 a iro X a u o tq  t] a n o X a u o ic  2 2 8 .2 :2 2 8 .3
cG 171 a iro X o jfe o n a t anoAoyoujJEvcx; 115.4; 123.2 
arroXoycopE0a 2 3 5 .3  
a  rroXoyoupEvoic; 2 2 0 .5  
a n o X o y n o a o d a i 122.4
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cG 173 atroXoyia t) anoXoyiav 45.4
cl 175 aiTopea) inopqoavTtc; 205.6
C J 178 aTTOOTpetpa) arrooTpe<povTC<; 221.6
kP 181 airpooi^taoTO? -ov anpooipiooTcx; 29.3: 33.3
CL 183 aaatpeia -q aoacpeiac; 80.2 
6od<p€ia 80.4: 104.4; 104.4 
doacpciav 86.2: 88.1; 142.4
cL 184 aoatpTK -eq <̂ oa<pe<; 80.6: 80.7: 85.1 
doacpq 82.5: 82.5; 142.4
cM 189 aoTEioiioq 0 6o tc'i'o mo<; 99.5
cN 190 aouv6eToq -ov 6o uv8etov 77.2
cP 197 otTEXTiq -eq 6teXe<; 183.8 
dTEXq 183.7 
dTcXqc 27.6: 183.7
cQ 200 aTEXvia “n &T€xvla 179.10
cR 202 aufcavu au£qaai 145.8; 229.2: 237.7
cR 204 au£r|oi<; "H au£qoEOi 160.5
au£qocux; 55.4; 164.1
au£qoiv 101.3; 101.6
aii$qoi<; 105.1; 106.1: 160.3; 160.4: 180.5; 
230.2: 230.3
cR 205 au|TlTlKO<; -T) -ov au$qTiica<; 239.8
cR 207 au£<i) ou£ovte<; 195.3 
ouSovti 253.9
cT 211 a(pii2fEO|iai a(pqyu)pE0a 133.7
aA 216 aqjop̂ iTi t| acpoppac; 149.8: 234.4 
d(poppq 169.2:169.2 
acpoppqv 6.3: 223.3 
acpoppwv 50.4
cU 217 p a p u q  - E i a  - u 0apu 139.2 
0apuc; 141.3
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cV 220 p a o a v itw |3aoavi(eiv 216.9 
PaoaviCopevcx; 216.4 
3aoavi(opEvu>v 190.3: 190.4
cV 223 p ao avo ?  t] $aoavoi 190.6 
3ooavou<; 190.1: 190.5
cX 224 p ia  t| Pi<? 120.5
cX 227 p ia io ?  -o v Piaioc 227.2 
(Jiafax; 141.4
cY 234 pouX euu ipouXeuoavTo 141.6
cZ 238 p o u X o p a t PouAojjevoc; 88.4 
£PouAq0qoav 33.6
dA 240 yVU|iTl T| yvcopac; 99.2
dB 241 yvufiTi vopofleTOU 188. 4
dC 244 S e'ivu o tq  i) 5tivojoiv 138.5 
Scivwok; 252.5
dC 245 SetVCJTlKOq -T| -o v 5tivojTnea<; 236.7
dD 247 S eu T o p o X o jfta  ti &cuTEpoAoyiai<; 119.3
dB 248 SiapaXXco 5iaPaAEw 145.10
dE 249 6 ia p o X f) ti &iaPoAq<; 55.4
dF 253 6 ia ^ e o ic  ti &io6eoi<; 6.5




dG 257 S ia ip E to AiaipE?Tai 203.1 
SiaipErrai 1.3 
SieAovtec; 192.4
dH 258 S ia X E y o jia i 5ioAEyEo6ai 234.2 
5iaXE*y£Tai 170.6
dH 259 5taX eya) 5iaXEyr|Tai 233.5 
SioXEyopEvoi 30.6 
5iaA£yu>pEda 34.9
dH 260 StaXEKTlKTI 71 SiaAEKTlKQ 81.2
dl 266 S ia v o ia  ti 5iovoia<; 242.3
Siavoiav 188.4: 237.2: 237.6: 242.8: 
246.6: 249.5
dK 268 6tavoia vo|io‘6etou 188.4
dN 275 Stap-flpwOK; T| 5iap8pu>oi<; 87.2
dF 283 S ia T t^ T m t fciaTEdqvcu 138.6
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dQ 284 5xaTuir6(i) &iaTunb>OQ 233.2
dQ 285 StaTUHucuq ti feiaTuncooic; 233.2; 233.8: 233.8 
Sicrrumooiv 233.7
dR 287 Sitijec^ o u 5iqyeTo0CM 113.2:113.6: 114.3; 116.2: 118.2: 





5iqyqoop£0a 121.5: 121.6 
Siqyqou>|jE6ci 58.3: 59.2: 60.2 
5iqyoupE0a 112.4 
&iqyu>|jE6a 92.2: 110.2
dR 288 St-funnot to 5iqyr|paoi 88.2
SiqynijaToc 104.2: 138.5: 140.4: 141.1; 
163.3
Siqyqpa 139.2: 140.1
dT 289 5lT)yT1|iaTtK6<; -T| -ov Siqyqpcmicov 36.4; 142.2 
Siqyqpcmicou 138.1 
Siqyqpcmicux; 112.8
dS 290 apeTOti 6\Ti2fTioEu? 63.1: 101.1: 101.4; 103.2: 103.4; 104.2
dT 291 5tT)2fTiotq T) &iqyqo£i 56.6; 112.3: 124.1: 196.2: 233.10 
SiqyqoEic; 50.5: 55.2: 127.5: 130.4; 135.3: 
135.6: 135.8 
8iqyqoi<; 25.3: 35.2: 46.1: 48.2: 49.1: 50.1: 
51.2: 52.3: 57.2: 89.1: 90.3: 112.1: 113.5: 
118.4: 120.2: 130.6: 130.8; 134.2: 135.4; 
135.7: 241.2
Siqyqoeojv 53.U 56.2:101.1:142.7:166.3 
SiqyqoEux; 1.5: 40.2; 52.1: 63.1: 66.4:
90.3: 101.4: 103.2: 103.4: 105.1; 117.2: 
135.12: 136.1: 137.6: 202.7; 240.4: 246.10
Siqyqoiv 35.5: 47.2: 64.4: 99.1: 100.2: 
112.5: 113.4; 115.2: 115.4:121.2: 124.4: 127.7: 
128.3: 129.2: 129.5: 132.2: 132.3: 133.2; 
142.3; 202.2: 236.4
dV 296 Stxaioq -a -ov Si'kouov 218.4 
Sncon'coc; 253.2
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dV 301 SlKCCVtKOS -T ) “ OV 6neavner| 46.1 
Sncavnco^ 1.2











eA 314 5 o £ a  ti 8o£av 77.2; 114.4: 142.6 
8oenc 207.4





eB 323 6 u v a p i< ;  t) 8uvapiv 176.3 
Suvapic; 171.3; 180.1
eB 325 S u v a T o q  -t) - o v Suvotov 218.4 
5uvaTu>TEpov 38.8
eC 326 S u o ira p a K o X o u 'f i 'n T O ?
- o v
5uonapaKoXou6qTov 82.4
eD 329 eyypacpT) ti E Y Y po9a  145.5
eF 333 e jK X T ip a  to eykXh m o t o 133.3
el 343 EXbXKOq -T ] - o v EtSncrf 52.4
Ei’Siicn v 173.3
EiSntqc 52.2: 52.6: 173.7
el 344 e i5 o < ; t o EiSO 12 2: 12.8: 53.1: 57.3: 146.2: 147.3: 
153.2: 203.1; 214.1: 225.2; 226.1: 227.1: 
228.2 
eiSou^ 185.3
eJ 345 E1KO? TO Eiicoc 149.3: 149.4: 149.5: 150.2: 150.4: 
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eK 346 e to tp o p a  v o p o u 118.2
eM 348 e k -Se o k ;  T| « & eoi<; 46.2: 46.3: 48.3: 49.3: 50.2: 51.2: 
161.1: 168.2: 210.1
eM 349 E K 'fle o p o c  - o v £k9co|jou<; 215.8
eM 351 E K T t'0 T ||!t «Ti0riTai 217.2: 218.2 
£kti6u>pe9ci 215.3: 216.3
eN 352 EKTO? (TO) ekt6<; 118.5
eO 354 EKTpOTTTl TI ixTponriv 140.7
eQ 362 e Xo t t u v  - o v eXo t t o v 45.6
eR 365 EXEJfX^ r*lXEyx6qoav 182.6 
eXeyxojjeVoov 182.5
eS 366 e Xe e i v o ? - ti -O V £Xeeivo^ 42.3
eS 368 e Xe o ? O e'Xeov 6.3:234.2 
?Xeoc 225.2:225.2
eT 370 e XXevjtw ^XXeihq 121.6
eT 371 e XXe h jj  1? T) eXXeî î  75.1
eV 378 EfiPOTlOK; T) {pPoqoEi^ 19.5: 237.5
eW 379 EpimrTO) £|jtteoq 57.1
eW 380 E|nrtTTTL)V p̂TTEOElTai 57.2
eX 381 E p c p a iv u £p<paivouoa 97.2
eX 382 E x a c t s  T) EpcpoiOK; 193.4 
Epcpaoiv 78.1
eY 385 E v a v T io q  - a  - o v SvavTia 79.2: 179.4: 179.7 
£vavTiu>v 179.9
eZ 387 E v a p y E ta  ti £vapyEia<; 111.1 
dvapYEia 96.2: 96.2: 105.3
eZ 388 E v a p y T K  - E ? £vapYn<; 233.8
fC 394 E V -flU llT ipa  TO £v9upr||jaTi 250.2: 250.5 
£v9upqpa 146.2: 158.1: 159.2: 249.1 
‘Ev9upqpa 157.1
fC 395 E vS u p T ip a T tK O S  —T| -O V EvdupqpaTiKux; 248.6 
Ev9upqpaTiKcoTEpov 249.5
fD 399 E V !O T T |(lt dvEOTwTwv 47.1: 47.3
fF 406 EVTEXVO? -O V evtexvo<; l45.l1
fG 409 E T ra y jE X ta  t| ^nayyEXia 161.2
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£H 413 eirayuyii ti enaywyq 152.6
fl 416 eiraivEu enaivcov 253.3
fj 419 Eiravayaijn "H ^navayooyaTc; 248 .9
fL 425 Eiravapvnoiq ti ^navapvrjoic; 105.2: 109.1
£M 427 E'irEV,9u(iT|(ia to enev6upqpa 250.1
fP 433 e t u Se i k v u h i ^ne5ei^a 215.6: 216.5; 217.5: 218.3 
dniSciKviivTa^ 4 0 .6  
^niScncvuvTi 253.8  
£ni5ci'£co 11.3: 167.3 
^niSciKvuoiv 253.3
fQ 437 Eiri6iTiyT10i? ”h £ni5if|yqoi<; 57.6; 60.1
fR 438 Eli IE IKE ta T) n̂iEiKEiav 101.4; 101.6
fR 440 ETTIEIKTK -eq £ni£iKE?q 17.3
n̂iEiKq 18.2
dniEiKqc; 18.3: 42 .3
fS 442 EiritEUJfVUO) £ne£euypEvov 76.2
fT 446 Eirl'SETOq -ov ^ni*0ETa 71.1 ini0£Tov 172.6
fU 450 ETTfflU^la T) *ni0upia 224.2: 224.4; 227.3  
£ni0upiav 6.4 
£m0upia<; 227.1
fv 451 ETTlXEJfU ^niXEyEoOai 236.2: 236.6  
^mXEyopEvo^ 198.3
fV 452 E ir iX o y iC o ^ a t £niAoyi(EO0ai 33.13
fv 454 EiriXoyoq o £niA6yoi<; 19.4; 20.2: 20.4: 137.4: 208.7: 
230.2: 232.2: 235.1 
E'niXoyov 3.2: 27.2: 60.2: 128.3: 131.3: 
202.2: 207.5; 228.5
En.'Xoyoc 3.4: 198.2: 203.1: 208.2: 236.2: 
236.5: 237.1: 252.4
£niAoyou 19.1; 202.8: 207.1: 208.5: 229.1; 
236.9
*ni\oyou<; 1.7: 27.5: 27.5; 252.1 
*mA6yw 20.7:128.2  
En.Xoywv 20.4; 201.3: 243.2
fw 455 ETTtppUV VU|lt im ppcioai 1.8: 237.7
£W 456 ETTtppuV VUti) enippojvvuc; 200.1
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fw 458 Emppwot? ti em'ppoooiv 20.8
fx 459 ETTlOTTiptl TI n̂iOTr|pq<; 30.5 
EnioTqpq 31.1
fX 461 ETriOTTipOVlKOq —T) -OV n̂ioTqpoviKcix; 31.6
fY 463 ETTlXaipEKOKia T) ^nixaipexoKia 228.2; 228.3
fZ 467 E iT ix e ip e t i) emxsipnoopEv 183.5; 183.10: 184.6
fz 468 ETTlXeipTllia TO cnixcipqpa 169.3; 184.4; 248.6; 248.10 
£nix€ipr||jaTwv 57.2: 179.2: 210.2: 248.2 
^mxeipniJaTa 172.7: 217.2: 231.2 
n̂ixeipqpoTcx; 158.2: 169.2
fz 470 ETTlXEipTmaTlKO? —T| 
-ov
^nixeipqpaTiKov 36.5
fz 471 ETTlXeipTlOiq TI n̂ixEipnoEco<; 36.7 
{nixEipqoiv 214.3: 217.1
ge 474 Epjfdtopai ^pyd&Tai 75.2: 76.1 
£pya£ou 142.4 
^pyaoq 16.1
gB 475 spjfaoia ti £pyaoiai<; 82.8
gs 477 spyov to E'pyov 28.2: 145.7: 189.4: 208.5 
“Epyov 207.1: 229.1
gc 478 EP|lT1VEia T) £ppqvEia 137.6: 238.1
ippOVEiav 19.2: 19.6: 136.1: 196.1: 253.4
&p|jr|vEi'a<; 221.1
gF 496 E u X o y o q  - o v EuXoyov 149.7: l49.7
gH 497 EUfia-SEia T) Eu|ja0Eia<; 142.5 
£upd0£iav 9.3: 10.2: 252.4
gH 498 EUjia-fiTi? -E? EupadteT̂  138.3 
EUpadEOTEpOl 10.2
g i 501 EUflVTlllOVEUTOC -OV EupvqpovEuTa 205.4: 209.1 
EupvqpovEuToi 213.5 
EupvqpovEuTov 206.5
gJ 504 EUVOta TI Euvoiav 9.3: 16.1: 17.1; 18.2: 34.8
gJ 508 EUVOU<; -OUV euvouv 28.3:235.3 
euvou<; 24.2
gK 509 EUpEOig TI EupEOEbx; 179.1: 246.10 
EupEOi<; 145.10: 147.2
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gL 515 e u tp im ta  ti Eucpqpia 105.2
gM 519 eruxTi ti euxa<; 238.6





CqToupEvou 148.3; 154.4: 156.2: 157.2; 161.1 
CqToupEvto 154.2





iqTqpaTo? 134.2: 141.5: 143.3
gO 524 TTOXtTlKOV tT)T7Hia 1.1
gp 526 t7)T7iot<; f i CqTqoiv 46.2: 46.4
gQ 528 fiS o ^a t (‘iSovq 183.3: 183.5; 183.7; 183.8: 184.4: 
224.2: 224.5; 228.3: 228.4
r’lSovqv 99.3: 99.5; 101.3
i^Sovqc 101.5: 183.4; 183.11: 228.1
gR 532 T l^ lK O q  -T | - o v r‘|0ncq 253.7 
(i|6ik6v 139.2 
r*|8iKcj  ̂ 138.7
gR 533 Tj-fioq TO q0EOi 99.2
faoc 6.5: 94.2: 94.2: 138.7 
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mW 1049 (p-fioveiti) cp0ovE?v 17.4
mW 1052 tp-Sovoq o cpOovoq 225.2:225.3
mX 1058 (popoq o cpopov 6.3: 15.2
cpoPoq 224.2: 224.3: 226.2: 226.2 
tpoPou 226.1
my 1060 (ppaotq ti (ppaoei 100.2; 247.4
cppdoiq 105.3: 110.1: 233.9: 240.1: 243.2
mZ 1063 XapaKTTip o XapOKTripo 251.3 
XapaieTqpi 253.3 
XapaicTqp 247.2
mZ 1065 XapotKTTipltu XapaieTqpi'oai 243.5
nA 1071 Xetpov, eiri to 105.3
nC 1074 Xpeta ti XpEia 20.5: 133.2: 202.7 
XpEfav 82.4: 123.2
nD 1076 Xpovoq Xpovov 18.4 
Xpovoq 90.4 
Xpovcov 50.4
nE 1077 Xpupa to XpcipaToq K&.6
nF 1081 yeyw VEyEiv 208.6
nG 1086 \|/eu6o|idpTuq o, ti yEuSopapTupEq 189.7
nl 1089 V/uxti ti yuxqv 238.S 
yuxnc 6.2:6.5:223.2
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APPENDIX IV t 
THE INDEX OF TECHNICAL VOCABULARY(ITV)
FOR THE HERMOGENIC CORPUS
N.B. —  Terms not appearing in this index 







aB 1 agpatpoq -ov aypacpov 2.90: 2.93




aC 2 ? n iayuv o Ayciiva 2.123 aywva 1.1.71: 1.1.102: 2.4.32 
aywvaq 3.2.117 
dywvoq 4.10.17
aC 5 ajfuvitojiai 6ycovicTTOi 3.238: 4.18 
6yu>vi(o|JEvou<; 1.159
aC 6 ajUVlOTlKOq - t i  -o v 6yu>viOTiKOv 3.264
aD 7 St^ o o io v  dSiKTipa 4.69; 4.72; 4.74: 4.76; 4.77; 4.78; 4.82: 
4.91:4.93:5.16:5.18:5.11: 5.21: 5.62: 
5.72
1.3.6: 1.3.7: 1.3.13: 1.3.16: 1.3.30: 2.6.1; 
2.6.7
aE 9 a 6 o £ la  t) 65o£(av 7.65
aE 10 a6o£oq -ov a5o£ov 1.110
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Mark Williams was born. After this, he did many things. He 
has a dog. He completed most of this dissertation while living in 
Jerusalem where he wandered the streets in ragged clothing, staring 
gape-mouthed at the marvels around him. Tourists sometimes offered 
him coins, mistaking him for an idiot beggar. He presently lives in 
Vancouver, Canada, with his wife who is, as you might imagine, a 
rare and extremely understanding woman who has a Doctor of 
Philosophy degree in Physics. They have a son named, of all things, 
Dante Benedict Williams.
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